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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

Supreme Court Case No. 43730

Plaintiffs-Appellants,
vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC, and
JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendants-Respondents.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE JAMES MORFITT

S. BROOK MILLARD

TERRENCE S. JONES

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

DRAPER, UTAH

BOISE, IDAHO

000001

Date: 1/27/2016

Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County

Time: 10:34 AM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 3

User: TCWEGEKE

Case: CV-OC-2014-16977 Current Judge: James Morfitt
John E Wyman, etal. vs. Julie L Scott, etal.

John E Wyman, Margo Wyman vs. Julie L Scott, Center For Lifetime Health Lie, John J Eck MD
Date

Code

User

9/5/2014

NGOC

CCMCLAPM

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Deborah Bail

COMP

CCMCLAPM

Complaint Filed

Deborah Bail

ORDR

CCWATSCL

Notice and Order of Recusal (Blanket DQ of all
4th District Judges)

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCWATSCL

Directive Reassigning Case to Senior District
Judge on Disqualification

Patrick H. Owen

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Melissa Moody

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Melissa Moody

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Lynn G Norton

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Lynn G Norton

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Thomas F. Neville

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Thomas F. Neville

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Timothy Hansen

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Timothy Hansen

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Jason D. Scott

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Jason D. Scott

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Cheri C. Copsey

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Cheri C. Copsey

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Steven Hippler

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Mike Wetherell

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Mike Wetherell

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Richard D. Greenwood

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Richard D. Greenwood

CHJS

CCWATSCL

Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification

Patrick H. Owen

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Patrick H. Owen

CHGA

CCWATSCL

Judge Change: Administrative

James Morfitt

DISF

CCWATSCL

Disqualification Of Judge - Self

Steven Hippler

9/24/2014

NOTR

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Reassignment to Judge James Morfitt

James Morfitt

11/18/2014

AMCO

CCMARTJD

Amended Complaint Filed

James Morfitt

SMFI

CCMARTJD

(3) Summons Filed

James Morfitt

12/19/2014

NOAP

CCMARTJD

Notice Of Appearance (Jones for John J Eck
MD, Julie Scott PA-C, and Center for Lifetime
Health}

James Morfitt

1/2/2015

AFOS

CCRADTER

(2) Affidavit Of Service 12.12.14

James Morfitt

AFOS

CCRADTER

Affidavit Of Service 12.16.14

James Morfitt

NOTS

CCRADTER

Notice Of Service

James Morfitt

ANSW

CCRADTER

Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for
Jury Trial (Jones to Eck, Scott, and Center for
Lifetime Health, LLC)

James Morfitt

9/23/2014

1/16/2015

Judge
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Case: CV-OC-2014-16977 Current Judge: James Morfitt
John E Wyman, etal. vs. Julie L Scott, etal.

John E Wyman, Margo Wyman vs. Julie L Scott, Center For Lifetime Health Lie, John J Eck MD
Date

Code

User

2/3/2015

MOSJ

TCLAFFSD

Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

AFSM

TCLAFFSD

Affidavit Of Counsel In Support Of Defendant's
Motion For Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Motion
For Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

NOTH

TCLAFFSD

Notice Of Hearing

James Morfitt

HRSC

TCLAFFSD

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 03/23/2015 10:00 AM)

James Morfitt

3/13/2015

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion For
Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

3/16/2015

MEMO

CCRADTER

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

3/23/2015

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment James Morfitt
scheduled on 03/23/2015 10:00 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 500

4/2/2015

DEOP

CCNELSRF

Memorandum Decision on Defendant's Motion for James Morfitt
Summary Judgment and Order (Denied)

7/24/2015

MOSJ

CCGARCOS

James Morfitt

AFFD

CCGARCOS

MEMO

CCGARCOS

NOTH

CCGARCOS

Defendant Renewed Motion For Summary
Judgment
Affidavit of Gregory Wells, M.D. In Support of
Defendants Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment
Memorandum In Support of Defendants
Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment
Notice Of Hearing

HRSC

CCGARCOS

James Morfitt

CONT

CCNELSRF

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 09/10/2015 10:00 AM) Renewed
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
09/25/2015 10:00 AM) Renewed
Notice of Hearing 09/25/15 @ 1Oam

8/20/2015

CCNELSRF

Judge

James Morfitt

James Morfitt
James Morfitt

James Morfitt
James Morfitt

9/18/2015

MEMO

TCLAFFSD

Memorandum In Opposition To Motion For
Renewed Summary Judgment

James Morfitt

9/22/2015

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Motion to Shorten Time

James Morfitt

MOTN

CCVIDASL

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Memorandum in
Opposition

James Morfitt

RPLY.

TCHOLLJM

James Morfitt

ORDR

DCELLISJ

Reply memorandum In Support Of Defendants
Renew Motion For Summary Judgment and In
Support Of Defendants' Motion to Strike
Order Granting Motion to Shorten Time

9/24/2015

James Morfitt
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Date

Code·

User

9/24/2015

MOTN

CCWRIGRM

Motion for Enlargement of Time to File
James Morfitt
Memorandum in Opposition and Memorandum in
Opposition to Motion to Strike Memorandum in
Opposition

MEMO

CCWRIGRM

Memorandum in Support of Motion

James Morfitt

AFFD

CCNELSRF

Affidavit of S. Brook Millard

James Morfitt

9/25/2015

DCHH

CCNELSRF

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment James Morfitt
scheduled on 09/25/2015 10:00 AM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Christie Valcich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 500

10/6/2015

ORDN

CCNELSRF

Order Denying Defendants' Motion to Strike

ORDN

CCNELSRF

Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Enlargment of James Morfitt
Time

ORDG

CCNELSRF

Order Granting Defendants' Renewed Motion for James Morfitt
Summary Judgment

JDMT

CCNELSRF

Judgment Dismissed w/ Prej

James Morfitt

CDIS

CCNELSRF

Civil Disposition entered for: Center For Lifetime
Health Lie, Defendant; Eck, John J MD,
Defendant; Scott, Julie L, Defendant; Wyman,
John E, Plaintiff; Wyman, Margo, Plaintiff. Filing
date: 10/6/2015

James Morfitt

STAT.

CCNELSRF

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

James Morfitt

CDIS

CCNELSRF

Civil Disposition entered for: Center For Lifetime
Health Lie, Defendant; Eck, John J MD,
Defendant; Scott, Julie L, Defendant; Wyman,
John E, Plaintiff; Wyman, Margo, Plaintiff. Filing
date: 10/6/2015

James Morfitt

NOTA

TCWEGEKE

NOTICE OF APPEAL

James Morfitt

APSC

TCWEGEKE

Appealed To The Supreme Court

James Morfitt

11/19/2015

NOTA

CCWRIGRM

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL (Brook Millard, James Morfitt
atty for Plaintiffs)

11/24/2015

REQU

CCSNELNJ

Request for Additional Documents in Clerk's
Record on Appeal

1/27/2016

NOTC

TCWEGEKE

(2) Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court James Morfitt
No.43730

11/16/2015

Judge

James Morfitt

James Morfitt
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By PATRICK McLAUGHLIN
DEPUT"'

S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 S. State Street, Ste. I 03
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262

millard(i,1)wgdlaw[irm.com
Attorneys.for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

COMPLAINT
Case No:

Plaintiffs,
vs.

cvCV

O

C 14 16 9 7 /

Fee Category: Al
Filing Fee: $221.00

JULIE L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual,
CENTER FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC
and JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
Plaintiffs John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman hereby complain against Defendants and
for causes of action allege as follows:

PARTIES & JURISDICTION
1.

Plaintiff John E. Wyman is an individual who resides in Ada County, State ofldaho.

2.

Plaintiff Margo Wyman is the legal wife of Plaintiff John E. Wyman who resides in

Ada County, State of Utah.
3.

Defendant Julie L. Scott, PA-C, is a state licensed physician's assistant, who, at all

times relevant hereto was employed by defendant Lifetime Health, LLC and was practicing medicine

ti"~~

j
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at defendant Center for Lifetime Health, LLC. Ms. Scott treated Mr. Wyman on at least two
occasions that are relevant to this action. Upon information and belief, Ms. Scott is a resident of Ada
County, State ofidaho.
4.

Defendant Center for Lifetime Health, LLC (hereinafter "The Center") is in the

business of providing health care services to patients and is located in Ada County, State ofidaho.
At all times relevant hereto The Center employed the physicians and/or staff that cared for John E.
Wyman and either employed Defendant Scott and/or allowed her to act as an agent on behalf of the
The Center in providing care to Mr. Wyman. Defendant The Center is responsible for the negligence
of its employees and/or agents in the care rendered to Mr. Wyman by virtue of the employment
and/or agency relationship with those individuals.
5.

The acts and/or omissions giving rise to Plaintiffs claims took place in Ada County,

State ofldaho.
6.

This Court has jurisdiction over the claims and parties to this action by virtue of

Idaho Code§ 1-705 and§ 5-514.
7.

The amount in controversy in this cause of action exceeds $10,000.00, which is

sufficient for the District Court to exercise jurisdiction.
8.

Venue is proper by virtue ofidaho Code§ 5-404.

9.

Plaintiff John Wyman has filed his Application and Claim for Medical Malpractice

Prelitigation Hearing against John D. Eck, M.D. and the application has been accepted by the State

2
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of Idaho Board of Medicine and the same shall be heard no later than November 26, 2014 in
accordance with statutory rules.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
10.

Plaintiffs reallege paragraphs 1 through 9 as ff fully alleged herein.

11.

On or about December 22, 2011, Mr. Wyman went to see Dr. John J. Eck at The

Center for Lifetime Health for treatment of his left heel which had become red and sore.
12.

Dr. Eck did not see Mr. Wyman. instead, he was seen by Dr. Eck's Physician's

Assistant, Julie L. Scott, PA-C.

13.

After examining Mr. Wyman's heel, Ms. Scott identified a callous with a red

center. Ms. Scott diagnosed an infected wart and prescribed an antibiotic ointment.
14.

Mr. Wyman utilized the ointment as prescribed.

15.

Uponinformationand belief, Dr. Ecknever reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note

nor did he recommend any.other diagnostic examination or treatment following Mr. Wyman's
office visit on December 22, 2011.
16.

On or about April, 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman returned to The Center for Lifetime Health

and was again seen byMs. Scott. Ms. Scott noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and
she indicated in her notes that Mr. Wyman "has used topical antibiotic on L heel wart(?), now wants
to have it frozen".
17.

Ms. Scott then proceeded to perform cryotherapy on Mr. Wyman's left heel lesion.

3
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18.

Ms. Scott did not recommend a biopsy to be perfom1ed on the heel lesion, did not

request Dr. Eck to examine Mr. Wyman nor did she refer Mr. Wyman to any -0ther physician for
evaluation of his left heel lesion.
19.

Upon infom1ation and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott~s tteattnent note nor

recommended any additional diagnostic testing or treatment following Mr. Wyman's April 19, 2012
office visit.
20.

The left heel lesion continued to cause Mr. Wyman problems and eventually, on

or about August 25, 2012 he had the lesion looked at by a family friend and nurse practitioner,
Kathy Alkire, FNP.
21.

Ms. Alkire was concerned that Mr. Wyman did not have a wrut and that at a

minimum he had an infection in his heel.
22.

Ms. Alkire prescribed ru1tibiotics and referred Mr. Wyman to dennatologist, Jared

Scott, M.D.
23.

On August 31, 2012. Dr. Scott examined Mr. Wyman's left heel, performed a

shave biopsy and sent the tissue to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consultants for
analysis.
24.

Dr. Scott noted a neoplasm of uncertain behavior, possibly a

poroma/porocarcinoma or amelanotic melanoma.
25.

On September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok, M.D. and the

4
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diagnosis of an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma was given.
26.

Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah

where he was first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012.
27.

On September 25, 2012, Dr. Andtbacka perfom1ed a surgery to remove the

remainder of the tumor and multiple lymph nodes. During the same surgery, Corey Agerwal,
M.D. perfom1ed a skin graft on the tumor site.
28.

The pathology results of the surgery confirmed the diagnosis of malignant

melanoma.
29.

Mr. Wyman was seen by oncologist Hung Khong, M.D. who staged Mr. Wyman's

malignant melanoma as a Stage IIIC.
30.

Dr. Khong indicated that an average of only 35% of patients with a IIIC staged

melanoma were alive at five years.
31.

Mr. Wyman has undergone extensive radiation and chemotherapy treatment as

well as numerous diagnostic evaluations since his diagnosis.
32.

Mr. Wyman is currently, and for the foreseeable future required to have repeat

diagnostic testing every four months.

5
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Medical Negligence All Defendants)
33.

Paragraphs 1-32 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

34.

Defendants and each of them acted negligently by failing to appropriately evaluate,

diagnose, monitor and treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion.
35.

Mr. Wyman's presentation on December 22, 2011 and again on April 19, 2012

showed signs and symptoms that were not consistent with the diagnosis of a wart and which should
have resulted in Mr. Wyman being refen-ed to a specialist to evaluate and conduct a biopsy on the
lesion.

36.

Ms. Wyman's presentation and symptoms should have prompted immediate care to

evaluate and diagnose his left heel lesion. The specific allegations of misconduct, which are
believed to be below the standards of medical care for this community, include, but are not limited
to:
(a)

failure to appropriately diagnose Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(b)

failure to properly treat the heel lesion;

(c)

failure to seek additional medical assistance in a timely manner;

(d)

failure to report Mr. Wyman's. symptoms and condition to other care providers;

(e)

failure to obtain a biopsy or other diagnostic testing for Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(g)

failure to adequately and appropriately monitor and treat this patient's condition; and

(h)

other deficiencies which may be noted after proper discovery.
6
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37.

Defendants' many failures to adequately and timely report, evaluate, diagnose,

monitor, and/or treatMr. Wyman's heel lesion caused his aggressively growing melanoma to be left
improperly treated or untreated for many months which resulted in his need to incur substantial
additional medical care thari would have been required with a timely diagnosis and which left him
with the likelihood of a substantially diminished life expectancy.
38.

Mr. Wyman and his wife Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of the

Defendants' negligence including, without limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses,
lost wages, future lost wages,Jostvalueofhouseholdservices, pain and suffering,extreine emotional
distress, loss of consortium and loss of financial support, love, care, companionship and support.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants under this First Cause of
Action as set forth below.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Vicarious Liability by virtue ofApparent Authority Detend11nt
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC)
39.

Paragraphs 1-38 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

40.

Defendant Scott owed Plaintiff a duty of care.

41.

As described above, Defendant Scott deviated from the standard ofcare of reasonably

trained physicians assitants' in the same or similar circumstances.
42.

Defendant Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, holds itself out in the community as

places where patients can find quality health care.

7
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43.

Said Defendant advertise their services to the public in such a way that patients can

reasonably believe that physicians and their staff, including Ms. Scott, who provide medical care at
those facilities are in fact employees of those facilities.
44.

None of the defendants herein made any effort to inform patients that the physicians

or the physician's assistants, including Ms. Scott, who are practicing medicine at Defendants'
facilities were not employees of those facilities.
45.

Defendant's facilities cloaked Defendant Scott with such a degree of apparent or

ostensible agency and authority that Mr. Wyman and his wife, Margo, reasonably believed that,
while Mr. Wyman was being cared for at said facilities, said physicians and/or physicians' assistants.
including Ms. Scott. were employees and/or agents of the Defendant facilities while rendering such
care.
46.

The degree with which Defendant allowed Defendant Scott to be cloaked with a

mantle of apparent authority is such that the defendant facilities should justly be held liable for all
acts and omissions of said agent-physicians, to the degree that those acts and omissions contributed
to Mr. Wyman's injuries, losses and other damages.
47.

Mr. Wyman and Mrs. Wyman reasonably relied on the conduct of the Defendant

facilities in concluding that Defendant Scott was an employee and/or agent of said facilities.
48.

Defendant Scott had apparent authority to act on behalf of the facilities, and, as such,

provided medical care to Mr. Wyman as agent of the defendant facilities.

8
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49.

Defendant is responsible for the acts and/or omissions of their agents and/or

employees.
50.

As a direct and proximate result of the above-described negligence, Mr. Wyman and

his wife, Margo Wyman suffered significant and permanent injury and damages including, without
limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses, lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of
household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional distress, and loss of financial support, loss
of consortium, love, care, companionship and support and other economic and non-economic
damages to be determined at trial.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant Center for Lifetime Health,
LLC under this Second Cause of Action as set forth below.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants as follows:
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
1.

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

3.

For Plaintiffs' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and posHudgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

9
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:
I.

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

.,,, .

For Plaintiffs' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

DATED this

5""±s,. day of September, 2014.
WRONA GORDON

& DuBOIS, P.C.
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FII.S~
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S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 S. State Street, Ste. I 03
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm.com

Attorneys.for Petitioners

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Petitioners,

AMENDED COMPLAINT
Case No: CV-OC-2014-16977
Fee Category: A 1
Filing Fee: $221.00

VS.

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,

Judge James Morfitt

Respondents.
Petitioners John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman hereby complain against Respondents and
for causes of action allege as follows:
PARTIES & JURISDICTION
I.

Petitioner John E. Wyman is an individual who resides in Ada County, State ofldaho.

2.

Petitioner Margo Wyman is the legal wife of Petitioner John E. Wyman who resides

in Ada County, State of Utah.

000015
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3.

Respondent John J. Eck, M.D. is a physician licensed in the State ofldaho, who at all

times relevant hereto was employed by Lifetime Health, LLC, and/or was an independent contractor
working on behalf of Lifetime Health, LLC. Upon infonnation and belief, Dr. Eck is a resident of
Ada County, State of Idaho.
4.

Respondent Julie L. Scott, P A-C, is a state licensed physician's assistant, who, at all

times relevant hereto was employed by Respondent Lifetime Health, LLC and was practicing
medicine at Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC. Ms. Scott treated Mr. Wyman on at least
two occasions that are relevant to this action. Upon infonnation and belief, Ms. Scott is a resident of
Ada County, State of Idaho.

5.

Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC (hereinafter "The Center") is in the

business of providing health care services to patients and is located in Ada County, State ofidaho.
At all times relevant hereto The Center employed the physicians and/or staff that cared for John E.
Wyman and either employed Respondent Scott and/or allowed her to act as an agent on behalf of the
The Center in providing care to Mr. Wyman. Respondent The Center is responsible for the
negligence of its employees and/or agents in the care rendered to Mr. Wyman by virtue of the
employment and/or agency relationship with those individuals.

6.

The acts and/or omissions giving rise to Petitioner's claims took place in Ada County,

State of Idaho.

II
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7.

This Court has jurisdiction over the claims and parties to this action by virtue of

Idaho Code § 1-705 and § 5-514.
8.

The amount in controversy in this cause of action exceeds $10,000.00, which is

sufficient for the District Court to exercise jurisdiction.
9.

Venue is proper by virtue ofldaho Code§ 5-404.

10.

Petitioner John Wyman filed his Application and Claim for Medical Malpractice

Prelitigation Hearing against John D. Eck, M.D. and the application was been accepted by the State
of Idaho Board of Medicine and a hearing was held on November 20, 2014. All requirements under
Idaho Code Section 6-1001 have been satisfied.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
11.

Petitioners reallege paragraphs 1 through 9 as if fully alleged herein.

12.

On or about December 22, 2011, Mr. Wyman went to see Dr. John J. Eck at The

Center for Lifetime Health for treatment of his left heel which had become red and sore.
13.

Dr. Eck did not see Mr. Wyman, instead, he was seen by Dr. Eck's Physician's

Assistant, Julie L. Scott, PA-C.
14.

Atler examining Mr. Wyman's heel, Ms. Scott identified a callous with a red

center. Ms. Scott diagnosed an infected wart and prescribed an antibiotic ointment.
15.

Mr. Wyman utilized the ointment as prescribed.

16.

Upon infonnation and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note

3
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nor did he recommend any other diagnostic examination or treatment following Mr. Wyman's
office visit on December 22, 2011.
17.

Ms. Scott prepared an office note datedJanuary 5, 2012 which Stated as the reason

for appointment, "fu OV" which likely stands for follow-up office visit.
18.

Onor about April, 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman returned to TheCenterforLifetimeHealth

and was again seen by Ms. Scott. Ms. Scott noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and
she indicated in her notes that Mr. Wyman "has used topical antibiotic on L heel wart(?), now wants
to have it frozen".
19.

Ms. Scott then proceeded to perf01m cryotherapy on Mr. Wyman's left heel lesion.

20.

Ms. Scott did not recommend a biopsy to be perfonned on the heel lesion, did not

request Dr. Eck to examine Mr. Wyman nor did she refer Mr. Wyman to any other physician for
evaluation of his left heel lesion.
21.

Ms. Scott prepared an office note dated May 10, 2012, which Stated as the reason for

appointment "Redo wart."
22.

Upon infonnation and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note nor

recommended any additional diagnostic testing or treatment following Mr. Wyman's April 19, 2012
office visit.
23.

The left heel lesion continued to cause Mr. Wyman problems and eventually, on

or about August 25, 2012 he had the lesion looked at by a family friend and nurse practitioner,

4
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Kathy Alkire, FNP.
24.

Ms. Alkfre was concerned that Mr. Wyman did not have a wart and that at a

minimum he had an infection in his heel.
25.

Ms. Alkire prescribed antibiotics and referred Mr. Wyman to dermatologist, Jared

Scott, M.D.
26.

On August 31, 2012, Dr. Scott examined Mr. Wyman's left heel, performed a

shave biopsy and sent the tissue to the University of Colorado Dennatology Consultants for
analysis.
27.

Dr. Scott noted a neoplasm of uncertain behavior, possibly a

poroma/porocarcinoma or arnelanotic melanoma.
28.

On September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok, M.D. and the

diai:,rnosis of an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma was given.
29.

Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah

where he was first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012.
30.

On September 25, 2012, Dr. Andtbacka pe1formed a surgery to remove the

remainder of the tumor and multiple lymph nodes. During the same surgery, Corey Agerwal,
M.D. perfonned a skin graft on the tumor site.
31.

The pathology results of the surgery confirmed the diagnosis of malignant

melanoma.

5
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32.

Mr. Wyman was seen by oncologist Hung Khong, M.D. who staged Mr. Wyman's

malignant melanoma as a Stage me.
33.

Dr. Khong indicated that an average of only 35% of patients with a me staged

melanoma were alive at five years.
34.

Mr. Wyman has undergone extensive radiation and chemotherapy treatment as

well as numerous diagnostic evaluations since his diagnosis.
35.

Mr. Wyman is currently, and for the foreseeable future required to have repeat

diagnostic testing every four months.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Medical Negligence All Respondents)

36.

Paragraphs 1-35 are realleged as if fully set fo1th herein.

37.

Respondents and each ofthem acted negligently by failing to appropriately evaluate,

diagnose, monitor and treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion.
38.

Mr. Wyman's presentation on December 22, 2011 and again on April 19, 2012

showed signs and symptoms that were not consistent with the diagnosis of a wart and which should
have resulted in Mr. Wyman being referred to Dr. Eck, and/or a specialist to evaluate and conduct a
biopsy on the lesion. Moreover, in the event Mr. Wyman was seen by Ms. Scott on January 5, 2012
and/or May 10, 2012, she again failed to have Mr. Wyman seen by Dr. Eck and/or a specialist to
evaluate and conduct a biopsy on the lesion.
39.

Ms. Wyman's presentation and symptoms should have prompted immediate care to
6
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evaluate and diagnose his left heel lesion. The specific allegations of misconduct, which are
believed to be below the standards of medical care for this community, include, but are not limited
to:
(a)

failure to appropriately diagnose Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(b)

failure to properly treat the heel lesion;

(c)

failure to seek additional medical assistance in a timely manner;

(d)

failure to report Mr. Wyman's. symptoms and condition to other care providers;

(e)

failure to obtain a biopsy or other diagnostic testing for Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(g)

failure to adequately and appropriately monitor and treat this patient's condition;

(h)

failure to appropriately supervise Ms. Scott; and

(i)

other deficiencies which may be noted after proper discovery.

40.

Respondents' many failures to adequately and timely report, evaluate, diagnose,

monitor, and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion caused his aggressively growing melanoma to be left
improperly treated or untreated for many months which resulted in his need to incur substantial
additional medical care than would have been required with a timely diagnosis and which left him
with the likelihood of a substantially diminished life expectancy.

7
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e

Mr. Wyman and his wifo Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of the

Respondents' negligence including, without limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses,
lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional
distress, loss of consortium and loss of financial support, love, care, companionship and support.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondents under this First Cause of
Action as set forth below.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Vicarious Liability by virtue of Apparent Authority Respondent
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC)

42.

Paragraphs 1-41 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

43.

Respondent Scott owed Petitioner a duty of care.

44.

As described above, Respondent Scott deviated from the standard of care of

reasonably trained physicians assitants' in the same or similar circumstances.
45.

Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, holds itself out in the community as

places where patients can find quality health care.
46.

Said Respondent adve1tise their services to the public in such a way that patients can

reasonably believe that physicians and their staff, including Ms. Scott, who provide medical care at
those facilities are in fact employees of those facilities.
47.

None of the Respondents herein made any effort to infonn patients that the physicians

or the physician's assistants, including Ms. Scott, who are practicing medicine at Respondents'

8
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facilities were not employees of those facilities.

48.

Respondent's facilities cloaked Respondent Scott with such a degree of apparent or

ostensible agency and authority that Mr. Wyman and his wife, Margo, reasonably believed that,
while Mr. Wyman was being cared for at said facilities, said physicians and/or physicians' assistants,
including Ms. Scott, were employees and/or agents of the Respondent facilities while rendering such
care.
49.

The degree with which Respondent allowed Respondent Scottto be cloaked with a

mantle of apparent authority is such that the Respondent facilities should justly be held liable for all
acts and omissions of said agent-physicians, to the degree that those acts and omissions contributed
to Mr. Wyman's injuries, losses and other damages.
50.

Mr. Wyman and Mrs. Wyman reasonably relied on the conduct of the Respondent

facilities in concluding that Respondent Scott was an employee and/or agent of said facilities.
51.

Respondent Scott had apparent authority to act on behalfof the facilities, and, as such,

provided medical care to Mr. Wyman as agent of the Respondent facilities.
52.

Respondent is responsible for the acts and/or omissions of their agents and/or

employees.

9
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53.

As a direct and proximate result of the above-described negligence, Mr. Wyman and

his wife, Margo Wyman suffered significant and permanent injury and damages including, without
limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses, lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of
household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional distress, and loss of financial support, loss
of consortium, love, care, companionship and support and other economic and non-economic
damages to be detennined at trial.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondent Center for Lifetime Health,
LLC under this Second Cause of Action as set forth below.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(John J. Eck, M.D. --Failure to Supervise Physicians' Assistant Julie Scott Pursuant to
Idaho Code §54-1807A)

54.

Paragraphs 1-53 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

55.

Respondent Eck owed a duty of care to Petitioners.

56.

Respondent Eck employed, contracted with or otherwise utilizedphysician' s assistant

Julie Scott to provide medical care to his patients, including Petitioner John Wyman.
57.

Petitioner John Wyman received.medical care from Julie Scott.

58.

~espondent Eck had a duty under I.C. §54-1807A to appropriately supervise the

medical care given by Julie Scott to Petitioner John Wyman.
59.

Respondent Eck did not provide any supervision to Julie Scott in the care of Petitioner

John Wyman.

lO
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60.

Dr. Eck's failure to appropriately supervise Julie Scott whose many failures to

adequately and timely report, evaluate, diagnose, monitor, and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion
caused his aggressively growing melanoma to be left improperly treated or untreated for many
months which resulted in his need to incur substantial additional medical care than would have been
required with a timely diagnosis and which left him with the likelihood of a substantially diminished
life expectancy.
61.

Mr. Wyman and his wife Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of

the Respondents' negligence including, without limitation, medical expenses, future medical
expenses, lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of household services, pain and suffering,
extreme emotional distress, loss of consortium and loss of financial support, love, care,
companionship and support.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondent John J. Eck, M.D. under
this Third Cause of Action as set forth below.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondents as follows:
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
1.

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

3.

For Petitioners' costs of court;

II

11
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4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such fu1iher and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:

1.

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

,.,
.)

.

For Petitioners' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such fu1iher and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION:
1.

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

3.

For Petitioners' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

II

II
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DATED this

18ft.

'

•
day of November, 2014.

WRONA GoRDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939

Facsimile (208) 780-3930
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

Plaintiffs,
ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL

vs.

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTI, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COMES NOW.the... abave-entitled Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie L.
Scott, PA-C, and Center for Lifetime He,~!1~,. ~LC,b~and tbroug_~ _his counsel of record,
.,,•,',I,/,

Quane Jones McColl, PLLC and hereby answers and· responds to the Amended
Complaint as follows:

, r

(

ORIGl~L.
ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 ; '=:.-t
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FIRST DEFENSE
The Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE

I.
The answering Defendants deny each and every allegation of the
Amended Complaint not herein specifically and expressly admitted.

II.
Admit that Defendant John J. Eck, M.D. is a licensed physician in the
State of Idaho, that he is a resident of Ada County, Idaho and that at all times relevant
he was employed by Center for Lifetime Health, LLC.

Ill.
Admit that Julie L. Scott, PA-C is a licensed physician's assistant in the
State of Idaho, that she is a resident of Ada County, Idaho, that at all times relevant she
was employed to practice medicine at Center for Lifetime Health, LLC and that she
provided medical treatment to Plaintiff John Wyman.
IV.

THIRD DEFENSE
The Amended Complaint does not conform to the requirements of Rule
8(a)(1), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure in that it is not a short and plain statement of the
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief. In addition, the Amended Complaint
improperly identifies the parties as Respondent and Petitioner rather than Defendant
and Plaintiff.

FOURTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs are not the real parties in interest as respects their claims for
ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2
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medical expense, contrary to Rule 17, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

FIFTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs are guilty of negligent and careless misconduct at the time of and
in connection with the matters and damages alleged, which misconduct proximately

caused and contributed to said events and proximately caused any resultant damages,
if any.

SIXTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs failed to mitigate their damages.

SEVENTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claims are barred in whole or in part by the superseding and/or
intervening acts or omissions of the Plaintiffs and/or other persons or entities beyond
those controlled by these Defendants, including issues relating to the Plaintiff's preexisting health status.

EIGHT DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' third cause of action is barred by operation of Idaho Code § 61012 which sets forth the exclusive remedy for a Plaintiff in a medical negligence claim.

NINTH DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' claims are barred as a matter of law by virtue of expiration of the
applicable statute of limitations per Idaho Code § 5-219(4) as the alleged claims in
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint accrued more than two years before suit was filed or a
prelitigation screening panel application was filed.
Discovery is just beginning and these Defendants reserve the right to
amend this Answer and assert any additional defenses which may be applicable and/or
revealed during the discovery process.

ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3
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WHEREFORE, Defendants pray that Plaintiffs take nothing in this action,
that the Amended Complaint be dismissed and Defendants be awarded their costs of
suit and such other and further relief as the Court deems just.

JURY DEMAND

Defendants hereby demand a trial by jury of no fewer than twelve (12)
persons.
DATED this

day of January, 2015.

15th

Terrence S. Jones
the Firm
Jennifer G. King, f the Firm
Attorneys for Attorneys for Defendants
John J. Eck, M.D., Julie Scott. PA-C
and Center for Lifetime Health

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 161h day of January, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL by delivering the same to each of the following, by the
method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.

11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone- (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Hand Delivered
Overnight ail
Facsi · : (801) 676-5262
Em : millard@wgdla

1'1ffJT11
·, ,.,,..,.

ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4
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FILED _ _ __
"~"r-t---~-'---P.M.

FE8 . . 3 2015

FEB O3 2015

Te~S~~®IUJ1Jrffie,d.SB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930

CHRISTOPHER O. PIICH, Clerk
Sy STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,

Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie L. Scott, PA-C, and
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, by and through their counsel of record, Quane Jones
McColl, PLLC, and move this Court for an entry of Summary Judgment pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 56 dismissing this action on the ground that there is no genuine issue of

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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material fact and that these Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
This Motion is based upon Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
Idaho Code § 5-219, the Affidavit of Counsel, and the Memorandum in Support thereof,
filed contemporaneously herewith and the files and records in the above-entitled action.
Oral argument is hereby requested.
DATED this 2nd day of February, 2015.

BY--1..-1-~~~:::!::::.---,~~:_.---=:
Terrence S. Jones, Q
Firm
Jennifer G. King, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Attorneys for Defendants
John J. Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C
and Center for Lifetime Health

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of February, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated
below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930
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FEB O3 2015
CHRISTOPHEJ'I O. PIICH, Clerk
By STACEY LAFFERTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
: Ss.
County of Ada
)
Terrence S. Jones, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-1

SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS' MOTION

FOR

000034
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•

I am a member of the law firm of Quane Jones McColl, PLLC,

attorneys of record for Defendants in the above-captioned action, and the following
statements are made of my own personal knowledge and are true and correct.
2).

Attached as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of the medical

records of Plaintiff John Wyman dated December 22, 2011 and April 19, 2012, the only
dates in which he was treated by Julie Scott, PA for the lesion on his heel.
3).

Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Prelitigation

Hearing Application signed by Plaintiffs on August 26, 2014.
4).

Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs'

Complaint filed on September 5, 2014.
5).

Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs'

Amended Complaint filed on November 18, 2014.
FURTHER your Affiant saith not.

Terre~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of February, 2015.
EAL)
CORINA FERRIS

STATE OF IDAHO

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-2

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho
Commission expires 03/01/2018

SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'

MOTION

FOR
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of February, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each
of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-3

IN

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
Email: mill
@wgdlawfirm.com

SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS'

MOTION

FOR
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Summary View for Wyman, John E

Page 1 of2

Progreaa Notes

Provider: Julie Scott
Date: 12/22/2011

Patltnt: ;men, John E
DOB:
Age: 61 Y Sex: Male
PCP:
...... JOHN JECK, M.D .

________

Reason for Appointment
1. Spot on foot
History of Present Illness

lntenm histi;,[)!:

c/o lesion on L foot X 3-4 months, Ck's BP at home and has normal readings. ADK.
61 year old mate presents with c/o Patient had a spot on left foot that ha treated with OTC wart treatment
end then it became tender and red tissue developed..
Current Medications
None
Past Medical Hlstoay

Colonoscopy-2007, DHC next2015
Surglcal History
L shoulder 1973
Famlly History

Father: alive 83 yrs. seizure disorder
Mother: alive 79 yrs, goog, hyperlipidemia
Paternal Grand Father: deceased
Paternal Grand Mother: deceased
Maternal Grand Father: deceased
Maternal Grand Mother: deceased, Ml
Siblings: brother, hyperlipidemia

Children: alive
1 brother(s) , 1 slster(s) .

Social History
no Smoking .

Exercise skiing, rafting, snowmobiling.
Alcohol beer-wine.

Occupation: General Contractor.
Allergies
N.KD.A.

Patient: Wyman, John E
DOB:

- - - - - - -------· ·-·--------

Provider: Julle Scott

D1t&: 12122/1011

Note gemmilecl l)y eC/itllcalWorks EMRIPM Software (www.eClln/ca/Works.oom)
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Summary View for Wyman, John E
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Page 2 of2

Hoapltallzatlon/Major Diagnostic Procedure
Surgeries
Vital Slgna
HR 76, BP 142/90, Ht 72.5, 'M. 206, BMI 27.55.
l!xamlnaUon
General Examination:
General appearance: NAO, pleasant Skin: located on the bottom of the left foot there is a callous with a
red center, + tenderness no drainage noted..

Asaeasmenta
1. Wart. - 078.1 O(Primary), infected
Treatment

1. Wart
Start Bactroban ointment 2%, 1 app, applied toplcally, bid, 10 day(s), 30 gm
Notes: f.u in 2 weeks for recheck and possible freezing.
FoUowUp
2Weeks

151e~ttonlcally algned by JOHN ECK M.D., M.D. on 09/04/2014 at 02:21 PM MDT
Sign off status: Completed

Patient

DOB:

Wyman, John E

Provider: Julie s~ott

Dille: 12/22/2011

Notti gensrated by tClkllcalWorks EMRIPM Sottwaro (w.w;.eCfinfr;a/Works. r;om)
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Summary View for Wyman, John E

Page 1 of2

Center for

£~~,;~~Health
Ju~LSCOtlPA.C
pnona (208)3':l-7400

Progress Note•

mman

Patient:
John E
1 Age~ 61 Y Sex: Male
DOB:
PCP: JOHN J ECK, M.D.

Provider: Julie Scott

Date: 04/19/2012

Reason for Appointment
1. Freeze wart
-History of Present lllne:s:s
Interim hjstoey;
has used topical antibiotic on L. heel wart(?), now wants to have it frozen, no other issues,. kfs.

Current Medications
Taking Bactroban 2% ointment 1 app bid
Medication List reviewed and reconciled with the patient
Past Medical History

Colonoscopy-2007, DHC next2015

Surgical History
L shoulder 1973
Famlty History
Father: alive 83 yrs, seizure disorder
Mother: alive 79 yrs, goog, hyperlipidemia
Paternal Grand Father: deceased
Paternal Grand Mother: deceased
Maternal Grand Father: deceased
Maternal Grand Mother. deceased, Ml
Siblings: brother, hyperlipidemla
Children: alive
1 brother(s) , 1 sister(s) .

Soclal Hiatoiy
no Smoking •
Exercise skiing, rafting, snowmob!llng.
Alcohol beer-wine.
Occupation: General Contractor.

Allotglea
N.K.0.A.
Hospltallzatlon/Major Dlagnoetlo Procedure

Patient

DOB:

zn,

John E

Provider: Julie Scott
Date; 04119/2012

Note general&d by eCl/nk:slWolkS EMRIPM Sotlwan, (www•.a~.com)
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Page 2 of 2

Surgeries
Vltal 81gna
HR 72, BP 140/80.

AH•••ments

1. Wart- 07B.10 (Primary)
Procedures

crvotherapv:
Pre-OP Patient was consented In the usual fashion, Risk8 of the procedure discussed including pain, scar
formatlOn, recurrence or perslstnence of lesion, Diagnosis;, Wart. Op Note Cryotherapy x 2 with 1-2 mm
borders, # sites: 1 located on the plantar surface of the left foot.. Post-OP Wound lnstruotions Reviewed,
Return if excessive blistering, pain or skin breakdown. F/U if lseion recurs in 2-4 weeks.

Procedur• Codes
17000 CRYOTHERAPY
Follow Up
3Weeks

l!leotronlcally signed by JOHN ECK M.D., M.D. on 09/0412014 at 02:21 PM MDT
Sign off status: Completed

Patient:
DOB:

Wyman, John E
·

Provider: Julio Scott
Date: 04/19/2012

Note gsnetated by eC/inica/Works EMRIPM Sollware (WWW.eC/in/oa/Works.com)
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AUG 28 2014

TATE OF IDAHO
BOARD OF MEDICINE

IDAHOSTATEBOARD

I

I

i

i·

I~ i!
j
!

17SS Westgate Dr, Ste 140 Boise,, Idaho 83704 Telephone (208) 327- 7000 FDlt
E-Mail lnfo@bom jdghq,gov Websik: hom !daho,&oy

APPLICATION AND CLAIM FOR
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE PRELITIGATION HEARING
Please use this form if you wish a hearing for prelitlgatlon consideration
of a personal Injury claim for money damages

PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS NOT A COMPLAINT FORM.
Please mail a copy or your printed or typed application and clalm to:
Idaho State Board of Medicine, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0058.
EXPRESS MAIi.: 1755 Westgate Dr, Suite 140, Boise, Idaho, 83704

.I I\

I

I request consideration of a claim for personal injury or wrongful death by a hearing panel in
accordance with Chapter 278, Session Law of Idaho, 1976, J,C , Section 6 · 1001, et seq.

Signed:~+

-

, Compla'1anl
___, Complainant Date: 8126/14 _

Printed Name: John E. Wyman

;
1

i

COMPLAINANT: Jo11n aw,rran
---------··-Telephone: - - - - - Cell: (208>aea,.2.;.;.41l6.:.:--_ _ FAX: !888J 254-6590..;;;.c.;_ __
Address: 8151 N. Fountut Ln.
City/State/Zip: eo1se, 1daho8371~

.l

l
l
r

f

l
I

I
!

COUNSEL: s Brook Milan!
Telephone.: ~~78-525.Z
_ _ _ _ _ Cell:
Address: 11660 s. s1a1a sireet. sun..1103
City/State/Zip: 0raper, lllah ~
RESPONDENT:

1a01l 580.864_.;...1_ _ _

FAX:

I

!
r
I

(801167&--"6262:.;;:__ __

-,-Jdln_J._Ectc.-'-M._C>._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone: (208)342-1400
--·Cell:--·
Address; 300Eos1BannockS1rael
City/State/Zip: Botse.10 eam

··--

FAX:

!208J342-1a79

---·

COUNSEL:u.,
__
known...;..;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone: - - - - - - - - - Cell:

_____ FAX:

Address:-=------City/State/Zip: - - - -

RESPONDENT: _Ju_ne_L_s.o_tt._P_,o,-e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ FAX: {208)34:Mm
Telephone:<__:zoe-')_a4_a-_1400
_ _ _ _ Cell:

,l Ir

Address: 300 East ea,,""'* street
City/State/Zlp:_..;..Ba_lse,.;.;I_D837~12_ _ __
COUNSEL: _llnkn_"""'----

1·

Telephone: _
Cell:
FAX:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
(If there are addftlonal Respondents, please list U,em elf·on an additional eheet of paper.}

APPLICATION ANO CLAIM FOR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE PRELITIGATJON HEARING

t
f.
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•
~ : To complete your application and claim, please set forth In writing and in general terms on this
form, by whom, where, when ·and under what clrcumstance(s) the healthcare in question was allegedly
and improperly provided or withheld that resulted in the untoward result or contributed to the injury as well
as damages a/aimed Please use additional sheets of paper if necessary.
BY WHOM: {FULL name of each physician and/or acute care general hospital)

John LJ. Scott
Eck, M.D,
···----·
.Julie
PA-C ________________
_
WHERE: {FULL address for each physlcran and/or acute care general hospital)
300 East Bannock Street, Boise, ID 83712
~

(Date(s) (DD/MM/YY) for each alleged incident the healthcare In question was allegedly
improperly provided or withheld by the physician and/or acute care general hospital)

12122112 and 04/19/12

·

_________

UNDER WHAT' CIRCUMSTANCE($};

See Attached

Paces.

MONEY DAMAGES C~ED:

See Attachecfaaas.
PRELIT'IGATION HEARING AGENDA GUIDELINES

Please send a hard copy or CD of your completed appllcatlon AND claim to the ldaho State
Board of Medicine {Board). You must Include your name, address and contact numbers. Do not send
any evidence or documents with your application AND claim.
Upon the Board's receipt of a hard copy or CD of your application AND clai111, you will be nottfied
of the name and telephone number of the designated Prelitigation Hearing Panel Chairman You must
contact the Panel Chairman to schedule a conference call and the prelitlgation hearing. Upon receipt of
the date, time and location of the conference call and prelitigation hearing scheduled by the Panel
Chairman, the Board wlll provide written notification to all parties.
At least ten (10) days prior to the date of. the prelltigation hearing, Complainant and
Respondent(s) are to serve (maH) a hard copy or CD of the application, claim and all evidence,
documents and exhibits to each named party(s}, counsel(s} and all the members of the hearing panel.. A
hard copy for the lay panelist may be requested.
All costs associated with obtaining, coping and malling the application AND claim AND evidence
AND documents are the sole responsibility of the Claimant and Respondent{s). The hard copies or CDs
of the application, claim AND all evidence, documents AND exhibits must be identified with names and
addresses to faclntate return.
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-1003, at the close of the pr~litigatlon proceedings, all parties and
counsels must Insure that the hard copies or CDs of the application, claim AND all evidence, documents
AND exhibits be returned to the parties or witnesses from whom th!:) same were secured.

l
j

\

i

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-1008, CONF1DENT'IALITY OF PROCEEDINGS:
Neither party shall be entitled, except upon special order of the panel, to attend and participate In the
proceedings which shall be subject to disclosure according to chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code, and closed to
public observation at all times, except during the giving of his or her own testimony or presentation of argument
of his or her position, whether by counsel or personally; nor shall there be cross-examination, rebuttal or other
customary formalities cf civil trlals and court proceedings. The panel Itself may, however, Initiate _requests ror
special or supplemental participation, In particular respects and of some or all parties: and communications
between the panel and the parties, excepting only the parties' own testimony on the merits of the di$pute, shall
be fully disclosed to all other parties
If you haVe any questions or require additional Information, contact Alissa Murphy, (208) 321--7000 ext 226 or long distance, (800)
333-0073, nsa,mumbv@bomJdaho,goy
AM/cl/Attachment
APPLICATION AND CU.IM FOR MSDICALMALPRACTICE PRELmGATION HEARING
PAGE 2 Revisetl 1/2014
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Attachment to Page 1 of Application and Claim For Medical Malpractice Prelitigation Hearing

RESPONDENT: Center for Lifetime Health, LLC
Telephone: Unknown Cell: Unknown FAX: Unknown
Address: 188 W. Hulls Ridge Court
City/State/Zip: Boise, Idaho 83702

000045

•
Attachment to Page 2 of Application and Claim For Medical Malpractice Prelitigation Hearing
UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCE(S):
Complainant, John E. Wyman, had a spot on his left heel which was red and sore. On or about
December 22, 2011, Mr. Wyman went to see Dr. John J. Eck at The Center for Lifetime Health for
treatment of his heel. Dr. Eck did not see Mr. Wyman on December 22, 2011. Instead, Mr. Wyman was
seen by Dr. Eck's Physician's Assistant, Julie L. Scott, PA-C. Ms. Scott identified the lesion as a callous
with a red center. Ms. Scott diagnosed an infected wart and prescribed an antibiotic ointment. Mr.
Wyman utilized the ointment ~s prescribed.
On or about April, 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman returned to The Center for Lifetime Health and was
again seen by Ms. Scott. Ms. Scbtt noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and she indicated
in her notes that Mr. Wyman "has used topical antibiotic on L heel wart(?), now wants to have it
frozen". Ms. Scott then proceeded to perform cryotherapy on the left heel lesion. Dr. Eck never saw
Mr.Wyman nor did he sign the.medical records that he had reviewed Ms. Scott's care as is.required by.
both Idaho law and the standard of care as a physician overseeing a physician's assistant rendering of
medical care.
The left heel lesion continued to cause Mr. Wyman problems and eventually, on or about
August 25, 2012 he had the lesion looked at by a family friend and nurse practitioner, Kathy Alkire, FNP.
Ms. Alkire was concerned that Mr. Wyman did not have a wart but that at a minimum he had an
infection in his heel. Ms. Alkire prescribed antibiotics and referred Mr. Wyman to dermatologist, Jared
Scott, M.D. On August 31, 2012, Dr. Scott examined Mr. Wyman, performed a shave biopsy and sent
the tissue to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consultants for analysis. Dr. Scott noted a
neoplasm of uncertain behavior, possibly a poroma/porocarcinoma or amelanotic melanoma. On
September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok, M.D. and the diagnosis of an ulcerated
nodular malignant melanoma was given.
Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah where he was
first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012. Dr. Andtbacka performed a
surgery to remove the remainder of the tumor and multiple lymph nodes was performed on September
25, 2012. Corey Agerwal, M.D. performed a skin graft on the tumor site as well. The pathology results
of the surgery co·nfirmed the diagnosis of malignant mel;moma. Mr. Wyman was seen by oncologist
Hung Khong, M.D. who staged Mr. Wyman's malignant melanoma as a Stage IIIC. It should be noted
that a 5 and 10 year survival rate of a person with stage 1 melanoma is 97% and 95% respectively
whereas the 5 an ten year rates

of survival for a Stage IIIC melanoma is 40% and 24% respectively.

In

actuality, Dr. Khong indicated that an average of only 35% of patients with a IIIC staged melanoma were
alive at five years.
Mr. Wyman has undergone extensive radiation and chemotherapy treatment as well as
numerous diagnostic evaluations. Mr. Wyman is currently following up with Dr. Khong every four
months.

000046

•
MONEY DAMAGES CLAIMED
To date, medical expenses incurred for Mr. Wyman's treatment total in excess of $403,874.23.
Although Mr. Wyman may have incurred some medical care for the melanoma, the extent of and cost of
care were significantly higher than they would have been had he been properly diagnosed by Ms. Scott
and had Dr. Eck reviewed the medical care she rendered.
Additionally, Mr. Wyman suffered significant loss of employment. As a general contractor, he
missed a number of job opportunities and made less money on jobs he had previously contracted to
perform. The total amount of past lost wages has not been calculated to date but is believed to be in
excess of $100,000.00. Mr. Wyman, will likely also have a decreased work-life as a result of the
extensive cancer treatment he has received. These amounts have not been calculated but are believed
to be at least $500,000.00.
Mr. Wyman is entitled to the value of the lost household services he can no longer perform.
This is an amount that will be proven at trial but is believed to be in excess of $100,000.00
Mr. Wyman will continue to incur medical expenses to follow his recovery from cancer surgery,
chemotherapy and radiation. The future amount of medical expenses Mr. Wyman may incur are
currently unknown but will likely be several thousand dollars per year.
Mr. Wyman has had to endure great pain and suffering as a result of the late stage melanoma
and subsequent extensive medical intervention. Additionally, Mr. Wyman has essentially been given a
35% chance to survive five years and a 24% chance to survive 10 years. It is likely that the medical
negligence will result in a much shortened life for Mr. Wyman. All totaled, non-economic losses will
likely exceed $1,000,000.00
Mr. Wyman's wife Margo Wyman and his three adult children, Stacie Wiley, Brandon Wiley and
Tysen Wyman have also suffered a loss of society, companionship, consortium and likely future claims of
inheritance. These amounts are non-economic losses and are amounts to be proven at trial.
Although many of the damages in this case have yet to be ascertained, it is likely that Mr.
Wyman and his family will be seeking in excess of $2,100,000.00.
Submitted this

27th

day of August, 2014.

B~~ j{,E_ "")
S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702), counsel for John and Margo Wyman
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 S. STATE STREET, DRAPER, UT 84020

RECEIVED
AUG 2 8 2014

IDAHO STATE BOARD
OF MEDICINE
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S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 S. State Street, Ste. I 03
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 80 l-676-5262
m_il!anf!a;.wgdfawtirm. com

Atrorneysfor Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR Tiffi COUNTY Of ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

COMPLAINT

CV

Case No: CV ·

Plaintiffs.

vs.

0 1v"\

14 16977

Fee Category: A1
Filing Fee: $221.00

JULIE L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual.
CEi'lTER FOR LlFETlME HEALTH, LLC
and JOHN DOES 1-10,

Detendants.

Plaintiffs John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman hereby complain against o~fendants and
for causes of action allege as follows:

PARTIES & JUIUSDlCTtON
l.

..,

Plaintiff John E. Wyman is an individual who resides in Ada County, State ofidaho.
Plaintiff Margo Wyman is the legal wife of Plaintiff John E. Wyman who resides in

Ada County, State of Utah.

3.

Defendant Julie L. Scott. PA-C, is a state licensed physician's assistant, who, at all

times relevant hereto was employed by defendant Lifetime Health. LLC and was practicing medicine

000049

::n <.kfendant Center for Lifetime Health. LLC. \h. Scott treated \fr. Wyman on at kust tv•o

()ccasions that are relevant to this action. Upon inrorrnation and bciieC \ls. Scott is a resident of Ada
County. State of Idaho.
4.

Ddendant Center for Lifetime Health. LLC (hereinafter "The Center'') is in the

business of providing health care services to patients anJ is located in Ada County, State of Idaho.
At al I ti mes relevant hereto The Center employed th-: physicians and/or staff that cared for John E.
\'/yman and either employed Defendant Scott and/or allowed her to act as an agent on behalf of the
·fhe Center in providing care to Mr. \Vy man. Defendant The Center is responsible for the negligence
of its cmployces and/or agents in the care rendered to Mr. Wyman by virtue of the employment
and/or agency relationship with those individuals.
5.

The acts and/or omissions giving rise to Plaintiffs claims took place in Ada County,

St1te of ldaho.

6.

This Court has jurisdiction over the claims and parties to this action by virtue of

!Jaho Code § 1-705 and§ 5-5 l 4.
7.

The amount in controversy in this cause of action exceeds S l 0.000.00, v,hich is

sufficient for the District Court to exercise jurisdiction.
S.

Venue is proper by virtue of Idaho Code § 5-404.

9.

Plaintiff John Wyman has filed his Application and Cl.aim for Medical Nfolpractice

Prelitigation Heuring against John D. Eck. M.D. and the application has been accepted by the State

2
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of Idaho Uoard of Medicine and the same shall be heard no later than November 26, 20 l 4 in
accordance with statutory rules.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
l 0.

Plaintiffs reullege paragraphs l through 9 as if fully alleged herein.

l l.

On or about December 22, 20! 1, Mr. Wyman went to sec Dr. John J. Eek at The

Center for Ufetime Health for treatment of his left heel which had become red and sore.
12.

Dr. Eck did not see Mr. Wyman. instead. he was seen by Dr. Eck's Physician's

Assistant. Julie L. Scott, PA·C.
13.

Alter examining Mr. Wyman's heel, Ms. Scott identified a callous with a red

center. :Vls. Scott diagnosed an infected wart and prescribed an antibiotic ointment.
l 4.

\Ir. Wymun utilized the ointrnent as.prescribed.

15.

Upon information and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note

nor did he recommend any other diagnostic examination or treatment following Mr. Wyman's
office visit on December 22, 1011.
l 6.

On or about April, l 9, 2012. 1vlr. Wyman returned to The Center for Lifetime Health

and was again seen by Ms. Scott Ms. Scott noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and
she indicated in her notes that Mr. W)1nan ·'has used topical antibiotic on L heel wart('?), now wants
to have it

frozen··.

I. 7.

Ms. Scott then proceeded to perform cryothcrapy on Mr. Wyman· s left heel lesion.

3
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18.

•

Ms. Scott did not recommend a biopsy to be perfom1ed on the hed lesion. did not

request Dr. Eck to examine Mr. \\'yman nor did she refer :VlL Wyman to any other physician for
evaluation of his left heel lesion.
19.

Upon infon11atiun uml belief. Dr. Eck never reviewed ti.ls. Scott's treatment note nor

recommem.led any additional diagnostic testing or treatment follov,ing Mr. Wyman· s April 19. 20 l 2

office visit.
20.

The letl heel lesion continued to cause l'vfr. Wyman problems and eventually, on

or about August 25, 2012 he had the lesion looked at by a family friend and nurse practitioner.

Kathy Alkire. FNP.
2L

Ms. Alkire was com:erned that Mr. Wyman did nol have a wart and that ma

minimum he had an infoction in his hed.

22.

:vis. Alkire prescribed antibiotics and referred tvfr.

Wyman to dermatologist. Jared

Scott, \1.D.

13.

On August 31. 20 l 1. Dr. Scott examined Mr. Wyman's left heel. performed a

shave biopsy and sent the tissue to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consuitants for

analysis.
24.

Dr. Scott noted a neoplasm of tmccrtain behavior, possibly a

poroma/porncarcinoma or amelanotic melanoma.
25.

On September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok. M.D. and the

4
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diagnosis of :rn ulcerated nodular malignant mdanoma was given.

26.

Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah

where he was first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012.

,.,_,
-1.

On September 25, 2012. Dr. Andtbacka performed a surgery to remove the

remainder of the tumor and multiple lymph nodes. During the same surgery, Corey Agerwal,
lVt.D. perfonned a skin graft on the tumor site.

28.

The pathology results of the surgery confirmed the diagnosis of malignant

melanoma.
29.

.\fr. Wyman was seen by oncologist Hung Khong, M.D. who staged Mr. \Vyman·s

malignant melanoma us a Stage lHC.
30.

Dr. Khong indicated that an average ofon1y 35% of patients with a UIC staged

melanoma were alive at five years.

31.

\fr. Wyman has undergone extensive radiation and chemotherapy treatment as

well as numerous diagnostic evaluations sine\! his diagnosis;
32.

\Ir. Wyman is cL1rrently, and for the foreseeable future required to have repeat

diagnostic testing every four months.

5
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FIRST CAl:SE OF ACTION
(Medical Negligence AU Defendants)

33_

Par3b>rttph, l-32 are reaUeged as if fully set fbrth herein~

34.

Defendants and each of them acted negligently by failing to appropriately evaluate.

diagnose. monitor and treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion.
35.

Mr. Wyman's presentation on December 22, 2011 and again on Apri.l 19, 2012

showed signs and symptoms that were not consistent with the diagnosis of a wart and which should
have resulted in Mr. Wyman being referred to a specialist to evaluate and conduct a blopsy on the

lesion.
36

Ms. Wyman's presentation and symptoms should have prompted immediate care to

evaluate and diagMse his left heel ksion. The specific allegations of misconduct. which are
believed to be below the standards of medical care for this community, include. but are notlimited
to:
(a)

failure to appropriately diagnose Mr. Wyman':i heel lesion:

(b)

failure to properly treat the heel lesion;

lS)

failure to seek additional mdical assistunce in a timely manner;

(d)

failure to report Mt. Wyman's. symptoms and condition to other care providers;

(e)

failure to obtain a biopsy or other diagnostic testing for Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(g)

failure to adequately and appropriately monitor and treat this patii::rrt' s condition; and

(h)

other deficiencies which may be noted after proper discovery.

6
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De fondants' many failures lo adequately and timely report 0valuate, diagnose.

monitor. and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion caused his aggressively grO\,ving melanoma to be left
improperly treated or untreated for many months which resulted in his need to incur substantial
additional medical care than would have been required with a timely diagnosis and which ldt him
,vith the !ik:ei ihood of a substantially diminished lite expectancy.
38,

.\fr. Wyman and his wife Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of the

Defendants· negligence including, without limitation, medieal expenses, future medical expenses,
lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional
distress. loss of consortium und loss of financial support, love, care, companionship and support.
\VHEREFORE. Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants under this First Cause of

Action us set fonh bclo.v.

SECOND CAUSE Qf A'TIQN
(Vic:lrious Liability by virtue of Apparent Authority Defendant
Center tor Lifetime Health, LLC)
3').

Paragraphs 1-38 are rcalleged as if fully set forth herein.

40.

Del'i:ndant Scott owed Plaintiff a duty of care.

-+ l.

As described above, Defendant Scott deviated from the standard of care of reasonably

trained physicians assitants' in the same or similar circumstances.
42.

Defendant Center for Lifetime Health, LLC. holds itself out in the community as

places where patients can tind quality health care.

7
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-B.

Said Defendant advertise their services to the public in such a way that patients can

reasonably believe that physicians and their stafI including tv[s. Scott, who provide medical care at
those facilities are in fuct employees of those facilities.
44,

:\one of the defendants herein made any effort to inform patients that 1.he physicians

or the physician·:; assistants, including J\·ls. Scott who are practicing medicine at Detendants'

facilities were not employees of those facilities.
45.

Defendant's facilities cloaked Defendant Scott with such a degree of apparent or

ostensible agency and authority that Mr. Wyman and his ,vife, tvlargo, reasonably believed that.
\vhile Mr. Wyman w;:is being cared for at said facilities. said physicians and/or physicians' assistants.
including .V!s. Scott. \,vere employees and/or agents of the Defendant facilities while rendering such
care.

46.

The (kgree with \\hich Dcfomhml ailowed Defendant Scou to be cloaked with a

mantle of apparent authority is such that the ddendant facilities should justly be held liable for all
acts and omissions of said agent-physicians, to the degree that those acts and omissions contributed
to tvfr. \Vyman· s injuries, losses and other damag,.::s.
47.

Mr. Wyman and Mrs. Wyman reasonably relkd on the conduct of the Defendant

facilities in concluding that Defendant Scott was an employee and/or agent or said facilities.
48.

Defendant Scott had apparent authority to act on behalfof the fo.cilities, and, as such,

provided medical care to Mr. Wyman as agent of the defendant facilities.

8
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49.

D..::lendant ts responsible for the acts and/or omissions of their agents an<lior

employees.

50.

As a direct and proximate result of the above-described negligence, Mr. Wyman and

l1is vvite. tv!argo Wyman suffored significant and pem1anent injury and damages including, without
limitation. medical expenses, futui-e medical expenses. lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of
household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional distress. and loss offinancial support, loss
of consortium, love, care, companionship and support and other economic and non-economic

damages to be determined at trial.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendant Center for Lifetime Health.
LLC under Lhis Second Cause of Action cts set forth below.

\VHEREFOR.E, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants as follows:
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
I.
")

For an award of special damages in an amount to be established at trial;

amount to be established at trial;

.;.,

For an award of gem:ra! Jarnagcs in an

3.

For Plaintiffs' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

9
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:

l.

For an award of special damages in :m amount to be <:!Stablished at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

-,
.),

For Plaintiffs' costs of court;

4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

DATED this ~ d a y of September. 2014.
WRONA GORDON

& DUBOIS, P.C.

lO
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S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 S. State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm.com .
Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. W)'MAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

Petitioners,

AMENDED COMPLAINT

Case No: CV-OC-2014-16977
Fee Category: Al
Filing Fee: $221.00

vs.

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULlE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER

Judge James Morfrtt

FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,

Respondents.
Petitioners John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman hereby complain against Respondents and
for causes of action allege as follows;

PARTIES & JURISDICTION

:~.

1.

Petitioner John E. Wyman is ru1 individual who resides in Ada County, State ofldaho.

2.

Petitioner Margo Wyman is the legal wife ofPetitioner John E. Wyman who resides

in Ada County, State of Utah.

i

(]

C.·-..,..._._' ir"'. J..,v
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.

.J.

Respondent Jolm J. Eck, M.D. is a physician licensed in the State ofldaho, who at all

times relevant hereto was employed by Lifetime Health, LLC, and/or was an independent contractor

working on behalfof Lifetime Health, LLC. Upon infonnation and belief, Dr. Eck is a resident of
Ada County, State of Idaho.
4.

Respondent Julie L. Scott, PA-C, is a state licensed physician's assistant, who, at all

times relevant hereto was employed by Respondent Lifetime Health, LLC and was practicing
medicine at Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC. Ms. Scott treated Mr. Wyman on at least
two occasions that are relevant to this action. Upon inforn1ation and belief, Ms. Scott is a resident of
Ada County, State ofidaho.

5.

Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC (hereinafter "The Center'') is in the

business of providing health care services to patients and is located in Ada County, State of!daho.

At alJ times relevant hereto The Center employed the physicians and/or staff that cared for John E.
Wyman and either employed Respondent Scott and/or allowed her to act as an agent on behalf of the
The Center in providing care to Mr. Wyman. Respondent The Center is responsible for the
negligence of its employees and/or agents in the care rendered to Mr. Wyman by virtue of the
employment and/or agency relationship with those individuals.
6.

The acts and/or omissions giving rise to Petitioner's claims took place in Ada County,

State of Idaho.

II

~------------------------"'--------------------~--
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I

7.

This Court has jurisdiction over the claims and parties to this action by virtue of

Idaho Code§ 1-705 and§ 5-514.
I

.8.

The amount in controversy in this cause of action exceeds $10,000.00, which is

1·

I

sufficient for the District Court to exercise jurisdiction.

I,,

9.

Venue is proper by virtue ofldaho Code § 5-404.

I.

10.

Petitioner John Wyman filed his Application and Claim for Medical Malpractice

l
j'

t

Prelitigation Hearing against John D. Eck, M.D. and the application was been accepted by the State
ofldaho Board of Medicine and a hearing was held on November 20, 2014. All requirements under
Idaho Code Section 6-100 l have been satisfied.

1:

,,

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1:
1:,,

i.

I·

I·,.
1·

I 'J.

Petitioners reallege paragraphs 1 through 9 as if fully alleged herein.

12.

On or about December 22, 2011, Mr. Wyman went to see Dr. John J. Eck at The

I

Center for Lifetime Health for treatment of his left heel which had become red and sore.
13.

Dr. Eck did not see Mr. Wyman, instead, he was seen by Dr. Eck's Physician's

Assistant, Julie L. Scott, PA-C.
14.

After examining Mr. Wyman's heel, Ms. Scott identified a callous with a red

center. Ms. Scott diagnosed an infected wart and prescribed an antibiotic ointment.

.15.

Mt. Wyman utilized the ointment as prescnoed.

16.

Upon infonnation and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note
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nor did he recommend any other diagnostic examination or treatment following Mr. Wyman's
office visit on December 22, 2011.
17.

Ms. Scott prepared an office note dated January 5, 2012 which stated as the reason

for appointment, "fu OV" which likely stands for follow-up office visit.
18.

On or about April, 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman returned to The Center for Lifetime Health

and was again seen by Ms. Scott. Ms. Scott noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and
she indicated in her notes that Mr. Wyman "has used topical antibiotic on Lheel wart(?), now wants
to have it ftozen".

19.

Ms. Scott then proceeded to perform cryotherapy on Mr. Wyman's left heel lesion.

20.

Ms. Scott did not recommend a biopsy to be performed on the heel lesion, did not

request Dr. Eck to examine Mr. Wyman nor did she refer Mr. Wyman to .any other physician for
evaluation of his left heel lesion.
21.

Ms. Scott prepared an office note dated May 10, 2012, which stated as the reason for

appointment "Redo wart."

22.

Upon information and belief, Dr. Eck never reviewed Ms. Scott's treatment note nor

recommended any additional diagnostic testing or treatment following Mr. Wyman's April 19, 2012
office visit.
23.

The left heel lesion continued to cause Mr. Wyman·problems and eventually, on

or about August 25, 2012 he had the lesion looked at bya family friend and nurse practitioner.
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Kathy Alkire, FNP.
24.

Ms. Alkire was concerned that Mr. Wyman did not have a wart and that at a

minimum he liad an infection in his heel.
25.

Ms. Alkire prescribed antibiotics and refet·l'ed Mr. Wyman to dennatologist, Jared

Scott, M.D.
26.

011 August 31, 2012, Dr. Scott examined Mr. Wyman's left heel, perfonned a

shave biopsy and sent the tissue to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consulta11ts for
analysis.
27.

Dr. Scott noted a neoplasm of uncertain behavior, possibly a

poroma/porocarcinoma or amelanotic melanoma
28.

On September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok, M.D. and the

diagnosis of an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma was given.
29.

Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman· Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah

where he was first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012.
30.

On September 25 1 2012, Dr. Andtbacka perfonned a surgery to remove the

remainder of the tumor and multiple lymph nodes. During the same surgery, Corey Agerwal,

I

I

j

M.D. perfonned a skin graft 011 the tumor site.
31.

1

i
t
;

The pathology results of the surgery confirmed the diagnosis of malignant

j

melanoma.

1

ll

I
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32.

•

Mr. Wyman was seen by oncologist Hung Khong, M.D. who staged Mr. Wyman's

malignant melanoma as·a Stage IIIC.
I

33.

Dr. Khong indicated that an average ofonly 35% of patients with a IlIC staged

melanoma were alive at five years.
34.

Mr. Wyman has undergone extensive radiation and chemotherapy treatment as

well as numerous diagnostic evaluations since his diagnosis.
35.

Mr. Wyman is currently, and for the foreseeable future required to have repeat

diagnostic testing every four months.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Medical Negligence All Respondents)
36.

Paragraphs 1-35 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

37.

Respondents and each of them acted negligently by failing to appropriately evaluate,

diagnose, monitor and treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion.
38.

Mr. Wyman's presentation on December 22, 2011 and again on April 19, 2012

showed signs and symptoms that were not consistent with the diagnosis of a wart and which should
have resulted in Mr. Wyman being refe1Ted to Dr. Eck, and/or a specialist to evaluate and conduct a
biopsy on the lesion. Moreover, in the event Mr. Wymanwas seen by Ms. Scott on January 5, 2012
and/or May l 0, 2012, she again failed to have Mr. Wyman seen by Dr. Eck and/or a specialist to
evaluate and conduct a biopsy on the lesion.
39.

Ms. Wyman's presentation and symptoms should have prompted immediate care to
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•
evaluate and diagnose his left heel lesion. The specific allegations of misconduct, which are
believed to be below the standards of medical care for this community, include, but are not limited
to:
(a)

failure to appropriately diagnose Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(b)

failure to properly treat the heel lesion;

(c)

failure to seek additional medical assistance in a timely manner;

(d)

failure to report Mr. Wyman's. symptoms and condition to other care providers;

(e)

failure to obtain a biopsy or other diagnostic testing for Mr. Wyman's heel lesion;

(g)

failure to adequately and appropriately monitor and treat this patient's condition;

(h)

failure to appropriately supervise Ms. Scott; and

(i)

other deficiencies which may be noted after proper discovery.

40.

Respondents' many failures to adequately and timely report, evaluate, diagnose,

monitor, and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion caused his aggressively growing melanoma to be left
impropE..·rly treated or untreated for many months which resulted in his need to incur substantial

l
1I

I

l
additional medical care than would have been required with a timely diagnosis and which left him

I
l

!

with the likelihood of a substantially diminished life expectancy.

+.·-----------------------~---------------------------:
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41.

Mr. Wyman and his wife Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of the

Respondents' negligence including, without limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses,
lost wages, foture lost wages, lost value of household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional
distress, loss of consortium and loss of financial support, love, care, companionship and support.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondents under this First Cause of
Action as set forth below.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Vical'ious Liability by virtue of Apparent Authority Respondent
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC)

42.

Paragi·aphs 1-41 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

43.

Respondent Scott owed Petitioner a duty of care.

44.

As described above, Respondent Scott deviated from the standard of care of

reasonably trained physicians assitants' in the same or similar circumstances.
45.

Respondent Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, holds itself out in the community as

places where patients can find quality health care.
46.

Said Respondent adve11ise their services to the public in such a way that patients can

reasonably believe that physicians and their staff, including Ms. Scott, who provide medical care at
those facilities are in fact employees of those facilities.

47.

None of the Respondents herein made any effort to inform patients that the physicians

or the physician's assistants, inch.1d.ing Ms. Scott, who are practicing medicine at Respondents~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - 8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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facilities were not employees of those facilities.
48.

Respondent's facilities cloaked Respondent Scott with such a degree ofapparent or

ostensible agency and authority that Mr. Wyman and his wife, Margo, reasonably believed that,
while Mr. Wyman was being cared for at said facilities, said physicians and/orphysicians' assistants,
including Ms. Scott, were employees and/or agents of the Respondent facilities while rendering such

care.
49.

The degree with which Respondent allowed Respondent Scott to be cloaked with a

mantle ofapparent authority is such that the Respondent facilities should justly be held liable for all
acts and omissions of said agent-physicians, to the degree that those acts and omissions contributed
to Mr. Wyman's injuries, losses and other damages.
50.

Mr. Wyman and Mrs. Wyman reasonably relied on the conduct of the Respondent

facilities in concluding that Respondent Scott was an employee and/or agent of said facilities.
51.

Respondent Scott had apparent authority to act on behalf of the facilities, and, as such,

provided medical care to Mr. Wyman as agent of the Respondent facilities .
.52.

Respondent is responsible for the acts and/or omissions of their agents and/or

employees.

?

9

-

I'
I

I
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53.

As a direct and proximate result of the above~described negligence, Mr. Wyman and

his wife, Margo Wyman suffered significant and pem1anent injury and damages including, without
limitation, medical expenses, future medical expenses, lost wages, future lost wages, lost value of
household services, pain and suffering, extreme emotional distress, and loss of financ...ial supp01t, loss
of consortium, love, care, companionship and support and other economic and non-economic
damages to be detem1i11ed at trial.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondent Center for Lifetime Health,
LLC under this Second Cause of Action as set forth below.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(John J. Eck, M.D. ~ Failure to Supervise Physicians' Assistant Julie Scott Pursuant to
Idaho Code §54-l807A)
4

54.

Paragraphs 1-53 are realleged as if fully set forth herein.

55.

Respondent Eck owed a duty of care to Petitioners.

56.

Respondent Eck employed, contracted with or ~therwise utilized physician's assistant

Julie Scott to provide medical care to his patients, including Petitioner John Wyman.
57.

Petitioner John Wyman received.medical care from Julie Scott.

58.

~espondent Eck had a duty under LC. §54-1807A to appropriately st1pervise the

medical care given by Julie Scott to Petitioner John Wyman.
59.

Respondent Eck did not provide any supervision to Julie Scott in the care ofPetitioner

John Wyman.

- - - · · · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - - - - ·--------------- _ ----- -- -- - - _____;
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60.

Dr. Eck's fhllure to appropriately supervise Julie Scott whose many failures to

adequately and timely repo11, evaluate, diagnose, monitor, and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion
caused bis aggressively growing melanoma to be left improperly treated or untreated for many
months which resulted in his need to incur substantial additional medical care than would have been
required with a timely diagnosis and which left him with the likelihood of a substantially diminished
life expectancy.

61.

Mt. Wymai1 and his wife Margo have sustained losses and damages as a result of

the Respondents• negligence including, without limitation, medical expenses, future medicaJ
I

expenses, lost wages, foture lost wages, lost value of household services, pain and suffe1ing.
extreme emotional distress, loss of consortium and loss of financial support, love, care,
companionship and S'l.lpport.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays for judgment against Respondent John J. Eck, M.D. under

this Third Cause of Action as set forth below.
WHEREFORE, Petition.er prays for judgment against Respondents as follows:

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:

i

I

!
'I
I
I

\.

L

For an award of special damages in an amo\Ult to be established at bial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amo\Ult to be established at trial;

3.

For Petitioners• costs of court;

II

----------·-·----------· ------··----. ··-·- l l. -----------·- - -··--
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4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

and

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:

1.

For an award of special damages in an amoimt to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

3.

For Petitioners' costs of cowt;

;

!I
I

·I

i
l

l
4.

For an award of pre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

i

l
;

and
5.

For such further and additional relief as the court deems just and proper.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION:
1.

For an award of special drunages in an amount to be established at trial;

2.

For an award of general damages in an amount to be established at trial;

3.

For Petitioners' costs of cou1t;

4.

For an award ofpre- and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate allowed by law;

5.

For such further and additional relief as the cou1t deems just and proper.

and

II
II
12
'I

-

----

.. - - · · - - - • • • - - -

i
•••------------·--·-------H----·--·---·----·-------
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DATED this /Bft. day of November, 2014.
'

WRONA GORDON & DuBois, P.C.

-~~~

,.

l3

~
-f-·--·
-·-- ________________________________ ,, _________________ -·--·---------·--·---- --·--·--·--·--·---
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FEB O3 2015
CHRISTOPHER O. flllCH, Clerk
By STACEY LAFFERn'
DCPUT\'

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie L. Scott, PA-C, and
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, by and through their counsel of record, Quane Jones
McColl, PLLC, and hereby submit the following Memorandum in Support of their Motion
for Summary Judgment based on the expiration of the statute of limitations.

MEMORANDUM
JUDGMENT-1

IN

SUPPORT OF

DEFENDANTS'

MOTION

FOR SUMMARY
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I.

INTRODUCTION
This is a medical malpractice case. The allegations against the various
Defendants relate solely to the provision of health care which are governed by statute in
Idaho per Idaho Code§§ 6-1012 and 6-1013. Plaintiffs allege that Defendants breached
the applicable standard of health care practice by not timely diagnosing "an aggressive
growing melanoma" which, in turn, proximately caused Mr. Wyman to incur additional
medical care and left him with the potential for a diminished life expectancy. See
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at ,i 40. Plaintiffs further allege that Defendant Center for
Lifetime Health, LLC (hereinafter "Lifetime Health") is vicariously liable for the actions of
its employees. Id. at ,i,i 42-53. Plaintiffs further allege that Defendant Dr. Eck failed to
properly supervise the activities of his physician assistant, Defendant Ms. Scott. Id. at

,i,i 54-61.
Before the Court is Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Pursuant
to Idaho Code§ 5-219(4), a medical malpractice claim must be filed within two years of
the date of occurrence.

Because the events complained of occurred, and therefore

Plaintiff's cause of action accrued, more than two years before the Complaint or the
prelitigation screening panel application were filed, Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the
statute of limitations. As a result, Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of
law.

II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On December 22, 2011, Plaintiff John Wyman was seen by Defendant PA
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-2
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Scott at Lifetime Health with complaints of a sore on the bottom of his left foot. See
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint at 1112 and the medical records of John Wyman attached
to the Aft. of Counsel as Ex A. The patient reported the spot had been on his foot for a
period of three to four months. Id.

Mr. Wyman reported using an over the counter

medication, however, the area had become inflamed and appeared infected according
to the records of PA Scott. Id. The patient was prescribed an antibiotic and told to return
in two weeks for further evaluation. Id. Mr. Wyman scheduled his follow up visit for
January 5, 2012; however, he cancelled the appointment. Id.
Several months later, on April 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman returned. See
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint at 1118 and the medical records of John Wyman attached
to the Affd of Counsel as Ex A. Mr. Wyman reported that he had not been seen by
anyone since his prior visit on December 22, 2011. Id. Mr. Wyman again was seen by
PA Scott and requested the presumed wart on his foot to be frozen off which PA Scott
accomplished that day. Id. Mr. Wyman was again instructed to return in three weeks,
however, despite being called to confirm his May 10, 2012 appointment, Mr. Wyman
failed to show. Id.
Mr. Wyman had a total of two visits to Lifetime Health for the presumed
wart on his left heel which is the subject of this litigation. For reasons unknown, Mr.
Wyman never returned after his second visit on April 19, 2012. Id. Instead, four months
later on August 25, 2012, Mr. Wyman complained about the condition of his left heel to
a family friend and nurse practitioner, Kathy Alkire. Plaintiff's Amended Complaint at
23-25.

11

Despite Ms. Alkire's concern about what she saw, it was not until several

months later, on August 31, 2012, Mr. Wyman ultimately saw another physician and
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- 3
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underwent a shave biopsy of the area which came back positive for a possible
carcinoma. Id. at ,i 26-27. The patient ultimately had surgery to remove the cancerous
growth almost a month later on September 25, 2012. Id.
The patient subsequently filed his application for a prelitigation screening
panel hearing on August 28, 2014. See prelit application attached to the Affidavit of
Counsel as Ex B.

Plaintiffs filed their initial Complaint on September 5, 2014. See

Plaintiff's Complaint attached to the Affidavit of Counsel as Ex C. Plaintiffs thereafter
filed an Amended Complaint on November 18, 2014 adding an additional count against
Dr. Eck for the alleged failure to supervise Ms. Scott. See Plaintiff's Amended Complaint
attached to the Affidavit of Counsel as Ex D. Since all of Plaintiff's filings occurred more
than two years after the medical care in question by the Defendants was rendered,
Plaintiffs claims are barred as a matter of law by operation of the two year time limit set
forth under Idaho Code §5-219(4). For this reason, the Defendants are all entitled to
summary judgment.

Ill.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate where the record shows no genuine
issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). The principal purpose of the summary judgment rule is to
isolate and dispose of factually unsupported claims. Sparks v. St. Luke's Regional
Medical Center, 115 Idaho 505, 768 P.2d 768 (1988). Judgment shall be granted if the
non-moving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish an essential element of
the non-moving party's case. Foster v. Traut, 141 Idaho 890, 892, 120 P.3d 278, 280
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-4
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(2006) (Affirming summary judgment in favor of physician. Defendant's affidavit shifted
burden to plaintiffs, and plaintiffs failed to establish any evidence regarding noncompliance with the standard of health care practice).
Where the party moving for summary judgment will not carry the burden of
production or proof at trial, the "genuine issue of material fact" burden may be met by
establishing the absence of evidence on an element that the moving party will be
required to prove at trial. Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 852, 934, P.2d 20, 25 (1997).
Such an absence of evidence may be established either by an affirmative showing with
the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the non-moving party's evidence
and the contention that such proof of an element is lacking. Peterson v. Shore, 146
Idaho 476, 478, 197 P.3d 789, 791 (Ct. App. 2008). Once such an absence of evidence
has been established, the burden then shifts to the party opposing the motion to
establish, through further depositions, discovery responses or affidavits, that there is
indeed a genuine issue for trial, or to offer a valid justification for the failure to do so
under IRCP 56(f). Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 992 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App.
1994) (citing Sanders v. Kuna Joint Sch. Dist., 125 Idaho 872, 876 P.2d 154) (Ct.
App. 1994)).
IV.
ARGUMENT

A.

Summary Judgment for Defendants is Warranted Because
Plaintiffs Have Failed to Comply with the Two-Year Statute of
Limitation Deadline Set Forth in Idaho Code § 5-219.

Despite its harsh application, Idaho's statute of limitations is clear and
unambiguous and should be applied in this case. As set forth below, Idaho Code § 5MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-5
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219(4) provides a two year limit to file a medical malpractice action:
4. An action to recover damages for professional
malpractice, or for an injury to the person, or for the death
of one caused by the wrongful act or neglect of another,
including any such action arising from breach of an implied
warranty or implied covenant; provided, however, when the
action is for damages arising out of the placement and
inadvertent, accidental or unintentional leaving of any foreign
object in the body of any person by reason of the
professional malpractice of any hospital, physician or other
person or institution practicing any of the healing arts or
when the fact of damage has, for the purpose of escaping
responsibility therefor, been fraudulently and knowingly
concealed from the injured party by an alleged wrongdoer
standing at the time of the wrongful act, neglect or breach in
a professional or commercial relationship with the injured
party, the same shall be deemed to accrue when the injured
party knows or in the exercise of reasonable care should
have been put on inquiry regarding the condition or matter
complained of; but in all other actions, whether arising
from professional malpractice or otherwise, the cause of
action shall be deemed to have accrued as of the time of
the occurrence, act or omission complained of, and the
limitation period shall not be extended by reason of any
continuing consequences or damages resulting therefrom or
any continuing professional or commercial relationship
between the injured party and the alleged wrongdoer, and,
provided further, that an action within the foregoing foreign
object or fraudulent concealment exceptions must be
commenced within one (1) year following the date of accrual
as aforesaid or two (2) years following the occurrence, act or
omission complained of, whichever is later. The term
"professional malpractice" as used herein refers to wrongful
acts or omissions in the performance of professional
services by any person, firm, association, entity or
corporation licensed to perform such services under the law
of the state of Idaho. This subsection shall not affect the
application of section 5-243, Idaho Code, except as to
actions arising from professional malpractice. Neither shall
this subsection be deemed or construed to amend, or repeal
section 5-241, Idaho Code.
I.C. § 5-219(4) (emphasis added).

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-6
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With this statute in mind, courts look to when the cause of action first
accrued for purposes of triggering the start of the statute of limitations as well as the
steps Plaintiffs took to timely file their action. Defendants contend that based on the
allegations set forth in Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint that the occurrence, act, or
omission complained of is the Defendants' alleged failure to diagnose Plaintiff John
Wyman's "aggressively growing melanoma" during the dates of treatment on December
22, 2011 and April 19, 2012. See Amended Complaint at ,I 37-40. Because the
Plaintiffs' causes of action all stem from Mr. Wyman's two visits which occurred more
than two years before any claim was filed in this case, the suit is time barred.
The medical malpractice case of Holmes v. Iwasa, 104 Idaho 179, 182,
657 P.2d 476, 479 (1983) which involved the alleged failure to diagnose glaucoma in a
patient's eyes is instructive on this issue. In Holmes, the doctor examined the patient's
eyes on two occasions with both dates falling outside the two year statute of limitations
period. Id. The court concluded the plaintiff's claims were barred. The court in Holmes
explained:
The alleged negligent act, occurrence or om1ss1on
complained of by the plaintiff is Dr. lwasa's failure to discover
plaintiff's glaucoma. The undisputed evidence establishes
that Dr. Iwasa examined plaintiff's eyes only on two
occasions, July 24, 1974, and November 19, 1975, both
dates falling outside the two year period set out in I.C. § 5219(4). No examinations were performed on plaintiff's two
subsequent visits December 22, 1975, when the bifocals
were ordered, and January 21, 1976, when the glasses were
fitted to plaintiff's head. Therefore, the question we must
decide on appeal is whether, on this record, a material issue
of fact exists concerning whether Dr. Iwasa negligently failed
to diagnose plaintiff's glaucoma on either December 22,
1975, or January 21, 1976, the two appointment dates within
the statutory period of limitations.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-?
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I

Holmes v. Iwasa, 104 Idaho at 182,657 P.2d at 479.

As was found by the court in Holmes, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-219(4)
the Wyman's cause of action against these Defendants for the alleged failure to
diagnose cancer, accrued as of the time the care was rendered on December 22, 2011
and April 19, 2012. There are no genuine issues of material fact regarding these dates
which are the only two dates Mr. Wyman was treated by any of the Defendants. See Aff.
of Counsel. Based on the foregoing, the latest date the Plaintiffs' cause of action could
have accrued for the alleged failure to diagnose cancer was April 19, 2012.
Plaintiffs have only two options. Either his cancer was objectively
ascertainable at the time of his last visit on April 19, 2012, and is now time barred, or if it
was not objectively accountable, then the Defendants could not have failed to diagnose
it and therefore they did nothing wrong. Pursuant to the two year time frame set forth in
Idaho Code §5-219(4), the statute of limitations expired as of April 19, 2014. The record
before the court demonstrates that the Plaintiffs did not file the application for the
prelitigation screening panel until over four months after the two year deadline passed
on August 26, 2014. Furthermore, the Complaint naming Defendant Scott and Lifetime
Health was not filed until September 5, also more than four months after the statute of
limitations expired. Because there is no genuine issue of material fact that the statute of
limitations has expired; the Defendants are entitled to summary judgment.

V.
CONCLUSION

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-219(4), Plaintiffs' cause of action against the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT- 8
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I

Defendants accrued by or before April 19, 2012.

Because Plaintiffs failed to file an

application for a prelitigation screening panel or file a complaint within two years of that
date, their claims are time-barred as a matter of law. Defendants respectfully request
this Court grant their Motion for Summary Judgment as to all counts of Plaintiffs'
Amended Complaint.
DATED this 2nd day of February, 2015.
QUANE JON

McCOLL, PLLC

~

By/~
Terrence S. Jone~::of the Firm
Jennifer G. KingfC)f the Firm
Attorneys for Attorneys for Defendants
John J. Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C
and Center for Lifetime Health
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

•

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of February, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of the following,
by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
ii
Overnight
Facsimil . (801) 676-5262
Emai · millard@wgdlawfirm.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
Case No: CV-OC-2014-16977
vs.
Judge James Morfitt
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants .
. ·--~-·····----,Plainti:ffs.Jolm-E.-W-yman-and-Mru:go..Wy.man,-b-y.and-through-thei~ounsel-of-reeord,-8--.- - - - - - - Brook Millard of Wrona, Gordon & DuBois, P.C., and pursuant to IRCP 7(b) and 56(c) hereby
submit their opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.

INTRODUCTION
This case involves a claim of medical malpractice. Plaintiff John E. Wyman had a sore
on his left heel for which he made an appointment to see Defendant Dr. John Eck at Lifetime
Health, LLC (hereinafter "Lifetime"). Dr. Eck's physician's assistant, Julie Scott, did in fact see
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Mr. Wyman on two occasions. First, on December 22, 2011. The second visit was on April 19,
2012. In both visits, Defendant Scott diagnosed a wart and treated the condition as a wart. In
August 2012, Plaintiff John Wyman was seen by a friend, Kathy Alkire, a nurse practitioner, who
recommended that he see a dermatologist. The dermatologist, Dr. Jared Scott, performed a shave
biopsy, the tissue from which was sent to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consultants
for analysis. On September 9, 2012, Dr. Lori Prok from the University of Colorado diagnosed an
ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma.
Since that time, Mr. Wyman has had multiple surgeries and rounds of chemotherapy. Mr.
Wyman's oncologist Dr. Hung Khong staged his cancer as a Stage IIIB and gave Mr. Wyman a
35% chance to live five years.
Mr. Wyman is currently cancer free but certainly not out of the woods. Ms. Scott's
improper diagnosis and Dr. Eck's failure to properly supervise Ms. Eck were below the standard
of care and each, along with the clinic employing these providers, are responsible for the
increased damage to Mr. Wyman caused by the missed diagnosis.
Plaintiffs do not claim Defendants caused Mr. Wyman's cancer. However, Defendants'
application of the statute oflimitations when applied to Idaho law and the facts of this case show
that the statute of limitations did not pass prior to filing the Application and Claim for Medical
Malpractice Prelitigation Hearing in that Mr. Wyman did not and could not have known he was
suffering from cancer until, at the earliest, September 9, 2012, when Dr. Prok identified Mr.
Wyman's lesion as an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma. Moreover, there is no objective
evidence in the record that Mr. Wyman foot issue was ''progressive, malignant, harmful or in any
2
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manner dangerous" when he saw Defendant Scott. As such, Defendants' claim that the two (2)
year statute of limitations on a medical malpractice action must fail and summary judgment
should be denied.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On or about December 22, 2011, Mr. Wyman went to see Dr. John J. Eck at The Center
for Lifetime Health for treatment of his left heel which had become red and sore. See Complaint
at ,r 12. Dr. Eck never saw Mr. Wyman for the issue with his left heel. Id. at ,r 13. Defendant
Julie Scott identified a callous with a red center. Defendant Scott diagnosed an infected wart and
prescribed an antibiotic ointment. Id. at ,r 14.

On or about April, 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman

returned to The Center for Lifetime Health and was again seen by Defendant Scott. Defendant
Scott noted that Mr. Wyman wanted the wart frozen off and she indicated in her notes that he
"has used topical antibiotic on L heel wart(?), now wants to have it frozen". Id. at ,r 17.
Defendant Scott then proceeded to perform cryotherapy on Mr. Wyman's left heel. Id. at ,r 19.
The left heel continued to bother Mr. Wyman and eventually, on or about August 25,
2012 he had the lesion looked at by a family friend and nurse practitioner, Kathy Alkire, FNP.

Id. at

,r 23.

Ms. Alkire was concerned that Mr. Wyman did not have a wart and that at a

minimum he had an infection in his heel. Id at ,r 24. Ms. Alkire prescribed antibiotics and
referred Mr. Wyman to dermatologist, Jared Scott, M.D. Id. at ,r 25. On August 31, 2012, Dr.
Scott examined Mr. Wyman's left heel, performed a shave biopsy and sent the tissue to the
University of Colorado Dermatology Consultants for analysis. Id. at ,r 26. Dr. Scott noted a
neoplasm of uncertain behavior, possibly a poroma/porocarcinoma or amelanotic melanoma. Id.
3
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at ,I 27. On September 9, 2012, the biopsy tissue was analyzed by Lori Prok, M.D. and the
diagnosis of an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma was given. Id. at il 28.
Mr. Wyman was referred to the Huntsman Cancer Institute in Salt Lake City, Utah where
he was first seen by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on or about September 20, 2012. Id. at il 29. On
September 25, 2012, Dr. Andtbacka performed a surgery to remove the remainder of the tumor
and multiple lymph nodes. Id. at il 30 During the same surgery, Corey Agerwal, M.D. performed
a skin graft on the tumor site. The pathology results of the surgery confirmed the diagnosis of
malignant melanoma. Id. at ,I 31. Mr. Wyman was seen by oncologist Hung Khong, M.D. who
staged Mr. Wyman's malignant melanoma as a Stage IIIC. Id. at

il 34.

Dr. Khong indicated that

an average of only 35% of patients with an IIIC staged melanoma were alive at five years. Id. at il
33.
ARGUMENT
1.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

~-----~-------SumITLruyj_udgment is appropriate only when "there is no ~ine issue as to an}'_ID=a=te=n=·al~--~-fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(c),

1

"When considering whether the evidence in the record shows that there is no genuine issue of

1 This standard is set out, in identical form, in rule 56(c) of both the Utah Rules of Gvil Procedure and Federal Rules
of Gvil Procedure. See Fed.RGv.P. 56(c); Utah R Gv. P. 56(c). Accordingly, "we freely refer to authorities which have
interpreted the federal rule." Gold Standard, Inc. v. American Barrick Res. C.orp., 805 P.2d 164, 168 (Utah 1990); see
Tuckerv. State Fann Mut. Auto. Ins. C.o., 2002 Uf 54,17 n. 2, 53 P.3d 947 ("Interpretations of the Federal Rules of
Gvil Procedure are persuasive where the Utah Rules of Gvil Procedure are 'substantially similar' to the federal rules."
(citations omitted)).

4
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material fact, the trial court must liberally construe the facts, and draw all reasonable inferences,
in favor of the nonmoving party." Conner v. Hodges, 3 33 P .3 d 13 O; 2014 Ida. LEXIS 23 0 (Idaho
2014) citing to Dulaney v. St. Alphonsus Reg'! Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 163, 45 P.3d 816, 819

(2002). As a result, the summary judgment procedure may not be invoked where there is bona
fide factual dispute between the parties. See Gauck v. Meleski, 346 F.2d 433 (5th Cir. 1965).
Summary judgment is therefore inappropriate if reasonable minds could differ as to import of the
evidence. See Peoples Mortg. Co., Inc. v. Federal Nat. Mortg. Ass'n, 856 F.Supp. 910 (E.D.Pa.
1994).

2.
PLAINTIFF JOHN WYMAN'S DAMAGES WERE NOT OBJECTIVELY
ASCERTAINABLE PRIOR TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT
MELANOMA ON SEPTEMBER 9, 2012 AND PLAINTIFFS' CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR MALPRACTICE AGAINST DEFENDANTS IS NOT TIME
BARRED UNDER IDAHO CODE § 5-219.

The statute of limitations is an affirmative defense which must be proved by the
defendant. Resource Engineering, Inc. v. Siler, 94Idaho 935,500 P.2d 836 (1972). The
defendant has the burden of proving every element necessary to establish the affirmative defense.

Johnston v. Keefer, 48 Idaho 42,280 P. 324 (1929).
In order to succeed on their claim that the statute of limitations bars Plaintiffs claims,
Defendants must prove that John Wyman's malignant melanoma was objectively ascertainable at
the time Defendants provided him medical care on either December 22, 2011 or April 19, 2012,
or that he had suffered damage at either of those times. Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 709,

5
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735 P.2d 1014, 1020 (Idaho 1987). The "objectively ascertainable" standard was defined in
Davis v. Moran as "[b]y this, we mean that objective medical proof would support the existence
of an actual injury." 112 Idaho at 709, 735 P.2d at 1020. Defendants have failed to prove either.
Granted, a bald reading ofldaho Code§ 5-219(4) appears to be harsh in its application.
However, the case law in Idaho which interprets that section is much more forgiving. The
Supreme Court ofldaho has repeatedly held that "a cause of action does not accrue at the time of
the act complained of unless some damage has occurred." Hawley v. Green, 117 Idaho 498,501,
788 P.2d 1321, 1325 (1990) citing to Griggs v. Nash, 116 Idaho 228, 775 P.2d 120 (1989);
Werner v. American-Edwards Laboratories, 113 Idaho 434, 745 P.2d 1055 (1987); Streib v.
Veigel, 109 Idaho 174, 706 P.2d 63 (1985); Theriault v. A.H Robins Co., 108 Idaho 303, 698
P.2d 365 (1985); Blake v. Cruz, 108 Idaho 253, 698 P.2d 315 (1984); and Stephens v. Stearns,
106 Idaho 249, 678 P.2d 41 (1984). "A literal application of the language of the 1971
amendment would lead to absurd results." Davis at 710, 1021. See also Corbridge v. Clark
Equipment. . 112 Idaho 85, 88, 730 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1986) (The sale of an allegedlymislahekcl______~~~~
product which causes a personal injury more than two years after the sale takes place, "We have
never held that a statute oflimitations may run before an aggrieved party suffers damages.")
Citations omitted.
In Hawley, the plaintiff, over a several year period from 1979 to 1983, underwent a
number of X-rays and CT Scans which would have revealed the existence of a tumor in her neck
6
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and chest. Hawley at 499, 1322. Hawley claimed that the doctors had failed to diagnose her
tumor even though it was visible on the prior diagnostic tests. Id. at 500, 1323. Defendants
moved for summary judgment contending that the statute oflimitations had run because the
evidence that a tumor existed on the diagnostic films could be seen in the scans from 1979 to
1983. The Supreme Court overturned the District Court's grant of summary judgment holding
that the defendants had the burden of coming forward with uncontradicted evidence showing that
the tumor was progressive or otherwise dangerous to the health of the plaintiff in order to
establish that the plaintiff had incurred "some damage" at that time." Id. at 504, 1327. Citations
omitted.
As the Defendants did in their memorandum in support, the District Court in Hawley also
relied on Holmes v. Iwasa, 104 Idaho 179, 657 P.2d 476 (1983). However, unlike Defendants
here, the Hawley Court recognized that although there were similarities to the facts in Holmes,
the difference was that in Holmes, there was uncontroverted evidence presented in the record that
- ~ - - ~ showed th~damag~uffered to the plaintiff occurred contemporaneouey_withlhenegligenLa.c~t~~~·
of failure to diagnose. Hawley at 504, 1327. In Hawley, other than the films which showed a
tumor existed on films from 1979-1983 "there was no evidence in the record one way or another
during 1979-1983 the tumor was progressive, malignant, harmful or in any manner dangerous at
this point in time. While we might speculate, as the district court apparently did, that the tumor
was progressive, malignant or otherwise dangerous, the record does not establish that as an
7
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uncontradicted factual matter." Id.
Here, the defendants have the burden of coming forward with uncontradicted evidence
that the sore on John Wyman's heel was progressive or otherwise dangerous to him when
Defendant Scott treated his heel in December 2011 and again in April 2012. The only
information in the record is the complaint which alleges is that John Wyman had a sore and red
heel when he was seen by Defendant Scott in December 2011 and April 2012. There is no
objective medical evidence in the record which would allow the court to do more than speculate
whether the cancer which was ultimately diagnosed in September 2012 was causing harm when
he was seen by Defendant Scott. Without that evidence, Defendants cannot meet their burden of
proving that no material fact exists as to the statute oflimitations and their motion should be
denied.

II
II
II
II

8
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CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing facts and argument, Plaintiffs respectively request that the court
deny Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment because there are material disputed facts which
exist regarding whether the statute oflimitations under Idaho Code§ 5-219(4) bars Plaintiffs'
claims against Defendant.
DATED this

1A

day of March, 2015.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ---------·-·-------
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this the 9th day of March, 2015, I served a true and correct copy of
the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of the following by the method indicated below,
addressed as follows:
Terrence S. jones, Esq.
Jennifer G. King, Esq.
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US BANK PLAZA
101 South Capital Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
tsj@guanelaw.com

[X]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[]

Hand Delivered

[]

Overnight Mail

[]

Facsimile

[X]

Electronic Correspondence:

-----~-~e-+-----+-c-;\soM------\--.~--1-\-c-1\~--....
~--~--~~
An employee of Wrona Gordon DuBois

c:::::::::::
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930

ChRiSfOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATniNA

HOLDEN

Dt:.PUTY

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
.MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUD.GMENT

Plaintiffs,

. vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTI, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
I.

INTRODUCTION

This Reply Memorandum is filed in support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment based on the expiration of the statute of limitations. Defendants

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-1
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filed this Motion because Plaintiffs failed to file their Complaint and/or their application
for the pre-litigation screening panel until more than two years after their cause of action
accrued. Pursuant to I.C. § 5-219(4), there is no genuine issue of material fact that the
statute of limitations has expired. As a result of which the defense motion should be
granted with the Defendants entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

II.
ARGUMENT
Seeking to avoid the harsh application of the statute of limitations,
Plaintiffs contend that Mr. Wyman's melanoma did not become objectively ascertainable
until September 9, 2012, and that this was the date the cause of action began to accrue
in this case.

However, the facts of this case objectively demonstrate that Plaintiffs'

cause of action accrued at the latest on April 19, 2012, the last date Mr. Wyman was
treated by PA Scott. Most notably, the allegations in the Amended Complaint state that
PA Scott failed to diagnose Mr. Wyman with melanoma on April 19, 2012, and that he
was injured by this failure because his existing melanoma was allowed additional time
to grow. See Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at

,r

40. Thus, according to Plaintiffs'

Amended Complaint, Mr. Wyman's melanoma was objectively ascertainable at that
time.
Plaintiffs seek to distinguish themselves by relying upon the case of Davis

v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 735 P.2d 1014 (1987). in Davis, the plaintiff alleged she
received negligent radiation treatment following a mastectomy for which there is a
specific statutory exception. Davis, 112 Idaho at 708-09, 735 P.2d at 1019-20. The

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-2
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year following her treatment she began having spasms in her leg and pain in her feet.
Eventuallv. she discovered that she had spinal damage allegedly caused by excessive
spinal cord irradiation. Id. Plaintiff argued that her cause of action did not accrue until
she knew that her injury was caused by the radiation treatment and not at the time of
the radiation treatment itself.
The Davis decision does not support Plaintiffs' efforts to oppose the
pending motion however, due to the application of I.C. § 5-243. If anything, the Davis
court made it clear that Idaho does not recognize a discovery exception applicable to
this case. As noted by the Court, "we have consistently refused to create discovery
exceptions in most circumstances or types of cases, in light of the legislature's explicit
rejection of a discovery rule .... " Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 708-09, 735 P.2d
1014, 1019-20 (1987). The court further stated, "It is clear that I.C. § 5-219(4) deems
that a cause of action shall have accrued as of the time of the occurrence, act or
omission complained of. In most cases, the act or omission complained of and the injury
to the plaintiff occurs at the same time, particularly in the medical context." Id.
The Davis case supports that the discovery rule does not apply in the
instant case, and Mr. Wyman's subjective knowledge of his diagnosis of melanoma is
wholly irrelevant to determining when the statute of limitations began to accrue. While
Mr. Wyman may be correct that he personally did not know he had melanoma until
September 9, 2012, the fact remains that he had cancer at that time and that he had
suffered "some damage" on April 19, 2012 when PA Scott allegedly failed to diagnose
him with melanoma and the cancer was allowed to continue to grow.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-3
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A favorable example applying Idaho's two year statute of limitations can
be found in the case of Stuard v. Jorgenson, 150 Idaho 701,249 P.3d 1156 (2011).
This case involved a medical malpractice claim wherein a physician was alleged to have
negligently performed surgery at the wrong level oh the plaintiff's spine.

The court

determined that the statute of limitations had expired even though the plaintiff did not
know that the surgery was performed on the wrong area until after the two year statute
of limitations had expired. Stuard, 150 Idaho at 705, 249 P.3d at 1160. The plaintiff
argued that his cause of action could not have accrued because he did not suffer any
damages until the time when he had symptoms or knowledge of the negligence. Id.
The court disagreed and determined that some damage was objectively
ascertainable at the time the surgery was performed on the wrong level of plaintiff's
spine.

As a result, his cause of action for malpractice accrued on that date. Id. In

refusing to apply the discovery rule, the court reaffirmed that the subjective knowledge
of the plaintiff is irrelevant to determining when some damage occurred. Id. The court in

Stuard discussed the statute of limitations as follows:
Subsequent decisions by this Court have recognized that
"{t]he existence of 'objectively ascertainable injury' is simply
an analytical tool to be used in determining when 'some
damage' has occurred." Conway, 141 Idaho at 146-47, 106
P.3d at 472-73 (citing Lapham, 1371daho at 587, 51 P.3d at
401). "mhe 'some damage' that has occurred must be
damage that the client could recover from the
professional in an action for malpractice." City of McCall
v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 659, 201 P.3d 629, 632 (2009).
Further, the statute makes clear that any "continuing
consequences" of the act or omission do not extend the
limitations period. I.C. § 5-219(4).

See Stuard v. Jorgenson, 150 Idaho 701, 705, 249 P .3d 1156, 1160 (2011) (emphasis
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-4
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added).
Applying the court's reasoning in Stuard, when Mr. Wyman himself knew
he had cancer is irrelevant. What matters is that after his last visit with PA Scott on
April 19, 2012, Mr. Wyman's cancer was allowed to continue to grow and invade his
body until September 9, 2012. While his damages may have been minimal as of April
20, 2012, the fact remains that his cancer continued to grow without treatment and that
his cause of action for alleged malpractice was complete at that time.

Because he

waited more than two years to pursue his claim renders his cause of action time barred
per the requirements of Idaho Code §5-219(4).
Plaintiffs also rely on the case of Hawley v. Green, 117 Idaho 498, 788
P.2d 1321 (1990). In Hawley, a plaintiff sued her physicians for failing to diagnose a
tumor.

Plaintiff argued that her damages were the economic loss from surgically

removing the tumor as well as the pain and suffering from the tumor. Hawley, 117 Idaho
at 503, 788 P. 2d at 1326. She also argued that she did not suffer any damage until a
malignant tumor manifested itself and that if the tumor were benign when the
defendants failed to diagnose it, she would not have suffered any damage. Id. In
opposition to summary judgment, she asserted a triable issue of fact as to whether
damage occurred at the time of the failure to diagnose because there was no evidence
that the tumor was malignant at that time. Id.
Because there was no evidence that the tumor was malignant or
otherwise dangerous to the health of the plaintiff, the court in Hawley concluded the
defendants failed to establish that "some damage" occurred more than two years before

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-5
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suit was filed. Thus, the critical fact in Hawley was that there was no evidence the
patient's tumor was malignant, and therefore cancerous, when the physician allegedly
failed to diagnose it. Thus, Hawley is distinguishable from the present case in that here
the Wymans actually contend in their Amended Complaint that the lesion on Mr.
Wyman's heel was not just a tumor, but rather a malignancy (i.e. cancer) as of the time
when Ms. Scott allegedly failed to diagnose it correctly. See Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint at 1I 40. By virtue of the court taking judicial notice of the allegations set forth
in the Amended Complaint, this renders the Hawley decision distinguishable.
Another malpractice case applying the two year statute of limitations is

Holmes v. Iwasa, 104 Idaho 179, 657 P.2d 476 (1983). In Holmes, a plaintiff sued his
optometrist for failing to diagnose glaucoma. Holmes, 104 Idaho at 182, 657 P.2d at
479. The defendant examined the plaintiff's eyes on two different dates but did not
diagnose him with glaucoma. Id. However, a second doctor examined the plaintiff more
than two years later and diagnosed the plaintiff with glaucoma, stating that the plaintiff
had glaucoma for approximately the previous eight years. Granting summary judgment
for the defense, the court determined that "there is no showing in the record that [the
defendant] was responsible for any occurrence, act or omission, i.e., the failure to
diagnose glaucoma, on a date within the two year limitation period set out in I.C. § 5219(4)." Id. at 183,657 P.2d at 480.
Similar to the facts in Holmes, there is no showing in the record that
Defendants are responsible for any occurrence, act, or omission, i.e. the failure to
diagnose melanoma, on a date within the two year limitation period set forth in I.C. § 5-

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-6
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Indeed, Defendants are not even alleged to have committed malpractice

anytime within the two year limitation period. Accepting the Plaintiffs' allegations that
Mr. Wyman's melanoma was progressing and worsening at the time of the alleged
negligent failure to diagnose, then some damage occurred at the same time as the
negligent act, thus the cause of action accrued at the latest back on April 19, 2012.
This is precisely what happened in the Holmes case when the glaucoma
was not timely diagnosed and was allowed to continue causing damage to the patient's
eye. In hopes of benefiting from the Hawley decision, Plaintiffs confusingly attempt to
argue, in the alternative, the lack of evidence in the record that Mr. Wyman's heel was
progressive or dangerous to him when he was seen by Ms. Scott. However, the lesion
did not become cancerous later on - Plaintiffs' admit it was cancerous at the time the
patient was seen by PA Scott. If PA Scott should have diagnosed him with melanoma
when she treated him as has been alleged, then the melanoma and any damage it was
causing was objectively ascertainable.

This is by definition objective medical proof

sufficient to trigger the statute of limitations.

Ill.
CONCLUSION

Pursuant to the two year time frame set forth in Idaho Code §5-219(4), the
statute of limitations expired as of April 19, 2014. The record before the Court
demonstrates that the Plaintiffs did not file suit or an application for the prelitigation
screening panel until August 26, 2014, over four months after the two years from when
the cause of action accrued. Because there is no genuine issue of material fact that the

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT-7
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statute of limitations has expired; the Defendants are entitled to summary judgment.
Defendants respectfully request this Court grant their Motion for Summary Judgment as
to all counts of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint.
DATED this 16th day of March, 2015.
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s, Of the Firm
Attorneys f
ttorneys for Defendants
John J. Ee , M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C
and Center for Lifetime Health

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of March, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each
of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimil : (801) 676-5262
Email: illard@wgdlawfirm.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,
-vs-

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-Can individual, CENTER
FORLIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 2014-16977

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
ORDER

)
)

The above-entitled case came on regularly for hearing before the Court on Defendants'
Motion for Summary Judgment on March 23, 2015. Plaintiffs appeared through their counsel of
record S. Brook Millard. Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie L. Scott and Center for Lifetime
Health, LLC appeared through their counsel of record Terrence S. Jones. 1 The Court having
carefully considered the file and record in this case, the affidavit in support of Defendants'

The file in this case does not reflect that Defendants John Does 1-10 have been served; nor have they
appeared in this action.

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER

1
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motion for summary judgment, the memorandums filed in support of and in opposition to the
motion and the arguments of counsel, and good cause appearing, the Court finds and concludes
as follows:

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Plaintiffs commenced this action by filing a Complaint on September 5, 2014, seeking
damages against Defendants Scott and Center for Lifetime Health for professional negligence
based upon Scott's failure to diagnose and properly treat a lesion on Plaintiff John Wyman's
heel.
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, filed November 18, 2014, seeks judgment awarding
damages on three (3) claims for relief: Professional Negligence, against all Defendants (First
Cause of Action); Vicarious Liability, against Defendant Center for Lifetime Health (Second
Cause of Action); and Failure to Supervise Defendant Scott, against Defendant John J. Eck,
M.D. (Third Cause of Action).
Defendants filed an Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial on
January 16, 2015, denying the operative allegations of the Amended Complaint and asserting a
number of defenses, including the bar of the applicable statute of limitations (Ninth Defense).
On February 3, 2015, Defendants filed their Motion for Summary Judgment, together
with an Affidavit of Counsel, Memorandum in Support, and Notice setting the Motion for
hearing on March 23, 2015.
On March 13, 2015, Plaintiffs filed their Memorandum in Opposition to the motion
followed by the Defendants' Reply Memorandum on March 16, 2015.

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Defendants' Motion seeks summary judgment dismissing the Amended Complaint, based
upon Defendants' statute of limitations defense. Defendants contend that the claims asserted in
the Amended Complaint must be dismissed,. pursuant to Idaho Code section 5-219(4), because
''the events complained .of occurred, and therefore Plaintiffs cause of action accrued, mo.re than
two years before the Complaint or the prelitigation screening panel application were. filed ...

Memorandum in Support, p. 2.
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Plaintiff opposes the Motion because Defendants failed to meet their "burden of coming
forward with uncontradicted evidence that the sore on John Wyman's heel was progressive or
otherwise dangerous to him when Defendant Scott treated his heel in December 2011 and again
in April 2012," Memorandum in Opposition, p. 8, and, therefore, failed to make .a prima facie
showing that "John Wyman's malignant melanoma was objectively ascertainable at the time
Defendants provided him medical care on either December 22, 2011 or April 19, 2012, or that he
had suffered damage at either of those times." Memorandum in Opposition, p. 5.

In their Reply, Defendants contend that Plaintiffs have admitted that Mr. Wyman's tumor
was malignant on April 19, 2012, at the latest, and that Mr. Wyman had therefore suffered
damage on that date, because ''the Wymans actually contend in their Amended Complaint that
the lesion on Mr. Wyman's heel was not just a tumor, but rather a malignancy (i.e. cancer) as of
the time when Ms. Scott failed to diagnose it correctly. See Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at 1
40." Reply Memorandum, p. 6.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARDS
Summary judgment is proper when ''the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." LR.C.P. 56(c). In detennining
a motion for summary judgment, the court must construe all disputed facts liberally in favor of
the non-moving party, and must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the party resisting the
motion. G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514,517 (1991). As a general rule, if
reasonable minds could reach different conclusions on the evidence presented, the court must
deny the motion. Farm Bureau Ins. Co. ofIdaho v. Kinsey, 149 Idaho 415,418 (2010).
If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question of law
remains. Watson v. Weick, 141 Idaho 500,504 (2005).

ISSUE
Is there a genuine issue of material fact as to when Plaintiffs' cause of action accrued in
this case and, consequently, when the statute of limitation began to nm.
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

Applicable Statute of Limitations

The parties apparently agree, and the Court finds and concludes, that Plaintiffs' claims
are subject to the two-year statute of limitations set forth in Idaho Code section 5-219(4 ), which
provides:
§ 5-219. Actions against officers, for penalties, on bonds, and for professional

malpractice or for personal injuries
Within two (2) years:

****

4. An action to recover damages for professional malpractice, or for an injury
to the person, or for the death of one caused by the wrongful act or neglect of
another ... provided, however, when the action is for damages arising out of the
placement and inadvertent, accidental or unintentional leaving of any foreign
object in the body of any person by reason of the professional malpractice of any
hospital, physician or other person or institution practicing any of the healing arts
or when the fact of damage has, for the purpose of escaping responsibility
therefor, been fraudulently and knowingly concealed from the injured party by an
alleged wrongdoer standing at the time of the wrongful act, neglect or breach in a
professional or commercial relationship with the injured party, the same shall be
deemed to accrue when the injured party knows or in the exercise of reasonable
care should have been put on inquiry regarding the condition or matter
complained of; but in all other actions, whether arising from professional
malpractice or otherwise, the cause of action shall be deemed to have accrued
as of the time of the occurrence, act or omission complained of, and the
limitation period shall not be extended by reason of any continuing
consequences or damages resulting therefrom or any continuing professional
or commercial relationship between the injured party and the alleged
wrongdoer . . . . The term "professional malpractice" as used herein refers to
wrongful acts or omissions in the performance of professional services by any
person, firm, association, entity or corporation licensed to perform such services
under the law of the state of Idaho. This subsection shall not affect the application
of section 5-243, Idaho Code, except as to actions arising from professional
malpractice. Neither shall this subsection be deemed or construed to amend, or
repeal section 5-241, Idaho Code.
(emphasis added).

II.

Uncontroverted Factual Matters

The parties apparently agree, the record supports, and the Court finds and concludes that
there is no genuine issue of material fact as to the following matters: I) that neither the foreign
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object nor the fraudulent concealment exception to the two-year statute of limitation provided by
Idaho Code section 5-219(4) apply in this case; 2) that Plaintiff John Wyman was last seen or
treated by any of the Defendants on April 19, 2012; and, 3) that both the prelitigation screening
request and the initial complaint in this action were each filed more than two (2) years after April

19, 2012.
III.

Application of the Statute of Limitations in Idaho Code Section 5-219(4)

Following the 1971 amendment of I.C. § 5-219(4), our appellate courts have addressed
the accrual of a professional malpractice claim, for purposes of triggering the running of the
statutes of limitations, in a number of cases. A careful review of those decisions reflects that the
propositions set forth herein govern the accrual of Plaintiffs' causes of action and the
commencement of the running of the statute oflimitation in LC.§ 5-219(4).
In Homes v. Iwasa, 104 Idaho 179, 181-82 (1983), the Idaho Supreme Court held that
under the amended Idaho Code section 5-219(4) the "discovery exception»2 previously
recognized in Idaho is "limited to cases involving foreign objects and fraudulent concealment."
The Supreme Court further held that "[i]n all other professional malpractice actions 'the cause of
action shall be deemed to have accrued as of the time of the occurrence, act or omission
complained of.. . .'" Id at 182. "The action must be brought within two years of that time." Id
The holding of Homes was thereafter significantly modified by subsequent decisions.

"An action to recover damages for 'professional malpractice' must be commenced with.in
two years after the cause of action has accrued." Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582,585 (2002)
(emphasis added) (citing J.C. § 5-219). The cause of action accrues "as of the time of the
occurrence, act or omission complained of, and the limitation period shall not be extended by
reason of any continuing consequences or damages resulting therefrom or any continuing
professional or commercial relationship between the injured party and the alleged wrongdoer."
I.C. § 5-219(4).
The Supreme Court has held that a cause of action for professional negligence cannot

accrue, however, until "some damage" has occurred. Stephens v. Stearns, 106 ldaho 249, 254
The discovery exception previously recognized in misdiagnosis cases provided that the statute of
limitations did not begin to run until the patient knew or should have know ofthe misdiagnosis.

2
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(1984). The reason for the "some damage" rule is that "in order to recover under a theory of
negligence, the plaintiff must prove actual damage." Id. The statute's accrual standard operates
under a completed tort theory in that the cause of action accrues when the tort is completed, an
event that corresponds with the first objectively ascertainable occurrence of some damage. See,

e.g., Streib v. Veigel, 109 Idaho 174, 178-80 (1985).
In Hawley v. Green, U 7 Idaho 498, 502 (1990), the Idaho Supreme Court summarized its
prior holdings on the application of I.C. § 5-219(4) in medical malpractice cases, writing:
... this Court has held that a cause of action does not accrue at the time of the act
complained of unless some damage has occurred .... (citations omitted) In many
medical malpractice cases, the damage occurs contemporaneously with the
negligent act. Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 735, 735 P.2d 1014 (1987). In
some instances~ however, the damage may not occur until some time after the
negligent act. (citations omitted) As we recognized in Davis v. Moran, 'However,
where the functional defect (and its symptomology) does not occur at all until a
later time, the very nature of a tort action requires us to read this language in I.C.
§ 5-219(4) flexibly to avoid absurd results.' (citation omitted) In such cases we
said the statute does not begin to run until the occurrence of damage. This is so
because, as our prior cases explain, a cause of action cannot be successfully
brought until some damage exists .... (citations omitted) Hence our rule that the
statute begins to run when damages are objectively ascertainable.
The
'objectively ascertainable' standard was defined in Davis v. Moran as follows:
'[b]y this, we mean that objective medical proof would support the existence of an
actua1 injury.' (quoting Davis 112 Idaho at 709).
The Supreme Court has thus detennined that. in the case of medical malpractice cases,
the "objectively ascertainable standard" requires "objective medical proof that would support the
existence of an actual injury." Id. (quoting Davis 112 Idaho at 709).
As the Hawley Court noted "in most cases the damage or injury for which the plaintiff
complains was caused by the defendant's negligent act or omission;" however, in failure to
diagnose or misdiagnosis cases, the defendants did not cause the condition complained of. Id.
Therefore, in order to establish that a claim based on failure to diagnose accrued at the time of
the act or omission complained of, there must be evidence to show that "damage was occurring
at the time the defendants" allegedly failed to diagnose the condition. Id. at 504. While the
court might speculate that a ''tumor was progressive, malignant, or otherwise dangerous," on a
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motion for summary judgment based upon the statute of limitations, the record must "establish
that as an uncontradicted factual matter." Id.
What constitutes some damage turns on the facts and circumstances of each case.

Bonzv. Sudweeks, ll9 Idaho 539,543 (1991).
In Stuard v. Jorgenson, 150 Idaho 70 l, (2011 ), the Idaho Supreme Court again addressed
the accrual of a cause of action for medical malpractice. In Stuard the justices reiterated their
holdings: l) that a professional malpractice action only accrues once there has been "some
damage;" (citing Conway v. Sonntag, 141 Idaho 144, 146 (2011), 2) that the damage must be
"objectively ascertainable;" and, 3) that "objectively ascertainable" means "that objective
medical proof would support the existence of an actual injury." Id at 705. The Court further
noted that they had previously recognized that "[t]he existence of 'objectively ascertainable
injury' is simply an analytical tool to be used in determining when 'some damage' has occurred."
(Citing Conway, 141 Idaho at 146-47). The Court further held "[t]he 'some damage' that has
occurred must be damage that the client could recover from the professional in an action for
malpractice (citing City ofMcCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656, 659, (2009).
In Conner v. Hodges, 157 Idaho 19, _ , (2014), the Idaho Supreme Court clarified the
"objectively ascertainable" standard noting that "[i]n Stuard, we did not intend to create a bright
line rule that the existence of any conceivable medical test-regardless of how risky, painful and
invasive it might be - which would objectively demonstrate the existence of an injury trigger the
accrual of an action for medical malpractive." (See footnote 4).
IV.

Statute of Limitations is an Affirmative Defense

The statute of limitations is an affirmative defense which must be pleaded and proved by
the defendant. I.R.C.P. 8(c); Hawley, 117 Idaho at 504 (citing Resource Engineering, Inc. v.

Siler, 94 Idaho 935, (1972)). The defendant has the burden of proving every element necessary
to establish the affirmative defense. Id. (citing Johnston v. Keefer, 48 Idaho 42, (1929); Pauley v.

Salmon River Lumber Co., 74 Idaho 483 (1953)). Therefore, in this case, the Defendants have
the burden of producing evidence showing that the lesion treated by Defendants was progressive
or otherwise dangerous to the health of the plaintiff in order to establish that the plaintiff had
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incurred "some damage" at that time. See Hawley, 117 Idaho at 504.

The court will not

speculate as to the existence of damage. Id.
V.

Judicial Admissions

Defendants' contend that the Plaintiffs' causes of action accrued no later than April 19,
2012 and therefore the statute of limitation applicable to this case commenced running on that
date; which was more than two-years prior to the filing of either the prelitigation screening
request or the complaint in this action. In addition to the undisputed fact that more than twoyears expired between Mr. Wyman's last treatment and the filing of either the prelitigation
screening request or the complaint in this action, Defendants' motion for summary judgment in
this case is grounded upon their assertion that Plaintiffs' amended complaint constitutes a
judicial admission that Mr. Wyman's heel lesion ''was just not a tumor, but rather a malignancy
(i.e. cancer) at the time when Ms. Scott failed to diagnose it correctly" thus obviating the need
for further proof.
Paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs' amended complaint states:
40. [Defendants'] many failures to adequately and timely report, evaluate,
diagnose, monitor, and/or treat Mr. Wyman's heel lesion caused his aggressively
growing melanoma to be left improperly treated or untreated for many months
which resulted in his need to incur substantial additional medical care than would
have been required with a timely diagnosis and which left him with the likelihood
of a substantially diminished life expectancy. (Emphasis added).
The question of whether a statement constitutes a judicial admission is a matter of law.

Strouse v. K-Tek, Inc., 129 Idaho 616. 618 (Ct.App. 1997) (citing Kawai Farms, Inc. v.
Longstreet, 121 Idaho 610, 613 (1992).

In Idaho, "pleadings may be considered for such

purposes, within the case in which they were filed, without admission into evidence." Id. at 619
(citing Koser v. Hornbuck, 75 Idaho 24, 33 (1954).
The Idaho Supreme Court has recently addressed judicial admissions in ''In Re Universe

Life Insurance Co., Inc., 144 Idaho 751 (2007), stating: 1) "[i]nprior opinions, we have held that
judicial admissions include admitting an allegation in an opposing party's pleading (citing Griff,

Inc. v. Curry Bean Co., Inc., 138 Idaho 315,321 (2003); 2) stipulations entered into by parties or
their counsel (citing Reding v. Reding, 141 Idaho 369, (2005); and, 3) counsel's admission at
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trial of a factual issue upon which the opposing party had the burden of proof (citing McLean v.

City ofSpirit Lake, 91 Idaho 779, 782-83 (1967). Id at 759.
In Universe Life, the Supreme Court further noted, "[a] judicial admission is a statement
made by a party or attorney, in the course of judicial proceedings, for the purpose of, or the
effect, of dispensing with the need for proof by the opposing party of some fact'' (citing Sun

Valley Patato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 Idaho 761, 765 (2004). Id The
Supreme Court defined a judicial admission as "a deliberate, clear, unequivocal statement of a
party about a concrete fact within the party• s peculiar knowledge, not a matter of law . . . [and]
not opinion." Id (citing 29A Am.Jur.2d, Evidence§ 770 (1994).

ANALYSIS
The Court will first address the Defendants' assertion that paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs'
amended complaint constitutes a judicial admission and that it is "by definition objective medical
proof sufficient to trigger the statute of limitations." Reply Memorandum, p. 7. The Court finds
that record in this case is totally devoid of anything that would allow the Court to conclude that
the assertion is "a concrete fact within the ... peculiar knowledge" of either the Plaintiffs or their
counsel. Insofar as is relevant herein, it is nothing more than an opinion. "It was not made for
the purpose, or the effect, of disposing with the need for proof by the opposing party of some
fact." Universe Life, 144 Idaho at 759.

The Court therefore finds and concludes that the

language in paragraph 40 of Plaintiffs' amended complaint is not a judicial admission.
As more fully discussed above, in order to establish that a claim based on failure to
diagnose accrued at the time of the act or omission complained of, there must be "evidence to
show that any damage was occurring at the time the defendants" allegedly failed to diagnose the
condition.

Hawley, 117 Idaho at 504. While the court might speculate that a ''twnor was

progressive, malignant, or otherwise dangerous," on a motion for summary judgment based upon
the statute of limitations, the record must "establish that as an uncontradicted factual matter." Id
On the record before this court, the Court finds and concludes that the Defendants have
failed to produce "objective medical proof; that "any damage was occurring at the time the
defendants" allegedly failed to diagnose the condition. Id The Court cannot speculate that the
heel lesion was ..progressive, malignant or otherwise dangerous" on or before April 19, 2012.
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•
Id The Court, thus, finds and concludes that Defendants have failed to carry their burden of
establishing the absence of any genuine issue of material fact as to when Plaintiffs cause of

action accrued in this case and, consequently, when the statute of limitation commenced to run.
Therefore,
ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED~ and this does ORDER, that Defendants Motion for

SUinin81)' Judgment be, and is hereby, DENIED.
DATED: April _J_, 2015.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum
Decision on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Order was served by United
States mail, postage prepaid upon each of the following persons on this ~ day of

April~ 2015.

S. Brook Millard
WRONA. GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 South State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020

Terrence S. Jones
Jennifer G. King

QUANE, JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
101 South Capitol Blvd., Ste 160 I
Boise, Idaho 83701
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RECElVED
JUL 2%2015
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Aft~~s. ISB No. 5811
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Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930

JUL 2 t 2015
CHRISTOPHeR D. RICH, Clerk
By OE88le SOOTT
DePUTV

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

DEFENDANTS RENEWED MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

COME NOW Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie L. Scott, PA-C, and
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, by and through their counsel of record, Quane Jones
McColl, PLLC, and move this Court for an entry of summary judgment pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 56 dismissing this action on the ground that there is no genuine issue of
material fact and that these Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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.
This Motion is based upon Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
Idaho Code § 5-219, the Affidavit of Dr. Gregory Wells, and the Memorandum in
Support thereof filed contemporaneously herewith and the files and records in the
above-entitled action. This renewed motion is based on new information presented to
the court within the simultaneously filed documents demonstrating that the cause of
action accrued more than two years before this claim was brought thereby making it
time barred as a matter of law. Oral argument is hereby requested.
DATED this 22nd day of July, 2015.

rr n
. Jo
, Of the Firm
Jennifer G. King, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of July, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
by delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below,
addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone- (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930

JUL 2 4 20\5
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk

6Y OEB6IE SOOTT
DlfUN

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS,
M.D. IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS RENEWED MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO )
: Ss.
)
County of Ada
Gregory Wells, M.D., having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:

AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-1
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The information and facts specified and recited herein are based

upon your Affiant's direct and personal knowledge, and the opinions stated herein are
based upon reasonable medical certainty.

I am, and at all times alleged in the

Amended Complaint was, a physician licensed by the Idaho State Board of Medicine to
practice medicine in the State of Idaho. I have been board certified in dermatology
since 201 Oand dermatopathology since 2011 and have medical staff privileges in Boise
and Meridian. I have been employed since 2011 at Ada West Dermatology where I
work as a dermatologist and dermatopathologlst. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and
correct copy of my current curriculum vitae which further documents my background,
training and educational experience as a dermatologist and dermatopathologist upon
which I rely to support my opinions set forth herein.
2).

In my capacity as a dermatologist, it is my duty to examine patients

with all manner of skin issues including all forms of skin cancers, including melanomas.
In my capacity as a dermatopathologist, it is my duty to view tissue slide samples taken
from patients to determine whether a condition is benign or malignant in nature. In this
regard, I am routinely called upon to diagnose and treat patients with all manner of skin

conditions, including numerous forms of skin cancer. Where a patient is found to have
cancer, my job includes evaluating the type, structure, nature, size and staging of the
cancer, as well as addressing treatment options.

3).

In this case I have reviewed medical records for John E. Wyman

from Center of Lifetime Health, Jared Scott. M.D. and the Idaho Skin Surgery Center,
IDX Pathology, University of Colorado Dermatopathology Consultants, and the
University of Utah. In reviewing these records I have taken into consideration the
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-2
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observations made by others of John Wyman's skin condition on his left heel starting
when he first presented on December 22, 2011. At that time, the records reflect the
patient had complained of having a lesion on his left heel for three to four months. See
record of December 22, 2011 attached as Exhibit B. The patient's own description of a
non-healing lesion on his left heel that he had treated without success is consistent with
the diagnosis of an amelanotic melanoma which is a type of melanoma skin cancer in
which the tumor cells do not make significant melanin.

4).

The August 31, 2012 pathology report of Christine Measham, M.D.

which she sent off in consultation to the University of Colorado Dermatopathology
Consultants and was read by Lori Prok, MD, attached hereto as Exhibit C, relates to a
shave biopsy demonstrating the patient had an ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma
on his left heel with a Brelow's depth of at least 1.9 mm. This shave biopsy was taken
at the same location on the patient's left heel for which he had presented to PA Scott
during his visit of December 22, 2011. Following the August 2012 biopsy, the patient
underwent surgery by Robert Andtbacka, M.D. on September 25, 2012 to excise the
amelanotic melanoma from his left heel.

In addition to the excision, the patient also

underwent a sentinel lymph node biopsy. The lymph node biopsy showed one positive
lymph node for metastatic melanoma. A subsequent dermatopathology report by Keith
Duffy, M.D., of the tissue harvested during the surgery is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
This report reconfirms the patient had an ulcerated metastatic melanoma involving one
lymph node with a Breslow depth of 4.5mm which was graded at Stage Ill C. All of
these facts are significant for purposes of determining the age of the melanoma and
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how long it had been causing damage to the patient.
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On October 30, 2012, he

underwent a complete lymphadenectomy to the left popliteal and left inguinal region
with one lymph node testing positive for metastatic disease in the left popliteal area.
Please see the attached pathology report of Ting Liu, MD for full details which is
attached hereto as Exhibit E.

5).

In my daily practice of dermatology and dermatopathology in

Meridian, I have significant experience in evaluating and treating hundreds of patients
who have presented with both melanotic and amelanotic malignant melanomas. When
a melanoma becomes ulcerated this means the covering layer of skin over the tumor
itself has been destroyed though the aggressive nature of the tumor. This is the cancer
condition John Wyman had when he first presented to PA Scott on December 22, 2011.
Unfortunately, the patient's noncompliance and failure to return as scheduled resulted in
a several month delay in further diagnosing and treating his amelanotic malignant
melanoma. Despite this fact, the patient's cancer was objectively ascertainable long
prior to the biopsy date of August 31, 2012 as set forth below.
6).

To a reasonable degree of medical certainty John Wyman's cancer

was objectively ascertainable and capable of being diagnosed when it first became
symptomatic for the patient. According to the patient's own subjective reporting to PA
Scott during his first visit on December 22, 2011, he had a lesion on his heel that was
not healing which prompted him to seek medical treatment. Exhibit B. Had the patient
presented to me at that time, I would have pursued a similar initial course of medical

treatment to that provided by PA Scott. Had the patient returned as instructed in two
weeks, instead of on April 19, 2012, and his condition had not improved with a
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-4
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continued non-healing wound, I would have considered cryotherapy as performed. If it
still did not heal and the patient had returned for his three week follow up visit following
cryotherapy, I would have recommended he undergone a biopsy at that time which
would have been both medically necessary and justified which would have come back
positive for a malignant melanoma. This is exactly the same course of action that Dr.
Jared Scott followed when the patient returned four months later in August, 2012. The
fact the patient failed to return resulted in a delay during which time the patient's cancer
continued to progress and grow every day. This cancer was dangerous to the patient's
health and was causing further damage to the patient's body every day it was not
treated despite the fact the lesion was seen by the patient, seen by the provider and
objectively capable of being diagnosed and treated but for the patient's failure to return.
7).

According to the dermatopathology report from the University of

Utah, significant epithelial cell involvement with vertical growth was noted within the
melanoma found to be 4.5 mm thick. See Exhibit D. It takes time for a melanoma to
form, grow to that depth and develop into a pT4b tumor with distant lymph node
involvement resulting in Stage IIIC disease according to the
staging guidelines for melanoma.

ih

edition of the AJCC

Due to the type and amount of disease that was

determined at the biopsy and subsequent wide excision, this strongly supports my
opinion that the patient's cancer was present, causing damage and capable of being
objectively ascertained as of December 22, 2011, well prior to the initial biopsy
performed on August 31, 2012. Cancers of this type, amelanotic malignant melanomas,
are often misdiagnosed at presentation due to the lack of pigment. They often undergo
other treatments because they are misdiagnosed. That being said, once biopsied, they
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-5
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are objectively capable of being diagnosed when they first become symptomatic. This
is not speculation, but medical fact. The records in this case reflect that the patient
reported relevant symptoms consistent with this condition occurring months prior to his
first visit of December 22, 2011. See Exhibit B.
8).

I am aware that the patient filed his application for a prelitigation

screening panel hearing with the Idaho State Board of Medicine on August 28, 2014.
See prelit application attached to the previously filed Affidavit of Counsel in support of
original motion for summary judgment as Exhibit B. I am also aware the initial
Complaint in this matter was not filed until September 5, 2014. Finally, I am aware that
the Amended Complaint was not filed until November 18, 2014. In each instance, the
patient's cancer and the damage it was causing the patient were objectively
ascertainable more than two years before any of these documents were ever filed.

9).

I am aware that Dr. Hung Khong, who is an oncologist, has testified

in his deposition that he is not able to state at what point prior to the biopsy results of
August 31, 2012 the patient's cancer was capable of being diagnosed. Dr. Khong
concedes he is not a dermatologist or a dermatopatholgoist, he does not see patients in
a dermatology setting, he does not evaluate tissue samples as I do in my daily practice
nor does he even get involved in caring for melanoma patients until after they have
been diagnosed and undergone surgery by other medical subspecialties like mine. It is
for this reason Dr. Khong properly admits he is not qualified to render such an opinion
regarding the onset of cancer. I am able to render such an opinion and I do so in this
case without reservation.
FURTHER your Affiant sayeth naught.
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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To&i° Rodgers
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Star, Idaho
Commission expires 04/08/2019

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22rdday of July, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY WELLS, M.D. IN
SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

lXJ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ J Overnight Mail
[ ] Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
[ 1 Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com
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Name

Gregory L. Wells, MD, FAAD

Work Address

Ada West Dermatology
1618 S. Millennium Way, Suite 100
Meridian, ID 83642

Home Address

2948 E. Tybalt Dr.
Meridian, ID 83642

Contact

Work (208)-884-3376
Mobile (208) 571-7855
greglwells@gmail.com

Employment
2011-Present Ada West Dermatology, Meridian, ID, Telephone: 208-884-3376
Dermatologist and Dermatopathologist
Lab Director, Ada West Dermatopathology
Board Certification
2011
2010

Dermatopathology (Date: 9/13/2011)
Dermatology (Date: 7/28/2010)

Postgraduate Training
2010-11

Dermatopathology Fellowship, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon,
NH. (Dates: 7/1/2010 to 6/30/2011)

2007-10

Dermatology Residency, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, NH.
(Dates: 7/1/2007 to 6/30/2010)

2006-7

General Internal Medicine Internship, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,
Lebanon, NH. (Dates: 6/23/2006 to 6/22/2007)

Education
2002-6

Dartmouth Medical School, MD with honors

1995, 98-2002 Brigham Young University, BS, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Zoology,
Business Management Minor
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Appointments
2011-Present Dermatology, courtesy physician. St. Lukes Medical Center, Boise, ID. (Dates:
11/2011 to present)
2011-Present Dermatology, courtesy physician. St. Alphonsus Medical Center, Boise, ID. (Dates:
11/2011 to present)
2010-2011

Dermatology, courtesy physician. Dartmouth-Hithcock Medical Center, Lebanon,
NH. (Dates: 7 /2010 to 6/2011)

2009-2011

Instructor in Medicine Q)ermatology). Dartmouth Medical School. Lebanon, NH.
(Dates: 2/2009 to 6/2011)

2009-2011

Hospitalist, courtesy physician. Mount Ascutney Hospital. Windsor, VT. (Dates
1/2009 to 6/2011)

2008-2011

Emergency Medicine, courtesy physician. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,
Lebanon, NH. (Dates: 11/2008 to 6/2011).

Medical Certifications and Licensure
2011-Present Idaho Medical License (exp. 6/2014)
2006-Present Basic Life Support for Healthcare Providers (exp. 3/2014)

USMLE Certifications
2004

USMLE Step One: 249

2005

USMLE Step Two CS: pass

2006

USMLE Step Two CK: 233

2008

USMLE Step Three: 206

Professional Societies
2007-Present American Academy of Dermatology, Fellow
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Book Chapters
2010

Wells GL. Geriatric Dermatology. Lippincott's Primary Care Dermatology
(Lippincott's Primary Care Series). Schalock PC, Hsu JTS, and Arndt KA (eds.)
September 1, 2010.

2010

Wells GL. Ulcers and Vascular Insufficiency. Lippincott's Primary Care Dermatology
(Lippincott's Primary Care Series). Schalock PC, Hsu JTS, and Arndt KA (eds.)
September 1, 2010.

2009

Wells GL. Skin Cancer. The Merck Manual Home Health Handbook: Third Home
Edition. Robert Porter MD, editor. October 2009.

2009

Wells GL. Cancers of the Skin. The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy, 19'h
Edition. Accepted for publication October 2008.

Publications
In process

Wells GL, Lyon CC, Tsoukas MM, Manganiello WO, Chapman MS. Peristomal
dermatoses: a review. Submitted to The Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology as
a CME article 5/2006, resubmitted 4/2008; currently being revised.

2006

Wells GL, Brown}, Manganiello WD, Chapman MS. Tacrolimus ointment 0.1% for
the treatment of peristomal skin disease: 3 case reports. Cutis. 2006. 78: 254-60.

2004

Wells GL, Heydt KM, McDaniel MD. Software review. Clinical Anatomy. 2004.
17:156-7.

Abstract/Oral and Poster Presentations
2010

Wells GL, Storm CA. Fellow's case presentations: Alopecia totalis and eruptive halo
nevi. The American Society ofDermatopathology 4711, Annual Meeting. Atlanta, GA: October
2010.

2010

Wells GL, Torti DC, Storm CA, Perry, AP. Fellow posters: Sclerodermoid GVHD
Presenting as Lichen Sclerosus. The American Society of Dermatopathology 47tb Annual
Meeting. Atlanta, GA: October 2010.

2009

Wells GL, Anatelli F, Dinulos J, Brennick J, Yan S. Prepubertal onset of familial
cutaneous collagenoma. 67'h annual meeting of the American Academy of
Dermatology, San Francisco, CA. Gross and Microscopic forum, March 2009.

2008

Wells GL, Chapman MS, Quitadmo MA, Yan S. Generalized atophic lichen planus.
66th annual meeting of the American Academy of Dermatology, San Antonio, TX.
Gross and Microscopic forum, February 2008.
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2002

Wells GL, Harker D, Gonda DD, Woods AM, Nunez E,Judd AM. Mechanisms
involved in the tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibition of cortisol secretion. The
Endocrine Society's 841h Annual Meeting. San Francisco, CA: June 2002.

Presentations
2010

Common Outpatient Skin Problems. General Internal Medicine Noon Conference,
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, 3/2010

2010

Epidermis and Dermis. Dartmouth Medical School, Scientific Basis of Medicine
Dermatology course, 2/2010.

2009

Managing and diagnosing skin cancer in your office practice. Dermatology Primary
Care Conference, 10/2009.

2009

The malignant mayhem of PTEN. Dermatology Grand Rounds, DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center, Section of Dermatology, 8/2009.

2009

Epidermis and Dermis. Dartmouth Medical School, Scientific Basis of Medicine
Dermatology course, 2/2009.

2008

TNF-alpha, Malignancy and You. Dermatology Grand Rounds, DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center, Section of Dermatology, 10/2008

2008

Eczema. General Internal Medicine Noon Conference, Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center, 4/2008

2005

Histopathology of Sweet's Syndrome with clinical correlation, Dermatology Grand
Rounds, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Section of Dermatology, 8/2005

2005

Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus Type II, Family Medicine Clerkship, Department of
Family and Community Medicine, Dartmouth Medical School, 5/2005

2005

Diabetic Neuropathy, Diabetes Support Group, Cottage Hospital, Woodsville, NH,
5/2005

2005

Neurofibromatosis Type 1, Pediatrics Clerkship, Department of Pediatrics,
Dartmouth Medical School, 2/2005

Awards/Honors
2004-5

Completed Clerkships: Surgery (high pass), OB/GYN (honors), Psychiatry (high
pass), Pediatrics (high pass), Internal Medicine (honors), Family Medicine (high pass)

2002

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowship: Competitive award for academic success and
community service. Partial tuition for the first year of medical school.
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2001

Garth L. Lee Undergraduate Teaching Award: For recognition of excellent
instructional work as a chemistry teaching assistant.

2000

Edwin Smith Hinckley Scholarship: Full tuition scholarship and stipend for the
2000-2001 academic year. This award is for recognition of selfless service and
academic excellence. It is considered the most prestigious private scholarship offered
at Brigham Young University.

2000

Garth L. Lee Undergraduate Teaching Award: For recognition of excellent
instructional work as a chemistry teaching assistant.

1999

Mary Fielding Smith Scholarship: Full tuition scholarship for the 1999-2000
academic year. This award is for recognition of exemplary performance and
continued academic progress.

1998

Full University Scholarship: Full tuition scholarship for the 1998-1999 academic year.
This award is for recognition of exemplary performance and continued academic
progress.

1995

Half University Scholarhip: Half tuition scholarship for the 1995-1996 academic year.
This award is for recognition of academic achievement.

1990

Eagle Scout with bronze palm: Eagle project consisted of raising funds to purchase
toys for local children's development center

Funded Research

2003

Hitchcock Foundation Research Grant: Competitive award for medical student
research with a mentor. Completed research in peristomal skin disease with M. Shane
Chapman, MD. A comprehensive review of the literature on peristomal skin disease
resulted in a CME article submitted to the JAAD, and in the publication of a case
series on the use of tacrolimus in peristomal skin disease.

Research Projects

2005

Wake Forest University School of Medicine, Department of Dermatology:
Completed two projects with Steven R. Feldman, MD, PhD which included a
literature review of atopic dermatitis and race/ ethnicity which was will be used to
assist him in a research grant application, and a review of 100 publications for
moisturizers used in clinical trials.

2003-5

Dartmouth Medical School, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Section of
Dermatology: Funded research with M. Shane Chapman, MD which focused on
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peristomal skin disease. Resulted in two publications mentioned under "Funded
Research."

2001-2

Brigham Young University, Department of Zoology: Funded research with Allan M.
Judd, PhD that dealt with the effect of ACTH and TNF-alpha on cortisol secretion
in bovine adrenal glands. The project resulted in an Honors thesis, "The mechanism
of TNF-alpha inhibition of cortisol secretion" which I successfully defended prior to
receiving my undergraduate degree, and in a poster presentation at the 2002
Endocrine Society national meeting.

Languages
Portuguese

Volunteer Experience
1996-8

Church Mission, Salvador, Brazil: served as a missionary for The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.

2002-6

Dermatology Focus Group, Dartmouth Medical School: organized venues for
medical students to meet with dermatologists to discuss topics in dermatology.

2003-4

USMLE Step One Board Review Co-Chairperson, Dartmouth Medical School:
organized seven board review lectures with basic science faculty for second year
medical students.

2004-6

Boy Scout Chairperson, Lebanon, NH: oversee and organize monthly meetings to
coordinate events for local boy scout troop.

2003

Partners in Health Education, Dartmouth Medical School: prepared and taught
multiple seminars on health prevention to a class at a local elementary school.

2002-4

Sunday School Teacher, Lebanon, NH: prepared and taught weekly lessons to youth.

2006-8

Varsity Scout Coach, Lebanon, NH: assisted youth in Boy Scouts of America
scouting activities.

2008-2010

Cubscout Den Leader, Lebanon, NH.

2008-Present

Sunday School Teacher, Lebanon, NH: prepared and taught weekly lessons to youth.
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Prior Work Experience
1999-2002

General Chemistry Teaching Assistant, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT:
Taught two classes consisting of approximately 25 students twice weekly. Also,
prepared and graded homework and exams, in addition to attending the general
lecture.

1999-2002

Writing Fellow, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT: Writing tutor at university.
Worked mainly with chemistry technical writing courses and presented multiple
workshops on writing.

2000-2

Senior Writing Fellow, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT: Supervised and
assisted other Writing Fellows, and coordinated instruction between Writing Fellows
program and university professors participating in program.

1998-9

Laboratory Assistant, IBC Advanced Technologies, Inc., American Fork, UT:
worked as assistant in commercial organic chemistry labarotory.

References
1.

Randall Burr, .MD. Ada West Dermatology. Telephone: 208-884-3376.

2.

Alan Pitt, .MD. Ada West Dermatology. Telephone: 208-884-3376.

3.

Alisa Funke, .MD. Ada West Dermatology. Telephone: 208-884-3376.

4.

M. Shane Chapman MD. Acting section chief of dermatology. Associate Professor of
Surgery (Dermatology). Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. Lebanon, NH.
Telephone: 603-653-9400.Email:M.Shane.Chapman@hitchcock.org

5.

James Dinulos .MD. Former acting section chief of dermatology and former dermatology
residency program director. Dermatology and Skin Health, Dover, NH. 603-742-5566.

6.

Kathryn Zug .MD. Professor of Surgery (Dermatology). Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center. Lebanon, NH. Telephone: 603-653-9400. Email:
K.athryn.A.Zug@hitchcock.org

7.

Jeoffrey B. Brennick MD. Dermatolopathology fellowship program director. Assistant
Professor of Pathology. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. Lebanon, NH.
Telephone: 603-650-7211. Email: J eoffrey.B.Brennick@hitchcock.org

8.

Ann E. Peqy .MD. Associate Professor of Pathology. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center. Lebanon, NH. Telephone: 603-650-7211. Email: Ann.E.Perry@hitchcock.org

9.

David P. Russo :MD. Section chief of hospital medicine. Mount Ascutney Hospital.
Windsor, VT. Telephone: 802-674-7225.Email:David.Russo@mahhc.org
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University of Colorndo DermHtopnthology Consultnnts
Department of Dernrntology

,11111

•

1899 N. Fitzsimons !'arl<Way
Suite 120
Aurora, co l.)Q046·760J

Phone 3~.344-12~0

Fax 303,:l44•07Bll
WWW,<li.tdermpath,com

CONSULTATION REPORT
FINAL
Rep01-t No: GP005.'.l8B--12

I'Af~e)1t1

WYMAN1 JOllN

PhyBicl1m: M11Mhn111, Christine M.D. DOJlr
Loc11t1orn

1151 W Mi!lor Street

Sex:

Servlcei

8/3I/'l012

Recelvell 1 09/05/2012
M

A:~1 62

Xt<iporle<l: 09/09/2012

Slide ldenHficatiotu

Roceivod i11 oon.,ultatlou ore; lwo B&E stl\lt\cd :sHdos and 10 inum1110J1fotoohomicAI s.t11i11ed l!lldoH Jaboled
DN2~174& whioh IU'e identified as being 11.n exoii:ion from the left 11\~tal heel of a 62-ye;ir.old ma[e The
olinfoo.t dJJ.t~ lndioates a large exophytio oioist uloerated uodul<> on the heel, treated 1eoo11tly with LN'.2 and
1rn!foyllo t1cld but foaion Cl1h11gi11g lllld tender. Initially a\1:ipoct pyogenio grnnulotna but followh1g sluwo
blOp$y Med to rule out bE1MI oell oarofnoma, porooaroil1om11, olo.

D1nn1io11Is:

Site: Left lafoml heel

£CD9: 172 7

DN2-1748. ULC:reRATED NODULAR MALIGNANT MELANOMA, DRESLOW 1S
DEPTH AT LEA,ST 1.9 MM 1 SEE COMMENT
J\1icrol!copic :O.aso1'1ption:
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to tile deep tn11rgi11 ofthe biop11y, The Broslow's depth m~MUt~!l ~pproxinrnt~ly 1.9 mm from the bMe of the
tilc~r to the de.ep ruargin .C>ftho biopsy Lesio11a1 co1l11 deinonttrate 111ark\1d nu¢1eAr pfoo.111ori>hism, large
atypfo,tl 1111cleoli, abundiult ~yr:opfatm1, t10 man1ratlon wlth depth and mm\e:tous atypical mitor:ot. Ju11ctiona1
n~b are atypically fonn~d, and tumor oells demonBtrnle fooaldiBoohcsion. At 1))e pe1iphc:,1y of tl1e biop3y 11-re
rnre telru.1gioot11tfo blood vessols n11d foolll porlv11sci1lar tum01' iuv11~LQU Is pt'eseut (1niirkcd in blue i11k).
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VltntJJltln: Strongly .nwk6 U1e u1mor cells
Ua!ng appropdal.o poaif.lv~ 0.11d negative confrols, th6 following 11pec!iil stdln wa& perfotined:
8• l 00: Strongly poaltivo throughout Hte tumor populo.lion

This neoplasm deniomtni.tes the fo llowi!lg oh~taor.eristic.s:
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Unh·ersity of Colo1•t1do Demuitopntltology Con:rnlfonts
Depnl'tment ofDer.nrntology
18SS N. Fltzsrmona f'arkWay

Pllol'tl!I 303-344·1290

Suite 1~
AUtQrn1 co 50045·711'0:3

Fax 303-344,0769
www.cud&rmpath,oom

CONSULTATION REPORT
FINAL
Repol·t :Ni,: CPOOS388-12

Patient: WYMAN, JOHN

f

Pliysiclau: 1vfoashau1' Cllr:iatl110 M.D. DOD:

I

L~aUon:

I

I.
,-

1

1151 W. Millc.11 Streot

Sex:

Se.i vfoei

8/31/2012

R~~t-ived: 09/05120.12
M

Re).lortetl: 09/09/2012

Age: 62

S11t61Uto1do11: Not ideutified
Preouraor mclnnooytio lMion: Abai,nt
Vascular elden.aiou: F1·osent

Lymphatic extension: Present
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University of Utah Hospitals and Clinics
Salt Lake City, UT

WYMAN, JOHN - 20514308

Dermatology Pathology
* Final Report *

Result Type:
Service Date:
Result Status:
Result Title:
Authored By:
Encounter Info:

Dermatology Pathology

25 September 2012 00:00
Final
PATH
Duffy, Keith L, MD on 25 September 2012 00:00
190540389, UHOSP, Day Surgery, 9/25/2012 - 9/25/2012

*

Final Report*

PATH
CASE: 012-000314
PATIENT: JOHN WYMAN
Age: 62 Home Ph: (208)343-1485
Procedure Date:
9/25/2012 Ref ID No:
DP-12-314
Received Date: 9/26/2012 Location: HCI SURGERY
Physician(s): ROBERT H ANDTBACKA, MD

Clinical Information/Diagnosis:
Melanoma
Specimen(s): 1. Left Groin SLN #1; 2. Left Groin SLN #2; 3 Left Foot WLE melanoma, 2 cm margin

DIAGNOSIS:
1 - METASTATIC MELANOMA INVOLVING ONE LYMPH NODE WITH EXTRACAPSULAR EXTENSION (SEE
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION)
2 - ONE BENIGN LYMPH NODE BY ROUTINE AND lMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STAINING
3 - RESIDUAL MALIGNANT MELANOMA. BRESLOW THICKNESS 4 50 MM, EXCISED
i

GROSS DESCRIPTION:
Received are three specimens, fresh, each labeled with the patient's name and specimen identification
1 Left groin sentinel lymph node #1 and consists of a plump pink-red, ovoid lymph node surrounded by soft
adipose tissue, 2.4x1 6x1 3 cm. Within the fatty replaced possible node is a well circumscribed, 1 O cm wide, firm
bulging nodule The tissue is trisected and submitted in cassette 1A-B
2 Left groin sentinel lymph node #2 and consists of an ovoid, pink-gray to tan, partially fat ;eplaced lymph node,

Page 1 of2
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Printed on:
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HOSPITAL

Patient: WYMAN, JOHN
DOB:
Age: 63 years
Sex: Male
Admitting Provider: Andtbacka, Robe1t E-I, MD

MRN: 20514308

Account#: 190540389

AP
AP Accession Number:
Collected Daterfime:
Received Daterfimc
Verified Date/Time:

09/25/2012 00:00:00
09/25/2012 00:00:00

Dermatology Pathology
CASE: Dl2-000314
PATIENT: JOHN WYMAN
Age: 62 Home Ph: (208)343-1485
Procedure Date: 9/25/2012 RefID No: DP-12-314
Received Date: 9/26/2012 Location: HCI SURGERY
Physician(s): ROBERT H ANDTBACKA, MD
Clinical Infom1ation/Diagnosis:
Melanoma
Specimen(s): l. Left Groin SLN #l; 2. Left Groin SLN #2; 3. Left Foot WLE melanoma, 2 cm margin
DIAGNOSIS:
l - METASTATIC MELANOMA INVOLV[NG ONE LYMPH NODE WITH EXTRACAPSULAR EXTENSION (SEE
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION)
2 - ONE BENIGN LYMPH NODE BY ROUTINE AND lMMUNOHlSTOCHEMICAL ST AlNING
3 - RESIDUAL MALIGNANT MELANOMA, BRESLOW THICKNESS 4.50 MM, EXCISED
GROSS DESCRIPTION:
Received are three specimens, fresh, each labeled with the patient's name and specimen identification.
1. Left groin sentinel lymph node #I and consists of a plump pink-red, ovoid lymph node surrounded by soft adipose tis.sue,
2.4x.l.5xl.3 cm. Within the fa.tty replaced possible node is a well circumscribed, l.O cm wide, firm bulging nodule. The tissue is
trisected and submitted in cassette IA-B.
2. Left groin sentinel lymph node #2 and consists of an ovoid, pink-gray to tan, partially fat replaced lymph node, 2.8x l .7x.8 cm.
The specimen is trisected and submitted in cassettes 2A-2B.
3. Wide local excision, left foot, 2 cm margin short stitch equals posterior, long stitch equals anterior and consists of a discoid, pinktan fragment of thickened skin consistent with a wide local excision specimen to include two attached surgical stitches oriented as
aforementioned. The specimen measures 5 .8x5. 7 and ranges from .5- l .2 cm in depth. The dermis has a central, well demarcated ulcer
bed. l .5 cm in diameter approaching to within 2.0 cm of the nearest peripheral skin margin. Deep to the ulcer is a well demarcated,
soft pink-tan mass measuring up to 1.2 cm x .5 cm in depth, approaching to within .8 cm of the nearest deep margin. The margins are
inked as follows: medial-green, lateral-blue and deep-black. The peripheral margins are shaved specimen and submitted en face as
follows: 3A~b medial from anterior-posterior respectively, 3E-H lateral, anterior-posterior respectively, 31..Q area of lesion in block
to include deep margin from medial-lateral respectively. The
remaining specimen is returned to formalin.
Melanoma markers S100 and Melan A are ordered on blocks lA-B and 2A-B.
MICROSCOPIC:
A= Abnormal C = Critical *=Interpretive Data c = Corrected L = Low H = High @ = Reference Lab * = Footnotes
Chal't Request ID: 74187809
Page: 18 of52
Print Date/Time: 05/30/2014 11:24
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HOSPITAL
Patient: WYMAN, JOHN
DOB:
Age: 63 years
Sex: Male
Admitting Provider: Andtbacka, Robert H, MD

l\1RN: 20514308

Account#: 190540389

AP
AP Accession Number:
Collected Dateffime:
Received Dateffime
Verified Date/Time:

09/25/2012 00:00:00
09/25/2012 00:00:00

l - Sections demonstrate An 7 .00 nun breadth deposit of large atypical melanocytes within lymph node parenchyma, accounting for
50-60% of the cross-sectional area of the lymph node. Extracapsular extension is not identified. These are highlighted by technically
adequate imnmnohistochemical stains for Melan A and S 100. There is focal loss of Melan-A labeling but strong labeling of S-100
throuout the metastatic lesion.
2 - Sections demonstrate unremarkable lymph node tissue by routine and technically adequate immunobistochemical stains for SI 00
and Melan A
3 - An excision of sun-damaged skin is transected through the subcutis. There is central dermal scar and biopsy site change. Overlying
and flanking scar is a proliferation of atypical, pleomorphic melanocytes in the epidermis, with single cells predominating, distributed
in an irregular pattern. Similar appearing cells are noted focally in the superficial dermis in the 3L-3P profiles. Residual melanoma and
scar are excised.

Keith Duffy, MD
Dermatopathologist
Electronically signed 9/28/2012 5: l5:44PM

A = Abnormal C =Critical * = Interpretive Data c = Corrected L = Low H = High @=Reference Lab * = Footnotes
Chart Request ID: 74187809
Page: 19 of52
Print Date/Time: 05/30/2014 11:24
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UNIVERSITY OF UT AH HOSPITAL

Patient: WYMAN, JOHN
DOB:
Age: 63 years
Sex: Male
Admitting Provider: Andtbacka, Robert H, MD

MRN: 20514308

Account#: 190723368

AP
AP Accession Number:
Collected Date/Time:
Received Date/Time_
Verified Date/Time:

SP l 20-0194-78
10/30/2012 18:22:00
10/30/2012 18:22:00
10/30/2012 18:22:00

SP Clinical History
Melanoma

SP Comments
Irrununohistochemical stains for Melan-A, S-100, HMB-45 were performed at ARUP Laboratories with appropriately reactive
controls. There is no evidence of metastatic melanoma in part 2.

SP Diagnosis
L "LYMPH NODES, LEFT POPLITEAL AREA", (LYMPHADENECTOMY):
- ONE OF THREE LYMPH NODES SHOWrNG MET AST ATIC MELANOMA( l/3).

2. "L YMPI-I NODES, GROIN", (L YMPHADENECTOMY):
- TEN UNREMARKABLE LYMPH NODES (0/10).
- SEE COMMENT.

3. "LYMPH NODES, INGUINAL AREA" (LYMPHADENECTOMY):
- TWO BENIGN LYMPH NODES (0/2)_

l l/02/12 SMS/TL
I certify that l pei-sonally conducted the
diagnostic evaluation on the above specimens
and have rendered the above diagnosis(es):
Ting Liu, M.D.
electronic signature

University of Utah Health Care, Department of Pathology
For questions regarding this case, call 1-800-348-2787

SP Gross Description
Three specimens are received in formalin labeled with patient name and information.
A = Abnormal C = Critical * = Interpretive Data c = Corrected L = Low H = High @ = Reference Lab * = Footnotes
Chart Request ID: 74187807
Page: 47 of 121
Print Date/Time: 05/30/2014 11:28
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HOSPITAL
Patient: WYMAN, JOHN
DOB:
Age: 63 years
Sex: Male
Admitting Provider: Andtbacka, Robert H, MD

MRN: 20514308

Account#: 190723368

AP
AP Accession Number:
Collected Date/Time:
Received Dateffime
Verified Date/Time:

SP 120"0194- 78
[0/30/2012 [8:22:00
10/30/2012 [8:22:00
10/30/2012 18:22:00

Specimen one is labeled "left popliteal lymph nodes", and consists of fibrofatty tissue measuring 6.0 x 1.5 x l.6 cm in aggregate.
Sectioning through the tissue reveals two lymph nodes with measurements up to 2.6 x 1.9 x 1.1 cm. Sectioning through the big lymph
nodes revealed white-tan cut surface. The sections of the big lymph nodes is submitled in cassette l A-1 D, bisected, the small lymph
nodes submitted in cassette lE. One possible lymph node is submitted in cassette IF.
Specimen two is labeled "left groin lymph 11odes", and consists of a strip of skin with attached adipose fiber tissue 13.0 cm in depth.
The skin is measuring 8.5 x 0.7 cm with a thickness of0.2 cm. Dissection through the tissue found ten possible lymph nodes with
measurements up to 1.8 x 1.2 x 1.0 cm. The lymph nodes are submitted as follows: 2A one bisected lymph node; 28 one bisected
lymph node; 2C one bisected lymph node; 2D one bisected lymph node; 2E one possible bisected lymph node; 2F sections of one
possible big lymph node; 2G bisected two lymph nodes (one lymph node is inked blue); 2H two possible lymph nodes (one lymph
node is inked blue).
Specimen three is labeled "Cloquet's lymph nodes left", and consists of an aggregate of white-tan fibrofatty tissue measuring 1.5 x 1.1
x 6.0 cm in aggregate. Dissection of the tissue reveals two possible lymph nodes measuring up to 1.2 x 0.7 x 0.4 cm. The lymph
nodes are submitted as below: 3A bisected two lymph nodes (one inked blue). PL/ss 10/31/2012 12:44 MDT
PL/SMS l0/31/12

SP Microscopic Examination
Perfonned.

SP Resident
Ling Hui, M.D.

SP Submitting Physician
Andtbacka/General Surgery

A = Abnormal C = Critical
Chart Request ID: 74187807

* = Interpretive Data c = Corrected L = Low H = High @ = Reference Lab * = Footnotes
Page: 48 of 121
Print Datcffitne: 05/30/2014 11:28
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930
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JUL 2 ~- 2015
CHRISTOPHeR O. RICH, Clerk
By DEB8le SCOTT
DIPUrY

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' RENEWED MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

This matter comes before the Court on Defendants John Eck, M.D., Julie
L. Scott, PA-C, and Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment based on the expiration of the statute of limitations.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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I.
INTRODUCTION

This is a medical malpractice case. The allegations relate solely to the
provision of health care and as such are governed by statute per Idaho Code §§ 6-1012
and 6-1013. Plaintiffs allege that Defendants breached the applicable standard of health
care practice by not timely diagnosing "an aggressive growing melanoma" which, in
turn, proximately caused Mr. Wyman to incur additional medical care and left him with
the potential for a diminished life expectancy. See Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at ,i
40. Plaintiffs further allege that Defendant Center for Lifetime Health, LLC is vicariously
liable for the actions of its employees. Id. at ,i,i 42-53. Plaintiffs further allege that Dr.
Eck failed to properly supervise the activities of his physician assistant, Ms. Scott. Id. at

,i,i 54-61.
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-219(4), a medical malpractice claim must be
filed within two years of the date of occurrence or act complained of. This Court
previously denied the Defense's initial motion for summary judgment based on the
conclusion that the Defense had not provided evidence that the patient's cancer was
progressive, malignant or otherwise dangerous as of his last visit with the Defendants.
See Memorandum Decision at p. 9. The evidence now before the Court by way of the
affidavit of Dr. Gregory Wells demonstrates that Mr. Wyman's cancer was objectively
ascertainable as of December 22, 2011, well prior to the patient's last visit on April 19,
2012 with the Defendants and far greater than two years before suit was filed in
September 2014. This new evidence directly addresses the very concern raised by the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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Court in its prior order denying summary judgment and establishes the elements of the
statute of limitations affirmative defense pied by the defense such that the Court should
now find that Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

II.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings,

depositions,

and

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine
issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). "If there is no genuine issue of material fact, only a
question of law remains, over which this Court exercises free review." Cristo Viene
Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 307, 160 P.3d 743, 746 (2007).

The moving party has the burden of proving that there are no genuine
issues of material fact and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Indian
Springs LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 746, 215 P.3d 457,

466 (2009). I.R.C.P. 56(e) provides that the adverse party may not rest upon mere
allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is
a genuine issue for trial. Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224,
1227 (1994).
'The date for when a cause of action accrues may be a question of fact or
law." C & G, Inc. v. Canyon Highway Dist. No. 4, 139 Idaho 140, 142, 75 P.3d 194,
196 (2003). However, "[i]f no disputed issues of material fact exist, when a cause of
action accrues is a question of law for determination by this Court." Id. See also

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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Reynolds v. Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., 154 Idaho 21, 24, 293 P.3d 645,
648 (2013).

Ill.
ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment for Defendants is Warranted Because
Plaintiffs Cause of Action Accrued More Than Two Years
Before Suit or a Prelit Were Ever Filed.

As this court found previously, certain facts are not in dispute for purposes
of this summary judgment statute of limitations defense issue: 1) Idaho Code §5-219(4)
provides a two year statute of limitations which is applicable to Plaintiffs' claims; 2)
neither the foreign object, nor the fraudulent concealment exceptions set forth in this
statute apply in this case; 3) the Plaintiff was last seen or treated by any of the
Defendants on April 19, 2012; and 4) the prelitigation screening panel application and
the initial law suit arising out of this matter were not filed until more than two years after
April 19, 2012. The remaining question is whether the patient suffered some damage
more than two years before the suit was filed such that it would be time barred as a
matter of law.
The requirement of "some damage" is a necessary element to accrual of a
cause of action for statute of limitation purposes. While Idaho Code.§ 5-219(4)
indicates that "the cause of action shall be deemed to have accrued as of the time of the
occurrence, act or omission complained of ... ," nevertheless until some damage occurs
no cause of action accrues for professional malpractice, even though the "occurrence,
act or omission complained of," which ultimately causes the damages, has occurred

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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earlier. Treasure Valley Bank v. Killen & Pittenger, P.A., 112 Idaho 357, 359, (1987).
See also Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 542 (1991).

In its recent decision, this court echoed this concern stating that "A cause
of action accrues when the alleged tort is completed, and this occurs when there is an
objectively ascertainable occurrence of some damage." See Court's Apr. 2, 2015
Memo. Decision and Order at 6; citing Streib v. Veigel, 109 Idaho 174, 178-80 (1985).
"Objectively ascertainable" damage in the medical malpractice context has been defined
as damage in which "objective medical proof would support the existence of an actual
injury." See Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 709, n.4 (1987). In Conner v. Hodges,
the Idaho Supreme Court further discussed the meaning of "objectively ascertainable" in
the setting of a medical malpractice statute of limitations defense:
'The language of Davis defining 'objectively ascertainable' to
mean 'that objective medical proof would support the
existence of an actual injury,' means that the existence of
the injury is capable of being objectively ascertained."
Applying this definition, we concluded that Stuard's injury,
consisting of the "removal of healthy tissue and the
installation of hardware at the wrong level," was objectively
ascertainable at the time of the July 2004 surgery "because
had objective medical proof in the form of an MRI been
ordered, it would have shown that the surgery was
performed at the wrong level, and that Stuard had
suffered damages as a result of its performance at the
wrong level." Id. (Emphasis added).
See Conner v. Hodges, 157 Idaho 19, 24-25 (2014) (emphasis added). Further, the

court in Conner found that when there is no test that would be medically necessary or
medically justified, then the alleged injury would not be considered "objectively
ascertainable." Id. at 25, 136. See also Stuard v. Jorgenson, 150 Idaho 701 (2011 ).

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 5
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Applying these authorities to the facts of this case, and considering the
newly submitted affidavit of Dr. Wells, it is clear that the patient's cancer was capable of
being objectively ascertained by way of a medically necessary and justified biopsy of
the lesion of his left heel well prior to the patient's last visit with the Defendants. This
biopsy, according to the affidavit of Dr. Wells, would have come back positive for a
malignant melanoma as far back as December 22, 2011 when the patient first
presented. See Affd of Dr. Wells. Every day that the patient's cancer was left untreated,
it was causing him further damage.
By way of Dr. Wells' Affidavit, Defendants have presented the Court with
objective medical proof that establishes that the Plaintiff's heel lesion was "progressive,
malignant, and dangerous" to the patient as of both the initial visit of December 22,
2011 as well as the date of the last visit on April 19, 2012 and every day thereafter he
did not seek treatment or follow up as requested. This expert opinion by Dr. Wells
establishes as a matter of law that the Plaintiffs' cause of action for professional
malpractice accrued more than two years prior to the filing of the lawsuit and as of the
last date of treatment by the Defendants. As a result, the Defendants have proven the
elements necessary for the application of the two year statute of limitations whereby
Plaintiffs' claims are barred as a matter of law.

V.
CONCLUSION

Pursuant to Idaho Code §5-219(4), Plaintiffs' cause of action against the
Defendants accrued more than two years before suit or a prelit application was filed.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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As a result, Plaintiffs' claims are time-barred as a matter of law and Defendants are
entitled to have their Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment as to all counts of
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint granted. The issuance of such an order by the Court is
hereby respectfully requested.
DATED this 22nd day of July, 2015.
/

cCOLL, PLLC

By~~~~~~~--,c--,,,c..~~~~
Terrence S. Jones,
he Firm
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of July, 2015, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF RENEWED
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of the following,
by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[X]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm.com

[z

(I/Ml
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S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC
11650 S. State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm. cam
Attomeys for Plaintif.fe
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

vs.

l\IBMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR RENEWED SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
. Case No: CV-OC"2014-16977

Judge James Mor:fitt
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE L. :
SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER FOR ;
----HFmTh1·E-HF.A:L4H;-L-bG-and--J0HN--B9ES ' . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-10,
Defendants.
Plaintiffs John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman, by and through their counsel of record, S.
Brook Millard of Wrona. Gordon & DuBois, P.C., and pursuant to IRCP 7(b) and 56(c) hereby
submit their opposition to Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment.

INTRODUCTION
This case involves a claim of medical malpractice. Plaintiff John E. Wyman had a sore

000150

on his left heel for which he made an appointment to see Defend.ant Dr. John Eck at Lifetime
Health, LLC (hereinafter "Lifetime"). Dr. Eck's physician's assistant, Julie Scott, did in fact see
Mr. Wyman on two occasions. First, on December 22, 2011. The second visit was on April 19,
2012. In both visits, Defend.ant Scott diagnosed a wart and treated the condition as a wart. In
August 2012, Plaintiff John Wyman was seen by a friend, Kathy Alkire, a nurse practitioner, who
recommended that he see a dermatologist. The dermatologist, Dr. Jared Scott, performed a shave
biopsy, the tissue from which was sent to the University of Colorado Dermatology Consultants
for analysis. On September 9, 2012, Dr. Lori Prok from the University of Colorado diagnosed an
ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma.
Defendants previously filed this same motion and the court denied the same because
defend.ants failed to produce objective medical proof that "any damage was occurring at the time
the defendants" allegedly failed to diagnose the condition." (Memorandum Decision on
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Order, Pg. 9, quoting, in part, Hawley v. Green,
117 Idaho 498, 504, (1990)). Moreover, in the court's analysis it noted that because on a motion
for summary judgment based on the statute oflimitations the record must "establish that as an
uncontradicted factual matter." Id.
This renewed motion now contains nothing more than the inclusion of an affidavit from
Dermatologist Gregory Wells which purports to be the "objective medical proof' lacking in their
first motion. However, defend.ants fail to note that in a deposition of Mr. Wyman's treating
2
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oncologist, Dr. Hung T. Khong, Dr. Khong testified that you could not, without a biopsy
objectively determine whether a lesion was cancerous or whether it became deadly or dangerous.
This testimony directly contradicts Dr. Wells' affidavit with regard to the only issue present in
this motion which is whether uncontradicted medical proof exists which shows that any damage
was occurring at the time defendants failed to diagnose Mr. Wyman's cancer. This contradictory
evidence is fatal to defendants' renewed motion for summary judgment.
Plaintiffs hereby adopt by reference the factual background and argwnents contained
within their first Memorandum in Opposition Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment which
may have not been restated here.
FACTS
1.

Hung T. Khong, M.D. began treating Mr. Wyman for his malignant melanoma on
or about November 29, 2012. See Deposition of Hung T. Khong at page 7 lines 12-18
attached hereto in its entirety as Exhibit "A."

2.

Dr. Khong was deposed on June 5, 2015 and testified that a biopsy is the only way
to diagnose malignant melanoma. He testified as follows:
Q... First and most simple is, you agree, don't you Doctor, that the only way you can

actually diagnose malignant melanoma is through biopsy, correct?
A: Correct:
Q: Looking at it isn't going to give you a diagnosis; correct?

3
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A: correct.
Khong Depo. at pgs. 32 lines 20-25 and 33 lines 1-2.
3.

Dr. Khong testified that you cannot objectively make any determination as to
whether a lesion is dangerous or deadly without the benefit of a biopsy. He testified
as follows:
Q:· So you can't tell me, looking objectively at a situation like this, if you've not seen

any of the pathology itself, studied it, seen photographs of the lesion, you, as you sit
here, cannot make any determination as to when that cancer became dangerous or
deadly; correct?
A: Correct.
Q: Even if you looked at it when there was just a lesion before it was biopsied, you

couldn't tell if the lesion was dangerous or deadly, could you?
A: I don't know. I don't know.
Q: It would be speculating to try to decide; correct?

A: Correct.
Khong Depo. at pg. 34 lines 6-19.
4.

Dr. Khong testified that he could not determine whether Mr. Wyman had cancer
at the time he was seen by defendant Scott in April 2012. Dr. Khong testified as
follows:
4
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Q: So are you saying that the cancer was existing in April or May of 2012?

The Witness: I can't say anything about it. I don't know because I wasn't there.
Khong depo. at pg. 19 lines 20-25. Dr. Khong further testified:
Q: And you cannot make any comment as to whether it caused harm to John Wyman

as of his visit with his treating physician in April of 2012; correct?

A: I cannot say anything about that.
Khongdepo. atpg. 35 lines 13-17.
5.

Dr. Khong testified you cannot detennine how long it takes for cancer to form.
Dr. Khong testified as follows:
Q: Okay. How long does it take for cancer to form?

The Witness: I don't know. Cancer, you know, can- if you start from one tiny
lesion, it can take a long time. How long. nobody knows. People are different. I can
never give an answer to that. People ask me that all the time.
Khong depo. at pg. 20 lines 9-17.
6.

Dr. Khong was questioned by defendants' counsel on whether each day that Mr.
Wyman had cancer that was going without treatment, that the cancer would be
causing more damage. Dr. Khong testified that no one could answer that question.

5
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Q: And every day that this cancer is not treated in some fashion, it's causing more

damage to the patient, isn't it.

A: So of course, when we see a cancer of a melanoma, we want for treatment to be
done as soon as possible, yes.
Q: So every day that Mr. Wyman does nothing to treat this cancer, it's hurting him

worse; correct?
The Witness: Explain again. I'm sorry.
Q: this cancer that this patient had, every day he's not treated he's getting worse, isn't

he?

The Witness: I don't know. So it depends on what you mean by treatment. So cancer
are very different from one person to the next person. So some patient, a cancer may
take a few years to grow. Some patient my take a few months to grow. So for Mr.
Wyman.

Q: For somebody that has cancer Stage me, which this patient had, every day he's

not treated, he's getting worse, isn't he?

6
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The Witness: I can't answer that question because I don't know. It doesn't mean that
you don't treat every day it get worse, because nobody can answer the question for
you.
Khong Depo. at pgs. 40 lines 16-25, 41 lines 1-25 and 42 lines 1-8.

ARGUMENT
1.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate only when "there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(c),

1

"When considering whether the evidence in the record shows that there is no genuine issue of
material fact, the trial court must liberally construe the facts, and draw all reasonable inferences,
in favor of the nonmoving party." Conner v. Hodges, 333 P.3d 130; 2014 Ida. LEXIS 230 (Idaho
2014) citing to Dulaney v. St. Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 163, 45 P.3d 816, 819

(2002). As a result, the summary judgment procedure may not be invoked where there is bona
fide factual dispute between the parties. See Gauckv. Meleski, 346 F.2d 433 (5th Cir. 1965).
Summary judgment is therefore inappropriate if reasonable minds could differ as to import of the
evidence. See Peoples Mortg. Co.• Inc. v. Federal Nat. Mortg. Ass'n, 856 F.Supp. 910 (E.D.Pa.

1 This standard is set out, in identical fonn, in rule 56(c) of both the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c); Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). Accordingly, "we freely refer to authorities which have
interpreted the federal rule." Gold Standard, Inc. v. American Barrick Res. Corp., 805 P.2d 164, 168 (Utah 1990); see
Tucker v. State Fann Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 2002 UT 54,,r 7 n. 2, 53 P.3d 947 ('Interpretations of the Feden.l Rules of
Civil Procedure are persuasive where the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure are 'substantially similar' to the federal rules."
(citations omitted)).

7
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1994).

2.
DEFENDANTS DO NOT HAVE UNCONTRADICTED, OBJECTIVE
MEDICAL EVIDENCE, THAT PLAINTIFF JOHN WYMAN'S CANCER WAS
OBJECTIVELY ASCERTAINABLE AND CAUSING DAMAGE PRIOR TO THE
DIAGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT MELANOMA ON SEPTEMBER 9, 2012 AND
PLAINTIFFS' CAUSE OF ACTION FOR MALPRACTICE AGAINST
DEFENDANTS IS NOT TIME BARRED UNDER IDAHO CODE § 5-219.
Defendants have included an affidavit from Dr. Gregory Wells as support for its renewed
motion for summary judgment. However, given the fact that Dr. Khong has testified in a manner
contradictory to Dr. Wells' opinion regarding whether and when Mr. Wyman's cancer was
objectively ascertainable and causing him damage at the time defendants treated him precludes
the granting of summary judgment and the same should be denied.
The statute of limitations is an affirmative defense which must be proved by the
defendant. Resource Engineering, Inc. v. Siler, 94 Idaho 935, 500 P.2d 836 (1972). The
defendant has the burden of proving every element necessary to establish the affirmative defense.

Johnston v. Keefer, 48 Idaho 42,280 P. 324 (1929).
In order to succeed on their claim that the statute of limitations bars Plaintiffs claims,
Defendants must prove that John Wyman's malignant melanoma was objectively ascertainable at
the time Defendants provided him medical care on either December 22, 2011 or April 19, 2012,
or that he had suffered damage at either of those times. Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703, 709,
735 P.2d 1014, 1020 (Idaho 1987). The "objectively ascertainable" standard was defined in
8
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Davis v. Moran as "[b]y this, we mean that objective medical proof would support the existence
of an actual injury." 112 Idaho at 709, 735 P.2d at 1020. Defendants have failed to prove either.

The Supreme Court ofldaho has repeatedly held that "a cause of action does not accrue
at the time of the act complained of unless some damage has occurred." Hawley v. Green, 117
Idaho 498,501, 788 P.2d 1321, 1325 (1990) citing to Griggs v. Nash, 116 Idaho 228, 775 P.2d

120 (1989); Werner v. American-Edwards Laboratories, 113 Idaho 434, 745 P.2d 1055 (1987);
Streib v. Veigel, 109 Idaho 174, 706 P.2d 63 (1985); Theriault v. A.H Robins Co., 108 Idaho
303, 698 P.2d 365 (1985); Blake v. Cruz, 108 Idaho 253, 698 P.2d 315 (1984); and Stephens v.
Stearns, 106 Idaho 249, 678 P.2d 41 (1984). "A literal application of the language of the 1971
amendment would lead to absurd results." Davis at 110, 1021. See also Corbridge v. Clark

Equipment, 112 Idaho 85, 88, 730 P.2d 1005, 1008 (1986) (The sale of an allegedly mislabeled
product which causes a personal injury more than two years after the sale talces place, "We have
never held that a statute of limitations may run before an aggrieved party suffers damages.")

Citations omitted
In Hawley, the plaintiff, over a several year period from 1979 to 1983, underwent a
number of X-rays and CT Scans which would have revealed the existence of a tumor in her neck
and chest. Hawley at 499, 1322. Hawley claimed that the doctors had failed to diagnose her
tumor even though it was visible on the prior diagnostic tests. Id. at 500, 1323. Defendants
9
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moved for summary judgment contending that the statute of limitations had run because the
evidence that a tumor existed on the diagnostic films could be seen in the scans from 1979 to
1983. The Supreme Court overturned the District Court's grant of summary judgment holding
that the defendants had the burden of coming forward with uncontradicted evidence showing that
the tumor was progressive or otherwise dangerous to the health of the plaintiff in order to
establish that the plaintiff had incurred "some damage" at that time.'' Id. at 504, 1327. Citations
omitted.

This court's analysis in its Memorandum decision follows Hawley and its lineage in
ruling that in Defendants' prior motion for summary judgment they failed to present
uncontradicted and objective medical evidence that any damage was occurring to Mr. Wyman at
the time of Defendants alleged negligence. See Memorandum Decision on Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment and Order, Pg. 9, quoting, in part, Hawley at 504.
Without more than a reference to the Affidavit of Dr. Wells, Defendants contend that they
have now provided the objective medical evidence necessary to have their motion for summary
judgment based on the statute oflimitations granted. Although it is true Defendants have in fact
provided the court some evidence which purports to show that Mr. Wyman's cancer was
ascertainable prior to even his seeing Defendants for treatment of his heal lesion, these
statements (which contain factual errors and also have statements regarding the filing of
documents and their legal effect on this matter) are contradicted by the sworn testimony of Mr.
10
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Wyman's oncologist Dr. Hung T. Khong, from the University of Utah. Dr. Khong testified that
without a biopsy there could be no diagnosis of malignant melanoma. (Statement of Fact No. 2).
Dr. Khong testified that no one could determine when the cancer became hannful. (Statement of
Fact No. 3). Dr. Khong testified that you could not objectively determine whether Mr. Wyman
had cancer in April of 2012, when he last saw defendant Scott. (Statement of Fact No. 4). Dr.

Khong testified that you could not determine when a cancer formed or whether and when it was
causing harm. (Statement of Fact Nos. 5 and 6). When viewed in the light most favorable to
Plaintiffs, there is clearly a dispute raised by Dr. Khong's testimony that is directly contradictory
to the affidavit of Dr. Wells. The defendants have the burden of coming forward with
uncontradicted evidence that the sore on John Wyman's heel was progressive or otherwise
dangerous to him when Defendant Scott treated his heel in December 2011 and again in April
2012. As such, based on the facts in the record, argument, this court's previous ruling and the
Hawley case

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing facts and argument, Plaintiffs respectively request that the court
deny Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment because there are material disputed
facts which exist regarding whether the statute of limitations under Idaho Code § 5-219(4) bars
Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant.

11
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DATED this 181h day of September, 2015.
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC

S. Brook Millard
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this the 18th day of September, 2015, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of the following by the method
indicated below, addressed as follows:
Terrence S. Jones, Esq.
Jennifer G. King, Esq.
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US BANK PLAZA
101 South Capital Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
tsj@quanelaw.com

[X]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[]

Hand Delivered

[]

Overnight Mail

[]

Facsimile

[X]

Electronic Correspondence:

An employee of Wrona Gordon DuBois
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

* * *

JOHN E. WYMAN, an
individual, and MARGO
WYMAN, an individual,

)
)

Deposition of:
HONG T. !CHONG, M.D.

)

)

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

)

)
)

vs.
JOHN J. ECIC, M.D., an
individual, CENTER FOR
LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and
JOHN DOES 1-10,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

* * *
June 5, 2015
2:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
2000 Circle of Hope, #3W Room #3164
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

* * *
Jane c. Hughes
- Certified Shorthand Reporter Registered Professional Reporter
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4
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For the Plaintiffs:
Mr. S. Brook Millard, Esq.
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, P.C.
11650 s. State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020
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8

For the Defendants John J. Bek, M.D., Julie Scott,
PA-C and Center for Lifetime Health:
Mr. Terrence S. Jones, Esq.
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US BANIC PLAZA

9

101 South Capitol Boulevard, Ste. 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Hung T. Khong, M.D. - June 5, 2015

1

June 5, 2015; 2:00 p.m.

2

P R O C E E D I N G S

4

3

4

HUNG KHONG, M.D.

5

called as a witness, having been duly sworn,

6

was examined and testified as follows:

7
8
9

(Exhibits 1 through 5 were marked for
identification.)

10
11
12
13

EXAMINATION
BY MR. JONES:
Q.

Okay, Doctor, I introduced myself off the

14

record.

15

for John Eck, M.D.; Julie Scott, PAC; and their

16

Practice Center For Lifetime Health.

My name is Terry Jones and I am the attorney

All right?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

The person sitting down here at the end of

19

the room is counsel for this case.

20

John Wyman, your patient; correct?

The individual is

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

I understand from what you said a minute ago

23

that you have not been deposed before; correct?

24

A.

No.

This is the first time.

25

Q.

The counsel here with the risk management
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Hung T. Khong, M.D. -June 5, 2015

1

for University of Utah may have discussed and

2

probably discussed it with you, just some ground

3

rules for you.

4

loud, no shaking or nodding of the head --

5

All of your answers need to be out

5

A.

Okay.

6

Q.

-- because the court reporter is taking

7

everything down.

8

over one another so let me ask my question and then

9

I ' l l let you finish your answer.

It's important that we don't talk

Okay?

10

A.

Okay.

11

Q.

If you don• t understand my question for any

12

reason, please let me know and I'll be happy to

13

rephrase it.

14

reason, please let me know and I'll be happy to

15

accommodate you, although I don•t expect we'll be

16

here too long today.

If you need to take a break for some

17

A.

Okay.

18

Q.

What's been marked as Exhibit 1 is

19

acceptance of service for your subpoena to be here

20

today; correct?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

And thank. you for doing that.
Exhibit 2 is your current CV; correct?

23

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And it sets forth your training, educational
.........

.............,---·-··-···
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1

experience and work experience; correct?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

I haven't had a chance to go through this

4

yet.

5

professor here at this institution?

How long have you been working as an associate

6

A.

Three years.

7

Q.

And I assume you're board certified?

8

A.

I was board certified, but I haven't

recertified.

9

10

So every ten years we have to do

recertification so I'm in the process of doing that.

11

Q.

So you're due for a recertification?

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

And you're board certified currently in

14

15

1

what?
A.

I was board certified in internal medicine

16

and oncology, and I'm in the process of doing my

17

recertification.

18

6

Q.

Now, we're here basically to discuss some of

19

your experience in treating the patient, John Wyman.

20

Do you understand that?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And I've been thankfully provided with some
And just so we have our

23

additional records today.

24

exhibits properly identified, Exhibit 3 is your visit

25

of what date?
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1

A.

December 18, 2014.

2

Q.

Have you seen Mr. Wyman since that date?

3

A.

I don't think so.

4

Q.

And Exhibit 4 is of what visit?

5

A.

May 15, 2014.

6

Q.

And between May of 2014 and December of

7
8
9

2014, did you see Mr. Wyman during that time period?
A.

I don't think so.

It should be in my notes.

I don't think so.

10

Q.

Offhand, you don't recall a visit?

11

A.

Yeah.

12

Q.

And then what we've marked as Exhibit 5, if

13

7

you could tell us what that date is.

14

A.

November 29, 2012.

15

Q.

And we had a brief discussion before the

16

start of the deposition off the record.

Is Exhibit 5

17

the first encounter that you had with the patient?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

And anytime you need to see the records, the

20

person with you today brought some of those records,

21

if you need to see them to answer any of my

22

questions, please feel free to grab them.

23

A.

Okay.

24

Q.

What is your role here at this institution?

25

What sorts of cases do you take care of in terms of
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1

2
3
4
5

8

treating patients?
A.

I am a medical oncologist, so I specialize

in breast cancer and melanoma.

Q.

So that's what I do.

What percent of your profession is breast

versus melanoma?

6

A.

About 50/50.

7

Q.

Do you recall Exhibit 5, when you had the

8

encounter with the patient the first time?

9

have any memory of that, besides what's written here?

Do you

10

A.

Besides what is written there, no.

11

Q.

Do you recall -- as it relates to Exhibits 3

12

and 4, do you recall anything about those visits

13

besides what's stated in those notes?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

When you say 50 percent of your practice is

16

melanoma patients, can you give me some idea of what

17

your patient load is?

18

A.

So I see patients Monday full day in the

19

clinic, Wednesday half day and Thursdays, full days.

20

So two and a half days.

21

from

22

say, 16 to 18 patients.

23

patients a day.

24

25

Q.

So each day, I see anywhere

a full-day clinic, anywhere from, I would
The average may be 16

So would that be in the neighborhood of

maybe 200 patients a month you see that are melanoma
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1

2

patients?
A.

Remember, I do 50/50, so I see about 16

3

14 to 16 patients a day.

4

breast and melanoma; right?

5

calculation is, just say 50 percent of it.

6

7

Q.

10
11

However, that includes
So 50/50, whatever the

So let's talk about Exhibit 5 for a minute,

your initial evaluation.
Can you tell me what you were asked to do

8

9

for Mr. Wyman, what treatment you were asked to
provide him?

A.

So the patient was referred to see me from

12

the surgeon; right?

13

comes to see me, from the surgeon.

14

the surgeon is Dr. Andtbacka, so that's why I say

15

referring physician here.

16

17

9

Q.

So that's how most of my patient
So in this case,

Just for our court reporter, she was trying

to track you, this is Dr. Andtbacka?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Okay, go ahead.

20

A.

So when a surgeon refer the patient to me

Continue.

21

for Stage III, I discuss any kind of option that we

22

have for the patient here at the Huntsman Cancer

23

Institute.

24

and to help them make a decision about what option to

25

choose.

So that•s my job, to discuss the option

.--

--

---····-······-·············
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l

Q.

Let's talk about the staging.

What was the

2

specific staging that the patient had when he first

3

came to see you?

4

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

5

THE WITNESS:

I don't remember.

6

BY MR. JONES:

7

Q.

Go ahead.

8

A.

I would have to check.

9

Q.

Go ahead and take a look.

10

A.

So the patient I think probably had a Stage

11

IIIC.

12

Q.

And tell me what that means to a layperson.

13

A.

So Stage IIIC, when a patient have lymph

14

node involvement with melanoma and they have

15

ulcerated melanoma.

16

The reason was IIIC is because the patient have a

17

palpable lymph node, too.

18

So the two of them is Stage III.

So he had a palpable lymph node and he had

19

an ulcerated melanoma.

20

remember all the stuff that later on he had, but for

21

the surgery -- so this is not the first surgery that

22

he had.

23

Stage III, IIIC.

2·4
25

10

So I know later on, I don't

So based on everything, I would say about

MR. MILLARD:
interrupt.

Dr. Khong, may I

just

Are you saying a palpable lymph node?
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THE WITNESS:

l
2

don't remember.

Based on what I have here, I

Palpable means you can feel it.

3

MR. MILLARD:

Right.

4

THE WITNESS:

So let me see.

5

So based on Dr. Andtbacka's note, because,

6

again, when I saw the patient, every time that we do

7

something, we have to look at the referring physician

8

note to get information.

9

noted dated on September 2012, he had a palpable

So based on Dr. Andtbacka's

10

node, meaning that he could feel the lymph node at

11

that time.

12

BY MR. JONES:

13

14

Q.

So in reading his note, you were saying Dr.

-- how do you say his name?

15

A.

Andtbacka.

16

Q.

Andtbacka?

17

A.

Uh-huh.

18

Q.

Dr. Andtbacka was able to palpate a positive

19

lymph node on the patient in September of 2012?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

And you said that he had an ulcerated

22
23

melanoma.
A.

Tell me what that means.
It's a pathology thing.

You would have to

24

talk to a pathologist about that.

So meaning that

25

they look under the microscope, they take a biopsy or
········.
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12

1

they resect the tumor; right?

Look under the

2

microscope and if they see ulceration, again, it's

3

something you have to talk with pathology.

4

pathologist.

5

ulcerated melanoma, just whatever pathology see and

6

they declare it ulcerated.

I'm not a

So we go by the pathology report, so

7

Q.

It has to do with cell structure?

8

A.

Not the cell structure, of the integrity of

9

the skin, overlying skin.

I think if you have a

10

break in the underlying skin or epidermis or

11

something.

12

talk to the pathologist.

13

qualification to discuss details about that.

14
15
16
17

Q.

But again, that•s something you need to
I don't have the

What treatment did you decide to provide Mr.

Wyman on your first visit?
A.

So first visit, I don't remember.

I would

have to look.
So based on my note, I discussed with him

18
19

about high dose Interferon, peg-interferon,

20

biochemotherapy or observation.

21

considered convention care for Stage III melanoma,

22

either IIIB, IIIC or whatever.

23

melanoma.

So those are

It's what Stage III

That's the options we use.

24

Q.

And what option did he select?

25

A.

He chose biochemotherapy.
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1

Q.

And what is the intention of

2

biochemotherapy?

3

any cancer they have?

4

A.

What does that do to the person and

So biochemotherapy is known to delay cancer

5

recurrence.

6

of patients with Interferon, which one of the

7

standard of care in one group with biochemotherapy.

8

The Interferon group, the cancer came back

9

So a study where they compare what group

after 1.9 years.
In the biochemotherapy group, the cancer

10
11

came back after, say, four years.
So it delayed a cancer recurrence, but it

12
13

doesn't change a five-year survival.

14

Fifty-six percent of patient in each group still

15

alive at five years.

16

doesn't change the five-year survival, but i t just

17;

delayed the timeframe for the cancer to come back.

18
19
20

Q.

So the patient understand, that

Does i t mean the patient's cancer will come

back?

A.

No.

So remember, I say 56 percent of

21

patient will be alive at five years, meaning many

22

people in that group, the cancer doesn't come back.

23

But there's no way you can tell which patient that

24

will happen.

25

13

Q.

So switching now from Bxhibit 5 back to
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·----------------i

1

Exhibit 3, which is your most current visit, tell me

2

how the patient is doing now.

3

A.

The patient is doing very well.

So he had

4

no evidence of disease.

5

months.

6

evidence of disease based on his last scan I saw him.

We scan patient every four

And based on my recollection, there's no

7

Q.

Where are we at time-wise?

8

A.

What do you mean?
MR. MILLARD:

9

MR. JONES:

10
11

14

Guys, if he understands my

question, he can answer.
THE WITNESS:

12
13

In a five-year survival?

I don't understand.

BY MR. JONES:

Q.

Where are we at time-wise in terms of how

15

long we are from the original diagnosis to where we

16

are today?

17
18
19
20
21

A.

September of 2008 to August of 2012 until

now, almost three years I think.
Q.

And so where does this fit into. your

five-year survival?
A.

I can't say anything about five years.

It's

22

not five years yet, so therefore, there's no way I

23

can say anything about the five-year survival.

24

25

Q.

What you can say is right now, he has no

evidence of cancer?
...

""'"·-····

..... ,....

................
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

And if he were to have a recurrence, how

3

would i t present itself?
MR. MILLARD:

4
5

Foundation, calls for speculation.
Sorry, Doctor.

6
7

Objection to form.

I need to. get these on the

record.

8

THE WITNESS:

Okay.

9

It can present anywhere.

It can present

10

back on the skin or anywhere in the body, any organ.

11

So it's something you can never predict.

12

BY MR. JONES:

13

Q.

What type of melanoma did he have?

14

A.

Skin melanoma I think.

15

Let me look at the

notes to see.
So based on what we see on the notes -- so

16

17

is that what you meant, skin melanoma?

18

is internal melanoma, there are melanoma.

19

different types of melanoma.

20

21

Q.

Because there
There are

That's what I'm after, is what i t is

specific.

22

A.

What do you mean?

23

Q.

I'm after what was the specific type of

24

cancer that he had?

Not just melanoma, but what

25

specific subclassification was it, if you know?
.....

~

!
'
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1

A.

I don't know what you meant.

2

go by my note.

3

happened two years ago.

4

Q.

So I have to

I cannot remember everything that

In your history section, do you have any

5

information about the type of melanoma that was

6

diagnosed pathologically?

7

A.

8
9

10

melanoma.
Q.

That's what you meant?

Yes.

the commonness of that particular type of cancer?
MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS:

15
16

11

Do you know anything about the frequency or

13

14

Pathologically?
So here it says, "Ulcerated, not regular

11
12

I don't know.

BY MR. JONES:

17

Q.

You don't know?

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

Who would you refer to to find that answer?

20

A.

:I don•t know.

I don't know what the

21

question is, really.

22

the ulcerated nodular malignant melanoma?

23

16

Q.

So the frequency of what, of

Well, Doctor, you know that there's

24

different types of cancers that are far more common

25

than others; correct?
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1

A.

Sure.

2

Q.

Well, you're the oncologist.

3

A.

Yeah, but you are the one who raised the

4
5

question.
Q.

Can you give me an example?

I don't know what you meant.
My question is simply, do you know, as an

6

oncologist, whether the type of cancer that Mr. Wyman

7

had, this specific cancer is common or rare?
MR. MILLARD:

8

9

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.

10

THE WITNESS:

Melanoma is melanoma.

I don't

11

know what you're referring to.

12

skin melanoma, at least 90 percent of all melanoma is

13

skin melanoma and you have less than one percent of

14

melanoma occurs from inside the body, the mucosal

15

melanoma.

16

melanoma.

It's a melanoma.

So

And you have a few percent of eye

So if it's skin melanoma, it's a common

17

18

melanoma; right?

Because i t 1 s on the skin.

As I

19

said before, 90 percent or more of all melanomas is

20

skin melanoma.

21

BY MR. JONES:

22

Q.

Do you work with family practice doctors?

23

A.

I don't.

24

Q.

Do you receive referrals from family

25

practice doctors?
'"""'"'"''

.
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1
2
3
4

A.

No.

All my referrals come from the

surgeons.

Q.

So by the time you get a patient, they've

already had cancer diagnosed and operated on?

5

A.

Absolutely, yes.

6

Q.

Are you ever asked to tell how old a cancer

7

18

is or how long a cancer has been in existence?

8

A.

By whom?

9

Q.

By patients.

10

A.

A patient asked me that question many, many

11

times.

12

how long the cancer has been there.

I don't know.

There's no way you can tell

13

Q.

No way at all?

14

A.

There's no way you can tell.

15

Q.

So if someone has a palpable lymph node, you

16

can't say that that was something that existed

17

yesterday versus six months ago?

18
19
20

21

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Form, asked and

MS. GOUCHER:

Objection.

Form.

answered.

Speculation.

22

MR. MILLARD:

23

MR. JONES:

24

25
.. · · · - - - · ·

Calls for speculation.
You don't have any standing to

make objections in this deposition.

I'll let you do

that but you have no standing in this deposition.
'-------------------------------------'
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MS. GOUCHER:

1

2

MR. JONES:

7

I understand that, but you're

not a party.
MS. GOUCHER:

5

6

I'm representing him at this

deposition.

3

4

19

I'm not a party.

BY MR. JONES:

Q.

So my question for you, Doctor, is:

Are you

8

aware of the timeframe from when this patient was

9

first seen by my client, Dr. Eck?

10

A.

Based on Dr. Eck's note, that's it, so the

11

only thing I see -- whenever we see a patient, we

12

look at the referring physician note; right?

13

that's how we get information.

So

And so then we talk to the patient, that's

14
15

how we get the history.

16

see, the patient states that in April or May of 2012,

17

he noticed a lesion on his left heel.

18

went to his primary care physician at that time, I

19

think.

20

Q.

21
22
23
24

25

So based on the note that we

And then he

So April, May of 2012.
So are you saying that the cancer was

existing in April or May of 2012?
MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.
THE WITNESS:

I can't say anything about it.

I don't know because I wasn't there.
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l
2

3
4

5
6
7I

BY MR. JONES:
Q.

Well, isn't it true that the biopsy proved

to show cancer that was done?
A.

The biopsy was done in August and it showed

that there was melanoma there, yes.
Q.

So we know at least as of August 2012, the

patient had cancer?

8

A.

August 2012, yes.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

How long does it take for cancer to

form?

11
12

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

13

I don't know.

Cancer, you

14

know, can -- if you start from one tiny lesion, it

15

can take a long time.

How long, nobody knows.

16

People are different.

I can never give an answer to

17

that.

18

BY MR. JONES:

19

Q.

People ask me that question all the time.

So, Doctor, isn't it true for the patient to

20

have had cancer diagnosable by biopsy in August of

21

2012, that the cancer had to have existed prior to

22

that point in time?

23
24

25

20

·----------------;

A.

Correct.
MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.
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1

BY MR.

2

Q.

JONES :

Most of the patients that come to you with a

3

melanoma diagnosis, how are they diagnosed with the

4

cancer?

5

A.

What do you mean?

6

Q.

Well, how do you normally determine --

7

A.

By biopsy, because you can never tell -- I

8

do a biopsy.

9

August and that's how the melanoma was diagnosed.

10

21

Q.

In this case, the biopsy was done in

So, Doctor, is i t true, then, that as of

11

August 2012, when we have a biopsy result showing

12

that the patient had cancer, that it was capable of

13

being diagnosed in August of 2012; correct?
MR. MILLARD:

14

Objection as to failure to

15

state what the actual date in August was, because I

16

think it's relevant to this case.
THE WITNESS:

17

All I know is that based on

18

the note, there was a biopsy done on August 31, 2012,

19

that showed melanoma.

20

the note.

21

BY MR.

22

Q.

That's why I know, based on

JONES:
And you agree that in order for them to come

23

up with a diagnosis at that time of the biopsy

24

showing that the patient had melanoma, that the

25

cancer was capable of being diagnosed at that time?
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l

A.

I don't understand the question.

22

The lesion

2

was -- it was biopsy and it showed melanoma, period.

3

I don't understand the question.

4

Q.

Well, the question, unfortunately, has to do

5

with some legal terms that apply in the state of

6

Idaho.

7

whether you agree or not, is whether or not the

8

cancer, based on that pathology report of August of

9

2012, demonstrated that Mr. Wyman's cancer was

And so I'm trying to get you to tell me,

10

capable of being diagnosed objectively as of

11

August 2012.

12

MR. MILLARD:

August 31, 2012.

13

THE WITNESS:

I guess.

I -- so the lesion

14

there, biopsy it was melanoma, so I guess, yes, it's

15

capable of being diagnosed at the time, if that's

16

what you meant.

17

BY MR. JONES:

I don't know what you meant.

18

Q.

Yes, that's what I mean.

19

A.

Okay.

20

Q.

But my next question then is:

Do you have

21

an opinion as to how much before August 31st of 2012

22

a biopsy of Mr. Wyman's heel at that location would

23

also have revealed that he had melanoma?

24

25

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.
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23
______________

1

THE WITNESS:

There's no way I can tell you.

2

MR. MILLARD:

This witness has not been

3

presented as a liability witness or an expert witness

4

in any manner.

5

outside the scope of this fact deposition.

And asking him for expert opinion is

MR. JONES:

6

Counsel, you can make whatever

7

deposition objections you want, but it's all coming

8

in in the state of Idaho.
THE WITNESS:

9

So ...

I don't know.

There's no way

10

I can tell you.

11

on the pathology and the note dated August 31st,

12

2012, that I saw.

13

BY MR. JONES:

14

Q.

Everything I can tell you is based

I don't know anything before that.

Well, let's back it up a little bit and look

15

at when he first had -- were you aware that he had a

16

shave biopsy done?

17

MR. MILLARD:

Same date.

18

THE WITNESS:

The same date.

19
20

BY MR. JONES:
Q.

Is that the one you're referring to, the

21

August 31st, the shave biopsy, or do you know what a

22

shave biopsy

23

A.

I know what a shave biopsy -- I don't know.

24

Again, I tell you, everything I answer is based on

25

the note that I took in November 2012, when I first
.....

....-., .............. ,

"""""

.
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24

All I know is that he had a biopsy

1

saw the patient.

2

done.

3

31st, and this is based on Dr. Andtbacka's note.

I don't know what biopsy it is based on August

As I

4

said before, everything that I

do is

I talk to the patient

5

based on the patient history.

6

and their family members and get information from the

7

referring physician note, because that's how, you

B

know, we get information.

9

already saw the patient, how everything is already

The referring physician

10

put, so that we can focus on and talk to the patient

11

about the treatment.
So based on that information, talking to the

12
13

patient and see Dr. Andtbacka's note, all I can say,

14

based on my dictation here, is that there was a

15

biopsy done on August 31, 2012, and it showed

16

melanoma.

17

Q.

And that's all I can tell you.
So you have no idea as an associate

18

professor of oncology at the University of Utah how

19

much before August 31, 2012, the patient had cancer?

20

MR. MILLARD:

Asked and answered.

21

THE WJ:TNESS:

J:

22

don't know.

BY MR. JONBS:

23

Q.

Who would know the answer to that question?

24

A.

I don't know.

25

Q.

In your experience, Doctor, how long does it
---····--. ·--·-·····-·····-'"""'

-··-·-···- · - ·
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1

take before cancer is capable of being diagnosed as

2

melanoma?
MR. MILLARD:

3
4

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

5

I don•t know.

So what does it

6

mean, exactly how long does it take for a cancer to

7

be diagnosed as a melanoma?

8

BY MR. JONES:

9

Q.

How much do you need -- how much actual

10

cancer tissue, how many cells, do you need in order

11

to be able to diagnose somebody with a melanoma?
MR. MILLARD:

12
13

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

14

I don•t understand the

15

question.

16

So if you're talking about cells, you're talking a

17

biopsy already; right?

18

BY MR. JONES:

19

Q.

How many cells?

What does it mean really?

Well, in order for somebody to come and see

20

you and already be Stage IIIC, they've had their

21

cancer for awhile, haven't they?

22
23

24

25

25

---------------+

MR. MILLARD:

Objection, calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

A cancer patient come visit me

after they have surgery and that's how we know the
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1

stage of the cancer.

2

treatment options with the patients, based on what I

3

see at that time.

4

BY MR. JONES:

And based on that, I discuss

5

Q.

That's not my question.

6

A.

I don't understand the question.

7

Q.

My question very simply is:

If someone

8

comes to you, as Mr. Wyman did, where he had been

9

Stage IIIC; correct?

That's what he was staged.

10

A.

Uh-huh.

11

Q.

Is your answer yes?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

In order for him to be at that level of

14

severity of his cancer diagnosis, he's had that

15

cancer for awhile, hasn't he?

16

MR. MILLARD:

17
18

Objection.

Form, calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

I know only what I see on the

19

pathology report and on the referring physician note.

20

I can't make any conjecture about how long the

21

patient have anything at all.

22

So when a patient come to see me, I see the

23

pathology report or I see the referring physician

24

note, talk with the patient and that make a decision

25

about treatment, what options they have.
.... ·-··

Any

......................_, _________,,,......-,............-........-.., ..................._, ............
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1

conjecture, I don•t know.

2

the cancer has been there, there's no way anybody

3

knows.

4

I'm an associate professor here or not.

5

know.

6

BY MR. JONES:

7

Q.

Any conjecture, how long

There's no way I know.

It doesn't matter if
I don't

So are you telling me there's no reported

8

literature on how long cancer has existed in order to

9

be staged IIIC?

Are you telling me that?

10

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

11

THE WITNESS:

I'm not telling you anything.

12

At this time, I don't know.

13

BY MR. JONES:

14

Q.

Form, foundation.

So do you have -- since you've been treating

15

him as his oncologist for the last two and a half

16

years, and you've seen him as recently as December,

17

do you have any opinions on his life expectancy?

18

A.

The patient seemed to be doing well when I

19

last saw him, so that's a good thing.

20

to continue to see the patients every four months.

21

So usually for us, we see patients every four months

22

for the first two years.

23

reduce the frequency of evaluation and scan, but we

24

have to wait every four months and see how things go.

25

Q.

We just have

And if they do well, we

So as of today, June 5, 2015, do you have
.

·------·· - --~--·---·--...- ...-,., ..
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1

any reason to expect Mr. Wyman won• t live a normal

2

life expectancy?
MR. MILLARD:

3

4

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.

THB WITNESS:

5

Based on the last visit, no,

6

unless the scan shows something differently in the

7

future.

8

BY MR.

9

Q.

JONES :
So as of today, recognizing his condition

10

could change, but I'm only here today to ask you

11

these questions today, your answer is you have no

12

reason to expect he won't live a normal life

13

expectancy; correct?

14
15
16

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Asked and

THE WITNESS:

I don't know a normal life

answered.

17

expectancy.

I can say that as of date and to the

18

next scan, then we will be able to tell more about

19

how he is doing based on the next scan, or if he

20

developed any symptoms or something.

21

expectancy I can't tell you.

22

talking many, many years.

23

so he may have another 20 or 30 years life

24

expectancy.

25

BY MR. JONES:

But life

Life expectancy, we're

He's, what, 60-something

There's no way I can tell you.
-

---

•-•••••-·--·-·---·--·

-•

-·
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1
2
3

Q.

29

So you're saying as his treating oncologist,

you have no opinion on his life expectancy?
A.

We go by scan.

I cannot tell you.

If the

4

scan looks good, we're happy with that.

5

longer we go, the better the outcome is.

6

now, two and a half years, it's great, but it's still

7

very early in the grand scheme of things.

8

talking about cancer, it's still very early.

9

Q.

So the
So right

We're

Doesn't your evaluation of him and your

10

review of the scans to date look as good as it

11

possibly could?
MR. MILLARD:

12
13

Objection.

Form, calls for

speculation.
THE WITNESS:

14

Yes.

The last time I saw the

15

patient, he had good performance studies.

16

physical condition is good.

17

symptoms and his scan looked good.

18

that, at that particular time, everything looked

19

fine.

20

BY MR. JONES:

21

Q.

His

He didn't have any
So yes, based on

And as of your last visit with him, there

22

was no reason that his cancer would have interfered

23

with his ability to work a normal job; correct?

24
25

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.
'"'"""'""""O••••••••-H'""°'"'
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1

THE WITNESS:

As far as we're concerned, he

2

have no evidence of cancer on the scan; right?

3

therefore, I cannot refer to it as his cancer affect

4

anything he's doing right now, because the cancer was

5

before.

6

the scan at all.

So

Right now, there is no cancer documented on

So therefore, based on what I see, he has a

7
8

reasonable performance, he can do whatever.

9

patients have problem from the chemotherapy or

Some

10

something, but the cancer itself, as you refer, I

11

can't say anything about i t because the cancer was

12

before.

13

BY MR. JONES:

14

Q.

It was removed in 2012.

As of your note, which is Exhibit 3, the

15

last time you saw the patient in December of 2014,

16

was he expressing to you that he was having any side

17

effects from the treatment that were impairing his

18

daily functions?

19

A.

The December note?

20

Q.

Yes, December of 2014.

21

A.

No.

The only thing he complained of was the

22

loss of his eyebrows and chest hair after the

23

chemotherapy and that's it.

24
1

30

25

l ..............,------

Q.

So other than that, he's normal?

MR. MILLARD:

Objection as to time, form.
----~
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------

1

THE WITNESS:

Well, at that time, he say

2

that he is able to work full time, based on my note.

3

BY MR. JONES:

4

Q.

Do you have your patients call in and check

5

with any of your nurses or assistants between the

6

visits to see you?

7

A.

Sometimes they do, yes.

8

Q.

With Mr. Wyman, have you done that?

9

A.

I don• t know.

10

Q.

But would we have some record that shows

11

that?

12

A.

I cannot tell you.

So everything should be

13

there on the computer.

There's a different way.

We

14

have thousands of patients.

15

remember every single phone call of everybody who

16

called, but I don't know.

17

look and see if they ever called during the visit or

18

not.

19

Q.

There's no way we can

We have to go back and

Well, if the patient called and complained,

20

for example, since December of 2014, that they were

21

having problems, would you have asked them to come

22

down and be seen?

23

A.

No.

It depends on what problem it is.

24

it's a minor problem, no.

25

then yes.

If

If something is major,
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1

Q.

Give me an example of a minor problem.

2

A.

A minor, if the patient exercise and they

3

have some aching here and there, then we just

4

reassure them.

5

exercise, overdo themselves or something.

It's just routine stuff because they

A major problem, if they have pain in the

6

7

bone and i t doesn't go away for two weeks or

8

something persistent, then we have them come in for

9

evaluation.

10

complaining of.
MR. JONES:

11

12

So it depends on what symptoms they're

you, Doctor.

Thank you.

THE WITNESS:

13

I think that's all I've got for

All right.

Thank you.

14

EXAMINATION

15
16

17

BY MR. MILLARD:
Q.

Doctor, Brook Millard and I represent John

18

and Margo Wyman in this case.

19

follow-up questions.

I just have a few

First and most simple is, you agree, don't

20

21

you, Doctor, that the only way you can actually

22

diagnose malignant melanoma is through biopsy;

23

correct?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

Looking at it isn't going to give you a-----..

-· - .....
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33

diagnosis; correct?

2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

In this case, you've not seen Mr. Wyman's

4

lesion before i t was operated on; correct?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

You have not seen any photos of the lesion

7

before it was operated on; correct?

8

A.

Correct.

9

Q.

You have not seen any photos of the

10

pathology that was done with respect to the shave

11

biopsy or the surgery; correct?

12

A.

The photo, what do you mean?

13

Q.

That they may have taken any photos of the

14

slides looking at what was there.

15

any photographs of evidence?

You're not seeing

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

So now let me ask this question:

18

You've not

seen any photographs of the lesion in any way?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

You've not, yourself, witnessed the Breslow

21

measurements or taken a Breslow measurement with

22

respect to the biopsy; correct?

23

A.

That measurement is based on pathology

24

report.

We don't measure it.

25

You can look at the report.
"""""""""""

The pathologists do.
············-··-

............... .
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1

Q.

34

So the Clark lateral, the Breslow

2

measurement, any of that kind of information is

3

simply the work done by the pathologists, not

4

anything you do?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

So you can't tell me, looking objectively at

7

a situation like this, if you've not seen any of the

8

pathology itself, studied it, seen photographs of the

9

lesion, you, as you sit here, cannot make any

10

determination as to when that cancer became dangerous

11

or deadly; correct?

12

A.

I cannot.

13

Q.

Even if you looked at it when there was just

14

a lesion before it was biopsied, you couldn't tell if

15

that lesion was dangerous or deadly, could you?

16

A.

I don't know.

17

Q.

It would be speculating to try to decide;

18

I don't know.

correct?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

Have you heard of the term acral lentiginous

21

melanoma?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

That, from my studies, shows that it's a

24

lesion showing up on the bottom of a foot or a hand.

25

Because the location of this lesion was on the heel,
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t1

would that make it --

2

A.

Likely, yes.

3

Q.

Likely, okay.
But based on your work and your review of

4
5

the pathology, you can't make that diagnosis;

6

correct?

7

MR. JONES:

8

THE WITNESS:

9

I see on the pathology report.

Object to form, foundation.
Correct.

I just base on what
I treat patients

10

based on what I see on the pathology report, because

11

of the stage based on the pathology report.

12

BY MR. MILLARD:

13

Q.

And you can't make any comment as to whether

14

cancer existed and whether it caused harm for John

15

Wyman as of his visit with his treating physician in

16

April of 2012; correct?

17

A.

I cannot say anything about that.

18

Q.

With respect to no evidence of disease,

19

Doctor, the fact that he has no evidence of disease

20

as of December, or even today, doesn't necessarily

21

mean, based on the presentation of his cancer at the

22

time that he was treated, that he won•t have a

23

shortened life expectancy; correct?

24
25

35

A.

Correct.

Yeah, we cannot say anything about

it in the future because nobody can predict it.
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1

36

Now, with respect to symptoms, based on your

2

experience, someone who has had the kind of treatment

3

that Mr. Wyman had, you would expect things like

4

fatigue to come from that treatment; correct?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

You would expect hair loss?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

You would expect whitening of the hair that

is left in the body?

9

10

A.

11

yes.

12

Q.

Correct.

During chemotherapy treatment,

And you might expect a number of other

symptoms during the chemotherapy treatment; correct?

13
14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

And you might also expect, would you not,

16

Doctor, that that fatigue that came with the

17

chemotherapy treatment could last sometime into the

18

future?

MR. JONBS:

19

foundation.

20

THE WITNESS:

21
22

That's a possibility

23

BY MR. MILLARD:
Q.

24

25

Object to form, leading and

··-

It depends on patients.

And the fact that someone has fatigue or

doesn't have fatigue, that -- in and of itself, that
--····---·--·"-··-·---·-···----··-- - - - --- -- ----- -------- --- - -------- ----- - - - --- ---- - - ---- -- - ---- -----
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1

symptom wouldn't be something that you would then

2

seek to reevaluate that patient; correct?

3

MR. JONES:

4

THE WITNESS:

5

question.

6

BY MR. MILLARD:

7

Q.

37

Object to form, vague.
I don't understand the

So if someone had -- the only symptom they

8

have is fatigue, you've looked at them and the last

9

scan shows no evidence of disease, and the only thing

10

they have is fatigue,

11

would be concerned about and bring them in; correct?

that wouldn't be something you

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

It would be things like you said, two weeks

14
15

where they have pain in the bones?
A.

There are many symptoms, you know, that a

16

patient can present with.

17

two weeks, it's just one example.

18

come in with persistent headache or something for a

19

week or something.

20

presentations that can happen.

21

examples.

22

Q.

So pain in the bone for
So patients can

So there are many, many
Those are just a few

But those are not necessarily things that

23

you're going to say, "Let's get you back in and get

24

you reevaluated"?

25

A.

Yes.

It's those patient's judgment.
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1

There's no right or wrong answer.

2

to, based on his own judgment, make a decision

3

whether to bring the patient in or not.

4

Q.

38

The physician have

I don't know if you know this or not, but

5

Mr. Wyman was seen by Dr. Andtbacka yesterday.

6

don't know if you've seen the results.

I

7

A.

I did not know.

8

Q.

My understanding is the results are that

9

everything still has no evidence of disease.

If that

10

is the case now, we are almost three years since the

11

initial diagnosis and surgery, would that result in

12

Mr. Wyman getting to come down and visit you less?

13

And I mean you being your whole team.

14
15
16

A.

Yes.

So the longer we go, the less often we

see patients and the less often we do scan.

Q.

And at this point, is i t a biopsy that is

17;

going to diagnose a recurrence or is i t going to be

18

scans?

19

A.

Scan -- we do scan routinely.

If we see

20

something, we biopsy it.

21

then no need to biopsy; right.

22

when we see patient, not only we do scan, we do

23

examination, the lymph node and stuff.

24

something suspicious, we do biopsy.

25

something suspicious, we don't.
..............

,

If we don't see something,
So an examination,

So if we see

If we don't see

.................................................. .
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1

Q.

39

In a case like Mr. Wyman's, there may be no

2

skin recurrence that would require a biopsy.

It may

3

simply be that cancer shows up on the scans, correct?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

And then what would the next process be if

6

something showed up on the scans?

7

A.

We usually biopsy to confirm it.

8

Q.

So there wouldn't be a skin biopsy, there

9

10

would be a biopsy of the area where you've identified
a recurrence?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

That could be in a lymph node?

13

A.

Anywhere.

14

Q.

Anywhere.

15

A.

Anywhere.

16

Q.

Bones?

17

A.

Yes.

Including the organs?

MR. MILLARD:

18

I have no further questions.

(Exhibit 6 was marked for identification.)

19

20

FURTHER EXAMINATION

21
22

BY MR..

23

Q.

JONES:

I'm showing you what's been marked as

24

Exhibit 6 to your deposition.

25

earlier.

We talked about this

This is the pathology report dated
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1

August 31, 2012; is that correct?

2

A.

That's correct.

3

Q.

It shows the patient has cancer, does it

4

not?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

And cancer is dangerous, is i t not?

7

A.

Cancer is a very general word, so there are

8

9

10
11

12
13

if you're talking melanoma, then it's a different.
So melanoma usually is dangerous, yes.

Q.

Is this type of cancer reflected on

Exhibit 6 dangerous to the patient?
Melanoma is dangerous in our opinion to any

A.

patient.

14

Q.

So the answer to my question is yes?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And every day that this cancer is not

17

treated in some fashion,

18

the patient, isn't it?
MR. MILLARD:

19

20

it's causing more damage to

Objection.

Form, foundation,

calls for speculation.

21

THE WITNESS:

Treated meaning by any means?

22

BY MR.

23

Q.

Yes.

24

A.

So of course, when we see a cancer of a

25

40

JONES:

melanoma, we want for treatment to be done as soon as
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1
2
3

possible, yes.

Q.

So every day that Mr. Wyman does nothing to

treat this cancer, it's hurting him worse; correct?
MR. MILLARD:

4
5

8

9

THB WITNESS:

Explain again.

I'm sorry.

BY MR. JONES:

Q.

This cancer that this patient had, every day

he's not treated he 1 s getting worse, isn't he?

10
11

Objection, calls for

speculation.

6

7

41

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Calls for

speculation.

12

THE WITNESS:

13

on what you mean by treatment.

14

different from one person to the next person.

15

some patient, a cancer may take a few years to grow.

16

Some patient may take a few months to grow.

17

Mr. Wyman - -

18

BY MR. JONES:

19

Q.

MS. GOUCHER:

MR. JONES:

23

MS. GOUCHER:

25

So cancer are very
So

So for

He hasn't finished his

question.

22

24

So it depends

Mr. Wyman was stage IIIC --

20

21

I don't know.

Don't interfere, please.
He hasn't --

BY MR. JONES:
For somebody that has cancer Stage IIIC,

Q.
•. . . . . . . . . .

""
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1

which this patient had, every day he's not treated,

2

he's getting worse, isn't he?

3
4

MR. MILLARD:

Objection.

Argumentative,

calls for speculation.

5

THE WITNESS:

6

because I don't know.

7

treat every day it get worse, because nobody can

8

answer the question for you.

9

BY MR. JONES:

10

Q.

I can't answer that question
It doesn't mean that you don't

Are you saying that if Mr. Wyman had come to

11

see you on August 31, 2012, you would tell him he

12

doesn't need to seek treatment for a period of time?

13

MR. MILLARD:

Objection, form.

14

THE WITNESS:

I can't tell you what I do

15

only.

16

you about surgery because that's not my specialty.

17

For medical oncology, for Adjuvant chemotherapy or

18

Adjuvant Interferon, for example, we allow patient,

19

yeah.

So for Adjuvant treatment, I cannot talk to

Adjuvant meaning treatment after the surgery.
So Adjuvant chemotherapy or Adjuvant

20

21

Interferon or Adjuvant study treatment, an

22

experimental, we give patient a timeframe after

23

surgery.

24

acceptable.

25

42

So anywhere from two to three months is
So that's what we do.

Surgery, I don't know, I cannot tell you.
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1

You have to talk to the surgeon about that.

2

therefore, i t doesn't mean that delaying one day or

3

two days or three days will harm the patient.

4

the study that we have done, that we base our

5

treatment right now on studies, allow the patient

6

about two or three months to get the systemic

7

treatment for either chemo or Interferon or whatever.

8

BY MR. JONES:

So

All of

9

Q.

After surgery?

10

A.

After surgery, after their last surgery.

11

patient has about two or three months to make

12

decision about what to do.

13

Q.

In this case, this patient had surgery after

14

they had this biopsy that came back showing cancer;

15

correct?

16
17
18
19

A.

A

The biopsy and the surgery show cancer, yes,

melanoma.

Q.

And that was surgically removed on this

patient?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

And then as you said, two or three months

22

within that timeframe, after the surgery, you started

23

your treatment for the patient; correct?

24

25

A.

Correct.
MR. JONES:

That's all I have.
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1

MR. MILLARD:

2

Do you want to read and sign?

3

MS. GOUCHER:

4

44

No follow-up.

Do you have read and sign in

Idaho?

5

MR. JONES:

Yes, we do.

6

MS. GOUCHER:

7

(The deposition was concluded at 2:53 p.m.)

So yes, read and sign.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
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QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
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rHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk
~ . By KATRINA
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DfRUTY

Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health
; !

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
·oF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND ·
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an indi~idual,
Plaintiffs,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' ..
RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND.IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT$'
MOTION TO STRIKE

. vs ...

, JOHN J. ECK, M.6., -~n: individual, JULIE
L. SCOTI, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLG and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants. ··
INTRODUCTION .

I.

This Memorandum is :s~~>r~itted in support of the Motion to Strike the
untimely filed response brief by Plaintiffs in opposition to the pending Defense Motion ·
for Summary .Jµ~grrienf
As Plaintlffs have failed to establish an issue of fact that the
. .
.
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statute of limitations set forth under Idaho Code §5-219(4) did not expire long before
this suit was filed, the Defense Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment should be
granted. The Court is referred to the prior Memoranda regarding the timeline of both
the medical care and the filing of this action which is hereby incorporated as if set forth

in full.
MOTION TO STRIKE

II.

The Defense filed its Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment back on
July 24, 2015. At that time, the Court gave

a hearing date
of September 10, 2015.
I
.

The

Court subsequently moved the Motion out to September 25 by way of an Amended
Notice of hearing sent to the parties on August 20, 2015. The Court has before it the
Defense Motion. to Strike and/or Exclude the Memor;andurn in Opposition filed by
Plaintiffs in violation of the time requirements .set forth uncler Rule 5~(c). This Rule
specifically requires any response memorandum and/or affidavits to be filed with the
Court and served on opposing counsel not more than. fourteen (14) days prior to the
I

•'

!

'

'

hearing.
Pursuant to this well-established Rule, this meant Plaintiffs h?d until
September

t1

to file and serve their response Memoran.dum and any affidavits

opposing the pending Motion for Summary Judgment. This was not done.nor was any
motion or request for relief from the requirements of Rule 56(c) ever filed by Plaintiffs or
o'

1

/

I

'

.

even informally discussed between the parties .. Instead, Plaintiffs. simply filed their
''

'

',

I

<'

'·,

'

"

'

I
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untimely response M~mora~dui:r, the. a~ernoon of Friday, Septernbe~.18,. ..
The Defense c.ontends that the Plaint.iff~' response was .\.mtimely filed in
"'

,·
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:·

: "

",:,
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violation of the governing rules without good cause. As a result, Plaintjffs'
Opposition
is
I'
•':
. ',,'
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not properly before the Court and should not be considered.. The Defense was robbed .
of any time to prepare this response as a result of which it has been unfairly prejudiced
by Plaintiffs' delayed response. As a result, the Court should grant the Defense Motion
which would result in the Defense Renewed Motion for Summary· Judgment being

unopposed.
Ill.

REPLY TO RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

In the alternative, should the Court elect to deny the Defense Motion to
Strike and consider the Plaintiffs' filing, the Defense nevertheless contends the ·
Plaintiffs' response fails to create an issue of fact. Plaintiffs seek to manufacture an
issue of fact based on a strained and incomplete review of the deposition testimony of
Dr. Khong. Further review of hi$ deposition transcript shows that he has no ideawhat a
.

!

.

.

.

pathologist or dermatopathologist like Dr. Wells ca.n o~ .cannot know r~~arding when a
melanoma like Mr. Wyman had is medically capable of being objectively_diagnosed; A
i

,'

•

I

·:

review of Dr. Khong's actual dep9sition testimony reveals

.tnat

he admitted he

personally could not answer such questions and repeatedly sought to eliminate himself
as someone who could ev~n address such isspes at all.
Dr, Khong works as a m~dicaLoncologist. Depo of Dr. K~ong at p. 8, Is. 2.
~

I

'

'

•

He does not work with family practice physicians or receive .referrals from family ·
'

"

'•

I

I

I

practice physicians c;1nd by
he·• sees ,.the .,patierit
.. the• time
'
.
·i they
.
, ,have already been worked
I

up and diagnosed by someone else as having cancer. Id. at p.
"'

I

"

'

"'

'

'j

,'

'

'

• •

'

17, Is .. 22 tQ p. 18, Is. 5.
1

•

'

I

In this case, Mr. Wyman was referred to Dr. Khong afteJ his cancer had been diagnosed
•

I

'

'

[

0
'

1'

:,

.

, '

<' '

.

. . ·: '.'.

t

,,

,

'

and after he had undergc.me
surgery by Dr. Andtbacka.
Id. . at p.. 9,
Is.' 11-15.
After. the
.
.
'
'
,·
'
'

'

'

'

'

)

'

,1,

patient had been told by the surgeon what his caqcer .stage was 1 (Stage Jllc) only then
'

I

'

•

'

.

'

. '.

I
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was he referred to Dr. Khong who then discussed post~surgery cancer treatment ·
options with Mr. Wyman. Id. at p. 9, Is. 20-25.

an ulcerated melanoma,

When asked what it meant that Mr. Wyman had

Dr. Khong did not know and said he would defer to a pathologist,. nor did he even have

the professional qualifications to discuss such an issue. Id. at p. 11, Is, 21 to p. 12, Is.
13. Instead, all Dr. Khong did was discuss treatment options for Mr. Wyman after his
cancer surgery such as whether he should undergo chemotherapy and/or radiation
therapy. Id. at p. · 12, Is. 18".25. When asked what he k~ew ~~out the frequency within
the general population for ulcerated melanomas like Mr. Wyman ·had, Dr. Khong
admitted he did not know. Id. alp. 16, ls.11-15.
At no point did .Dr. Khong testify anywhere in his deposition that Mr.
'

'

'

of being objectively diagnosed when the Defendants

Wyman's cancer was notcapable

were involved in caring for the patient. Indeed, what Dr. Khong s~ted repeatedly was

fW er~mple, when

that HE himself as an oncologist c.ould not rp"ke such ,a diagnosis.
,

,,

,

'

,

•

, , •

,

,

,

I

,

,

asked if the patient had cancer back in April or May 2012 when he jr,itially presented
: '

1

.

•

i

,

'

:

I

'

with a lesion on .his left heal,. Dr. Khong stated he did not know bec~use he was not
,.

)•

,•·,.

•,'

•

,

•

,,<

!

•

' . · · · , , •. .

I

:

'.

'

'

there. Id. at p. 19, Is.. 20-25. When asked how long it takes for cancer to form, he stated
I

"

'

'
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"':,

;''

'
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'

•:

'·,.',''

'.-,.

:

t'

',,

'.''

•

:

•

he did not know. Id. at p. 20, Is. 9-17. Simi,larly, Dr. Khong stated .he W?uld defer to a
l

,i

,

'I

,

,

.!,,·

:

.

11.-I,.

••

pathologist when specifically .aske.d whether an earlier biopsy of the p~tient prior to.
; .,
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• .··
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'

•.
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:

i
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1:

.

,::· .

1
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::.j , ,

. :·,

August 2012
would havet revealed
his cancer:.
.
.,·
.
. : . ,.

q.

But my next question then is: Do ypu have a.n opinion
as to how much before August 31st ofi2'012 a biopsy of Mr.
Wyman's heel. at tbat location would also have revealed. that

he had meianoma?·

' •.

.

,.

, •

1

•
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A.

There's no way I can tell you.

THE WITNESS:
I don't know. There's no way I can tell
you. Everything I can tell you is based on the path<;>fogy and ..
the note dated August 31st, 2012, that I saw. I don't knov,i
anything before that.

Depa of Dr. Khong at p. 22, Is. 20 to p. 23, Is. 13.
So you have no idea as an associate professor of
oncology at the University of Utah how much before August
31, 2012, the patient had cancer?.

Q.

THE WITNESS:

1.

don't kno"":,

BY MR. JONES:
question?

Who would know the answer to that

I don't know.

A.

Id. at p. 24, I~. 17 -24 ..

Dr. Khong's position did not change when he was questioned by Plaintiff'$.
l

counsel who asked repeatedly whether
. HE :personally'. cc>uld diagnose cancer without a ·.
.

.

.

biopsy. Id. at p. 32, Is 20-24. Likewise, Dr. Khong agreed that HE personally co'uld not
''.

'.

f

·.'

•

i' :·

'

.

just look at a lesion and make a cancer diagnosis. Id. at p. 32, Is. 25 to p. 33 Is; .2. Dr.
J..

_-.

:

•·•

.

·,

.•

i ·:

'

. 1:

'

. · ' ; · ·' ..·:

. · -·

Khong also a~r,nitted that any: diagnosis of ~ncer i' .b~se~AO. the: p~thology report
.

.

because HE does not make the cancer diagnosis. Id. at p. 33, Is. 20.;25: Finally, Dr.
. ·I'.

,

.•.. 1,,

:.,1·

,,.:·.t

•

Khong conceded that he personally 'could· not make any determination as· to when a
.

'.

'':•

.'' . .

':

.'

•

patient's cancer;be~ame dangerous to

I' . . .

!

',:'

'

·,,,,;

''.',

I

,,I

a patient because HE simply·did not know and

would defert? a pathologist. ./d.. at p. 34, Is. 6-16.
Q... -,Likely, okay. But based on your work and your review.

of the pathology, you can't make that diagnosis; correct?

THE WITNESS:' :. Correct.' I just base <>~ wh~t'I set{6n the
"

'

'

',._.

.'

'

'

•

'

'

-

I

I

.

•

'
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•
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pathology report. I treat patients based on what I see on the
pathology report, because of the stage based on the
pathology report.
Q.
And you can't make any comment as to whether
cancer existed and whether it caused harm for John Wyman .
as of his visit with his treating physician in April of 2012;
correct?

A.

I cannot say anything about that.

Id. at p. 35, Is. 3-17.
The deposition testimony of Dr. Khong makes it clear that as an oncologist
he is not involved in working up patients like Mr. Wyman to medically determine if they
have cancer or at what point. He admits he does not diagnose suspicious lesions or
refer patients to have a biopsy performed for suspicion of cancer. Instead, Dr. Khong
'

admits he only gets involved with patients like Mr. Wyman AFTER they .have already
been diagnosed with cancer and AFTER they have already undergone surgery to try
'

•. •

l

'

.

and remove the cancer and AFTER they have alread;1 had the severity of their cancer
staged by a pathologist.
This is precisely why the defense
took the deposition of Dt. Khong to see .
.,
'

at what point he would defer to a pathologist which was directly fleshed out in his
testimony:

As outHned above,

Dr.

Khong repeatE~ql~ stated he

~i9 .not

know the

answers to questions regarding when the patient's cancer was objectively capable of
'

'

.

''"

,,

:.

:'\

:'

'

',

·.·

'

'··

.

'

being ascertaine? b~cau~e ,he is merely th.e oncologis~ w,hQ g~t~ invo,l~~d )Yit,h treating
'

1

,..

,

'

,

'

I

:

:

'

,

:

'

''

•

,I,:·,

I

,

1

'

:

'

ca.ncer patients after the cancer diagnosis has alr~ady b,een made.. Thus, Or. Khong
•

· ' ". '

·

•

• ,· • , '

,,. ' , ,

'

I

,

:,

: 1:

, :

:' ,

•• ;

, '.

•

, ,•

\ ,

! i ~ i :,

,

: •,

:

limited himself to his .area of exper:tise to avoid rendering an. 9pJnion on an area. he was.
'

'

'

''

''

r

,

,

:'

I:

,

,

'I'

,T

not qualified to get into.
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As a result, contrary to the representations set forth on page 11 of
Plaintiffs' memorandum, Dr. Khong did not say without a biopsy that the patient's cancer
was not capable of being objectively diagnosed by anyone, but rather he simply said
that as an oncologist HE was not capable of making a cancer diagnosis without seeing

the results of a biopsy because he relies on the pathologist to make the diagnosis.
Likewise, Dr. Khong did not say that NO ONE could determine when the patient's
cancer became harmful, just that HE could not make that determination. Similarly, Dr.
Khong did not say that NO ONE could objectively determine whether the patient had
cancer as of April 2012, but rather only that HE could not. Finally, Dr. Khong did not
testify that NO ONE could determine when cancer was causing harm, but .rather just
Each of these issues represent critical disti.nctions

that HE could not so determine.
.

.

'

,I!

'

I

which Plaintiffs' opposition fail~ to address in any way. ,

be s.qu~rely harmoniz~d with the

Indeed, the deposition of Dr .. Kh,;mg can

affidavit testimony of Dr. Wells in which both explain the . .limited. roles they play in
treating patients like Mr. Wyman. In this regard, itis with,out q1,.1estion th~ flaintiffs have
• '

~

1

had plenty of opportunity since June ,5, 2015, when the deposition of Dr.. Khong was .
'

,'

'

.

.I

.. ' . '

I : .

. ' ·,,

',i

taken, to find a pathologist
or derrnatopathologist
to' rebut
and ..oppose
the ' i"opinions of
:
., . .
,'
,'
I
' , . • . (:
. '. , ·' ,,
: ~.
Dr. Wells in order to create a disputed issue of fact regarding the .statute of limitations
,

,

'

, I

'

""

~. '';

'

,·

::.

1 '.

'·

'

defense. The fact Plaintiffs failed to do so leads to the logical conclu~ion that Plaintiffs
I

'

'

'

'

.

>

•

'

'I,,

could not find anyo,ne wh9 would disagr~e with the conclusions of Or. Wells ..
,

I

,

As
•

'

'
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~
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, ,, I' t
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•

,

:
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I
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,
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outlined above, there is nothing in the deposition testimony of Dr:
• ' .:

•

'

I

'
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:
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'

'
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:

:
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Khong which contradicts
or creates
an issue
of fact
with the testimony of Dr. Weils. His
,., '·,
,..
··: _'i' ":·.
: '
'.:
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testimony, as a board certified . derrnatop~thologist to whom Dr. Khong .indicated .he
I ',.,, •,'
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would defer to repeatedly, remains unrefuted that the patient's cancer was present,
causing damage and capable of being objectively ascertained as of De.cember 22,
2011, more than two years before any action was taken to pursue this claim~
The Defense maintains that the Affidavit of Dr. Wells advances the expert·

witness opinions necessary to complete the cause of action and trigger the legal starting .
of the statute of limitations consistent with the legal authorities discussed in prior ·
briefing before the Court. Pursuant to the requirements of Idaho Code §5-'219(4), the
Plaintiffs' failure to take timely action to pursue their allegeq malpractice claim. against
.

.

.

I

.

the Defendants has necessarily resulted in it being time barred.• .For this reason; the
Court should grant the Defendant's Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment on all
counts.

DATED this 22nd day of September, 2015.
QUANE JONES McCOLL, PLLC
i

By

I·

-'

!

:

71·11?(

~-

Terrence S. Jones, Ofthe Firm
Attorneys. for Attomeys for Defendants
John J. Eck; M.D., Julie Scott, PA~C
and Center for Lifetinie Health.
i :, .•
'

.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22°ct day of September; 2015, I served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN_ SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY "J.UOGMENT AND IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'. MOTION TO STRIKE by delivering the same each of.
the following, by the method indicated below, addressed _as follows:

to·

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X)
[ ]

S. Brook Millard

Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone- (801) 676-5252
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: {801) 676-5262
Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com

Terrence S. Jones
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930

FILED

P.M----

OCT O6 2015
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By RIC NELSON
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN E. WYMAN, an Individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS'
RENEWED MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an Individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

This matter came before the Court on September 25, 2015 for a hearing
on Defendants Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment based on expiration of the
statute of limitations under the applicable statute, Idaho Code §5-219(4). S. Brook
Millard appeared on behalf of Plaintiffs and Terrence S. Jones appeared on behalf of

ORDER GRANTING
JUDGMENT-1

DEFENDANTS'

RENEWED

MOTION

FOR

SUMMARY

000227

Defendants John Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and Center for Lifetime Health, LLC in
this medical malpractice action. Reference is hereby made to the Court's Memorandum
Decision and Order of April 2, 2015 regarding the procedural history, summary
judgment standards and uncontroverted factual matters.
At the hearing, the Court indicated it had reviewed and considered all the
filings and arguments advanced by counsel including the deposition of Dr. Khong and
the affidavit of Dr. Wells in support and in opposition to the renewed motion for
summary judgment. At the conclusion of the oral argument, the Court took a brief
recess to further review and consider the matter before it. At issue was whether there
was a genuine issue of material fact as to when the Plaintiffs' cause of action accrued.
Specifically, at what point did there exist objective medical evidence of an actual injury
to the patient.
After careful consideration, the Court finds and concludes that the affidavit
of Dr. Wells is uncontroverted based on the record before the Court. The affidavit of Dr.
Wells establishes to the Court's satisfaction that reasonable minds would not differ
based on the evidence presented that the patient, John Wyman, had cancer which was
objectively ascertainable prior to his last visit with any of the Defendants on April 19,
2012. As it was more than two years later before any efforts were made by Plaintiffs to
pursue a lawsuit or file an application for a prelitigation screening panel pursuant to the
dictates of Idaho Code §6-1001 et seq., the Plaintiffs' claims are time barred pursuant to
the statute of limitations set forth in Idaho Code §5-219(4).
For these reasons, as well as those set out orally by the Court in
announcing Its ruling, it is hereby ordered and this does order that Defendants'

ORDER GRANTING
JUDGMENT-2

DEFENDANTS'

RENEWED

MOTION

FOR

SUMMARY

000228

•
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Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED and the claims of the Plaintiffs

against the Defendants are hereby dismissed on the merits with prejudice. A judgment
in favor of the Defendants shall be issued forthwith by the Court.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

ORDER GRANTING
JUDGMENT-3

_efJ day of

DEFENDANTS'

Ocr;:-8. i

tl

RENEWED

, 2015.

MOTION

FOR

SUMMARY
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

OCl I I '2.t\\5

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of
, 2015, I
seJVed a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS'
RENEWED MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by delivering the same to each of
the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:

S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5252
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
~Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com

Terrence S. Jones
Quane Jones McColl, PLLC
PO Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone - (208) 780-3939
Attorneys for Defendants

ORDER GRANTING
JUDGMENT-4

DEFENDANTS'

RENEWED

MOTION

FOR

SUMMARY

000230

•
FILED
P.M _ _ __

Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949

OCT O6 2015

QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By RIC NELSON
DEPUTY

Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977
JUDGMENT

vs.
JOHN J. ECK. M.D., an Individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED as follows dismissing the Complaint with
prejudice as to Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and Center for Lifetime
Health, LLC.
DATED this~ day of

Oe.~a,<.

, 2015.

JUDGMENT-1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of OCT I 8 28f5
2015, I
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT by delivering the same to
each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:
S. Brook Millard
Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5252
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Hand Delivered
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Facsimile: (801} 676-5262
[vr'Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com

Terrence S. Jones
Quane Jones McColl, PLLC
PO Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone - (208) 780-3939
Attorneys for Defendants

JUDGMENT-2

000232
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'

RECE1v1:o

Nov 1s2015
..t"*~
,.~. County Cl.~·e.. ,

ttn 1~ =

NO. _ _---;m-+t--i+/.,G1L

AM. _ __ , ~

NOV 16 2015
~~OftHM D. FtfCH, Clerk

S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC
11650 S. State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm.com

...,,..,

.,.~Vf9AK

Attorneys for Plaintifft

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs/Appellants,

NOTICE OF APPEAL
Case No: CV-OC-2014-16977

vs.
Judge James Morfitt
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants/Respondents.

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS, John J. Eck, M.D. Julie L. Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, AND THE DEFENDANTS' ATTORNEY, Terrence S. Jones,
QUANE JONES McCOLL, PLLC, P.O. Box 1576, Boise, Idaho 83701, AND THE CLERK OF
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named Appellants, John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman, by and through
their attorney of record, S. Brook Millard, of the firm WRONA GORDON & DuBOIS, PLLC, appeal
against the above-named Respondents to the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho from the final

000233

judgment entitled Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 6th day of October, 2015,
Honorable James Morfitt presiding.
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court of the State ofldaho, and the
judgment and order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable judgment and order under
and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) of LR.A.
3. The appeal is taken upon matters oflaw and fact as contained in the briefings and
decisions of the court with respect to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment which was
denied on April 2, 2015 and Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment which was
granted and entered as a final judgment of October 6, 2015.
4. The proceedings of the hearings dated March 23, 2015 and September 25, 2015 were
recorded. The recording of the proceedings are located at the Ada County Courthouse.
5. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant now intends to
assert in the appeal are as follows:

Did the trial court err in granting summary judgment to

Defendants respective of the following issues before the Court:
A.

That there was un-contradicted evidence that John Wyman's cancer was
objectively ascertainable more than two years prior to his filing his
Application for Prelitigation Screening and/or Plaintiffs' filing of a
lawsuit.

B.

That the testimony of Plaintiff John Wyman's oncologist Hung Khong.
M.D. did not contradict the affidavit of Defendants' expert Gregory Wells
2

000234

M.D. to create a disputed issue of material fact as to when John Wyman's
cancer was objectively ascertainable.
Appellant reserves the right to supplement the above stated issues pursuant to
LR.A. l 7(f).
6. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record or transcript.
7. An electronic version of the reporter's transcript is requested. The Appellant requests
the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's transcript: the reporter's standard
transcript pursuant to LR.A. 25, supplemented by the following:
(a) Hearing: March 23, 2015;
(b) Hearing: September 25, 2015.
8. I certify that: (a) that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter
of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Kim Madsen
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
Christie Valcich
Ada County Courthouse
13333 N. 5th Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83702
(b) That the clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of
the court reporter's transcripts for the March 23, 2015 hearing (court reporter Kim Madsen) and
3
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the September 25, 2015 hearing (court reporter Christie Valcich).
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
DATED this 13th day of November, 2015.
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC

4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this the

13th

day of November, 2015, I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL by delivering the same to each of the
following by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:

Terrence S. Jones, Esq.
Jennifer G. King, Esq.
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US BANK PLAZA
101 South Capital Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
tsj@quanelaw.com

[X]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[]

Hand Delivered

[]

Overnight Mail

[X]

Facsimile

[X]

Electronic Correspondence

Legal Assistant
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC

5
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NOV 1 9 2015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ROSE WRIGHT
DEPUTY

S. Brook Millard (Idaho Bar #7702)
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC
11650 S. State Street, Ste. 103
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone 801-676-5252
Facsimile 801-676-5262
millard@wgdlawfirm.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffa

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs/Appellants,

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL
Case No: CV-OC-2014-16977

vs.
Judge James Morfitt
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,
Defendants/Respondents.

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS, John J. Eck, M.D. Julie L. Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health, LLC, AND THE DEFENDANTS' ATTORNEY, Terrence S. Jones,
QUANEJONESMCCOLL, PLLC, P.O. Box 1576, Boise, Idaho 83701, AND THE CLERK OF
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN THAT:
1. The above named Appellants, John E. Wyman and Margo Wyman, by and through
their attorney ofrecord, S. Brook Millard, of the firm WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC, appeal
against the above-named Respondents to the Supreme Court of the State ofldaho from the final
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judgment entitled Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 6th day of October, 2015,
Honorable James Morfitt presiding.
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court of the State ofldaho, and the
judgment and order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable judgment and order under
and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) of LR.A.
3. The appeal is taken upon matters oflaw and fact as contained in the briefings and
decisions of the court with respect to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment which was
denied on April 2, 2015 and Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment which was
granted and entered as a final judgment of October 6, 2015.
4. The proceedings of the hearings dated March 23, 2015 and September 25, 2015 were
recorded. The recording of the proceedings are located at the Ada County Courthouse.
5. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant now intends to
assert in the appeal are as follows:

Did the trial court err in granting summary judgment to

Defendants respective of the following issues before the Court:
A.

That there was un-contradicted evidence that John Wyman's cancer was
objectively ascertainable more than two years prior to his filing his
Application for Prelitigation Screening and/or Plaintiffs' filing of a
lawsuit.

B.

That the testimony of Plaintiff John Wyman's oncologist Hung Khong.
M.D. did not contradict the affidavit of Defendants' expert Gregory Wells
2
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M.D. to create a disputed issue of material fact as to when John Wyman's
cancer was objectively ascertainable.
Appellant reserves the right to supplement the above stated issues pursuant to
LR.A. 17(f).

6. Appellant requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 I.A.R:
(a) Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment-dated February 2, 2015;
(b) Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment- dated February 2, 2015;
(c) Defendants' Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment;
(d) Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment-dated
March 9, 2015;
(e) Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment-dated March 16, 2015;
(f) Memorandum Decision on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Order signed April 1, 2015;
(g) Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment-dated July 22, 2015;
(h) Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment- dated July 22, 2015;
3
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(i) Affidavit of Gregory Wells, M.D., in Support of Defendants' Renewed Motion for
Summary Judgment- dated July 22, 2015;

G) Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Renewed Summary Judgment,
and its Exhibit "A" -dated September 18, 2015; and
(k) Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary
Judgment dated- dated September 22, 2015.
7. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record or transcript.
8. An electronic version of the reporter's transcript is requested. The Appellant requests
the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's transcript: the reporter's standard
transcript pursuant to LR.A. 25, supplemented by the following:
(a) Hearing: March 23, 2015;

(b) Hearing: September 25, 2015.
9. I certify that: (a) that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter
of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Kim Madsen
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
Christie V alcich
Ada County Courthouse
13333 N. 5th Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83702

4
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(b) That the clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of
the court reporter's transcripts for the March 23, 2015 hearing (court reporter Kim Madsen) and
the September 25, 2015 hearing (court reporter Christie Valcich).
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid.
DATED this 16th day of November, 2015.
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC

5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this the 16th day of November, 2015, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL by delivering the same to
each of the following by the method indicated below, addressed as follows:

Terrence S. Jones, Esq.
Jennifer G. King, Esq.
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US BANK PLAZA
101 South Capital Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
tsj@quanelaw.com

[X]

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[]

Hand Delivered

[]

Overnight Mail

[X]

Facsimile

[X]

Electronic Correspondence

Legal Assistant
WRONA GORDON & DUBOIS, PLLC

6
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Terrence S. Jones, ISB No. 5811
Jennifer G. King, ISB No. 8949
QUANE JONES MCCOLL, PLLC
US Bank Plaza
101 South Capitol Boulevard
Suite 1601
P.O. Box 1576
Boise, Idaho 83701
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NOV 2 4 2015
CHR!STOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SANTIAGO 8AnRl0S
0-i::i"":..!TV

Telephone (208) 780-3939
Facsimile (208) 780-3930
Attorneys for Defendants John J.
Eck, M.D., Julie Scott, PA-C and
Center for Lifetime Health

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

Case No. CV-OC-2014-16977

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTS IN CLERK'S RECORD
ON APPEAL PURSUANT TO I.A.R.
19(C) AND I.AR. 28(C)

Plaintiffs,
vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L.
PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC and JOHN
DOES 1-10,

scon,

Defendants.

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANTS AND THEIR ATIORNEYS

OF RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Respondents/Defendants in the
above-entitled proceeding hereby request, pursuant to Rules 19(c) and 28(c) of the

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS IN CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 19(C) AND I.A.R. 28(C) - 1

~

ORIGINAL
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Idaho Appellate Rules, the inclusion of the following material in the clerk's record in
addition to that required to be included by the Idaho Appellate Rules and that requested
in the Amended Notice of Appeal:

1.

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary

Judgment and all Exhibits filed February 3, 2015;
2.

Affidavit of Gregory Wells, M.D. in Support of Defendants'

Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment and all Exhibits filed July 24, 2015; and

3.

Order Granting Defendants' Renewed Motion for Summary

Judgment dated October 6, 2015; and

4.

Judgment Dismissing the Complaint with Prejudice dated October

6, 2015.
I certify that this request for additional record has been served upon the
clerk of the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20.
DATED this 24th day of November, 2015.
QUANE JONES McCOLL, PLLC

By

t/1 ··?/

,,~ . ,, .-V /h1 /
Terren
. Jo s, Of the Firm
Jenn· _,,. G. King, Of the Firm ·
Atto eys for Attorneys for
Defendants John J. Eck, M.D., Julie
Scott, PA-C and Center for Lifetime
Health

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS IN CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 19(C) AND I.A.R. 28(C)- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of November, 2015, I served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS IN
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 19(C) AND I.AR. 28(C) by
delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed
as follows:

S. Brook Millard

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

Wrona Gordon & Duboise, P.C.
11650 S. State St., Ste. 103
Draper, UT 84020
Telephone - (801) 676-5252
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

[ ]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: (801) 676-5262
Email: millard@wgdlawfirm.com

Jennifer G. King

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS IN CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 19(C) AND I.A.R. 28(C) - 3
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TO:

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

JAN 2 7 2016

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By KELLE WEGENER '

3

DEPUTY

4
5
6
7
8
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(
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43730

SC No.
WYMAN
vs.
ECK

9

10
11

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

12
13
14

Notice is hereby given that on January 26, 2016, I
lodged a appeal transcript of 26 pages in length in the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of the
County of Ada in the 4th Judicial
District.

15
This transcript contains hearings held on
16
17

..... March 23, 2015, Motion for Summary Judgment

18
19

20
21
22

/.

AkttM
lf;{llo Jl#
KtIM7 I . MADSEN
Add County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208)

287-7583

23

24
25
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAft61·

/0'..3:>

Fl~~-----L

JAN 2 7 2016

JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual,
and MARGO WYMAN, an individual,

CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk
By KELLE WEGENER
DEPUTY

Plaintiffs/Appellants,

v.

SC No.43730
Case No. CVOC-14-16977

JOHN J. ECK, MD, an individual,
and JULIE L. SCOTT, PA-C, an
individual, CENTER FOR LIFETIME
HEALTH, LLC, and JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendant/Respondents.

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on January 19, 2016,
I lodged a transcript, 46 pages in length, for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.

( Signature of Repo'rter)
Christie Valcich, CSR-RPR
January 19, 2016

Dates:

September 15, 2015
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,

Supreme Court Case No. 43730
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC, and
JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendants-Respondents.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 27th day of January, 2016.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,

Supreme Court Case No. 43730
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
JOHN J. ECK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC, and
JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendants-Respondents.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
S. BROOK MILLARD

TERRENCE S. JONES

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

DRAPER, UTAH

BOISE, IDAHO
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN E. WYMAN, an individual, and
MARGO WYMAN, an individual,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,

Supreme Court Case No. 43730
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.
JOHN J. ~CK, M.D., an individual, JULIE
L. SCOTT, PA-C, an individual, CENTER
FOR LIFETIME HEALTH, LLC, and
JOHN DOES 1-10,
Defendants-Respondents.
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules,
as well as those requested by Counsel.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
16th day of November, 2015.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICij,,,,11111 •11,,,,,
Clerk of the District C,......~~'\~ lUDICJ-4}',,,
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